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Italy, and Mrs. Draper.Augusta citizens voted Monday to accept au act passed by the legislature to re-district ward
one into two
wards, thus making eight
wards instead of seven.
The act was
accepted by a vote of 423 to 105.
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Is Bkikf.
A letter just received from
Burmali announces the marriage of Miss
Dora Roberts, of Vassar College, ’90, to
Rev. John E. Cummings of Saco, Baptist
missionary at Henzada, Burmali. The
event took place at the Lyon Memorial
chapel, at Bhamo, Upper Burmali, March
20. In addition to the Kachins, Burmans,
slums and Karens there were in attendance at
the ceremony several English
officers and missionaries from Myingyan
ami Mandalay.
Three American lady
travellers, New Yorkers, who were fellow passengers of Mr. and Mrs. Cummings, also witnessed the ceremony. A
profusion of orchids figured in the church
decoration. The bride wore her Vassal*
commencement costume of white with
pink ribbons.The Grand Jury of the
criminal branch of the United States Circuit Court in New York, May 11th, indicted Capt. Edward \Y. Reed of the ship
T. F. Oakes on the charge of maliciously,
and without justifiable cause, withholding food from the crew of his vessel on
the voyage from Hong Kong to New York.
••The United States gunboat Nashville
covered the GO miles course on her official
trial trip May 14th in G hours, 35 minutes
and 29 seconds, averaging 1G.7 knots and
winning a bonus of *00,000 for her builders.Max Maretzek died May 14th at
Pleasant Plains, Staten Island, aged 7G
He was a celebrated composer of
years.
music and opera, having brought out
Jenny Lind and other noted singers in the
United States.The Chamber of Commerce and other
organizations of Cincinnati have appointed a committee of ten
to go to Buffalo to try to secure the location there of the national encampment of
the Grand Army of tlie Republic in 1898.
.Fortner United States Senator Coke
died in Washington May 14th.
He served
three terms in the Senate and was twice
of
John
governor
Texas.Judge
Lowell,
the distinguished jurist, died at his home
in Brookline. Mass., Friday morning.
Stephen R. Mallory was elected United
States Senator from Florida May 14th on
the 25th ballot.Entilie Charlotte Langtry, the actress, has secured a divorce
from her English husband.
The decree
that gives her freedom from matrimonial
fetters was signed by Judge Camp at
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following
telephones

taxes

and

ompauies, doing business in
a

basis of

-aais:

1-2

per cent,

on

Telephone companies—

iud Telephone and Telegraph,
White Mountain Telephone,
Telephone, *17 05: Frankand Telegraph, *37 50;
one,
hi 00: against total for
1*00,
The telegraph taxes amount to
-•■ws:
Maine. .*1,250; Western
■

International. *4,375; Eastern,

■

;:an

Pacific. >150; Postal Tele-

>'*-5; Portland and Rutnford
ay Company, *75; Great Nortli-

-5o.Vdjt.

Gen. Richards has
Lakeport, Cal., May 14th.Judge
that the Inspector General Wheeler in the
United States circuit court
:t- National Guard shall
inspect of New York May 14th handed down a de■a seven
without
days’ notice,
cision allowing Christopher C. Campbell
ihe semi-monthly drill nights.
in his action against the City of New York
ordered all military property for
infringement of a patent for five fire
to be shipped at once to the
engines, the sum of 8818,074.32... .Presi-ter General.Perhaps the
dent Woodmausec has issued a call for a
--ale of logs ever made on the
meeting of the executive committee of
liver by one individual \ook the National
Republican League at the
ok.
John lo»ss sold to F. W.
Auditorium, Chicago, Thursday, May 27.
l.i*W0 foot of logs «vh.ich were Final
arrangements will be made at this
ar
last
winter,
and
ago
meeting for the Detroit convention July
hist
winter’s cut at a
uni13.Recent mail advices from Uraguay
•>f >1-' per l,uun.
The Ayer state that the revolution has checked after
on
running three weeks and a bloody battle at Ties Arbales in which a
.iKiO.OOO feot of lumber, the
large number ot revolutionists were killed
i: was for the English marand their leaders driven to the frontier.
1- astern Maine State Fair man-Hon. E. C. Moseley, Washington, I).
out with the announcement of
<, has been elected president of the Amt-laces for neX
tali' s exhibition,
ean-Irish Historical society to succeed
be !;\* classes, and >.;00 is the tin' late Admiral
Meade.The Boston
mod by the association, each enFruit Company has received advices that
«
pel cent, of the purse, to be
steamer Bernard.
Philadelphia to Port
e classes will be
green' horses,
Antonio, Jamaica, 1 ad arrived at Castle
aud f.'in-yrai-olds.
Records
Island, Bahamas. The vessel was several
May J5 are to be no bar and days over due and it was thought some
i.vment, when horses shall be
mishap had befallen her. The delay was
be on Aug. 1.The Saco caused
by a broken shaft.The Yale
‘<■1
Machine Shop, employing
yacht club lias conditionally accepted
which
has
been
hands,
praeti- Harvard's challenge. Yale’s terms called
".on for the last two
months, loi the sailing ot the races at New Lonoperations with a full force of ! don, instead of Newport as
suggested by
cl.
A large order for cotton
Harvard —The Porte has replied officialhas
been received from a |
to
the note of the powers and declined
ly
.A party -t New York
to agree to an armistice until tiie followii
Pirn-hill May 12th looking
conditions
are accepted:
'Die annexaing
uebiii inn j ropcrty.
They de- tion of Thessaly, and indemnity of 1»>,u the house
again, The open- 000,000 pounds (Turkish,) and the abolii'O place on June
15, and Miss tion of the capitulations.
The Porte
ri of Lakeville, \
J., will be proposes that plenipotentiaries of the
>he lias la id the same posipowers should meet at Pharsales to dis"■rai large hotels in the past.
cuss the terms of peace and declares that
L. M. Meveus of Portland,
if these conditions are declined the Turk>i lent
at
large of the Xa- ish army will continue to advance.
1
T. I’., sailed from Montreal
America can thank Ex-Ambassador Bay; *i
England as a delegate to the ard for recovering and
bringing safely to
of
the British Womans’
a-oting
her shores the long lost log of the Mayce
Union.At a meeting of flower.
It will soon be formally presents
Hill trustees. May 11, the ed to the
city of Boston_The kineto>n
of Pres. Gallagher was acscopic pictures of the Corbett-Fitzsimtake effect commencement mons
fight at Carson are barred as far as
R- Drummond of Waterville
Canada is concerned.
Sir Oliver Mowatt,
0 d
treasurer, in place of Hon.
minister of justice, has drafted an amendcry, deceased.The plaintiffs ment to tlie criminal code
making it a
cd case of the Maine Condensed
misdemeanor to exhibit pictures of prize
vs. D. M. White and others of
in Canada.
The amendment will
lights
tor non-payment of their sub1
be made a government measure and passhave been non-suited.S. L.
ed through both houses at once_The
Waldoboro. ex-assistant ad justeamer Dauntless
ral of the Maine G. A. R., will suspected filibustering
slipped out of Savannah, Ga., Monday
imemorial address at Littery,
and headed southward.
It is the talk
'biuon buildings along the entire
among the river men that she has gone on
Pangor A Aroostook railroad an expedition to Cuba. Her agents
say
painted tiiis spring. The color .she is off the bar
waiting for vessels.
as been selected is lilac with blue
The Florida legislature Monday unani-s.A. W. Barnard, who has
mously adopted a resolution impeaching
■ecu
exhibiting a flying machine State Treasurer Clarence B. Collins of
nnessee exhibition, was for two
high crimes and misdemeanors.
vral secretary of the Auburn Y.
A.May 12tli, at Portland, the
Washington Whisperings. The late
'-tate mechanical, industrial and
Representative Milliken introduced some
exhibition was opened by Mayor I nineteen bills in the
present Congress beBesides the mayor and memfore his death.
There has been some inDie city government, representaquiry here as to whether these bills will
the board of trade and business have to be reintroduced
after Mr. Milliken’s
were
to
take
in
ncrally
present
part
successor has taken his seat.
It will be
aial opening of the first great fair Mr.
Burleigh’s privilege to reintroduce
tempted in Maine. It is closely them as he chooses or he may not introafter the Mechanic’s fair in Bos- duce them at all.
In any event, they will
iie Skowhegan Jersey Creamery
g<» before the respective committees for
ring the month of April over whatever action each committee
may
"unds of butter and paid patrons choose to take.
Mr. Burleigh cau, if he
s
per pound for butter fat for the chooses, urge the passage of the bills for
•nth.
New patrons are being adpensions and for other purposes, introthe product for the month of
duced by Mr. Milliken, as he would if
reach
20,000 pounds. they were introduced by himself.Senaprobably
•
mery at present is unable to sup- tor Gallinger of New
Hampshire has prethe demands for their butter.
sented an amendment which he proposes
>wers has ordered the annual ento offer to the tariff bill against goods
•lit of the national guard of Maine
which are the product of convict labor....
The men will go Harold
y in August.
Sewall, lr. S. minister to Hawaii,
<»u
the Augusta field, Saturday, called at the State
"up
department May 12th
Senator Frye could not withto say farewell before his departure for
the temptation furnished by the
his post. His family is now awaiting him
;t of the ice from the
Rangeley in San Francisco and will accompany Mr.
uid has come to Maine to catch a Sewall to
Honolulu.The Democratic
at before helping the rest of the
members of the State committee of finance
:>n senators to pass the
Dingley were in consultation for two hours SaturGovernor Powers and council conday on the tariff bill. They decided not
the regular nominations Fri lay in to offer a substitute for the finance comDve session.
Judge A. R. Savage mittee bill, but to propose amendments,
"urn, recently appointed to the Suwhich while they reduce the rates,
bencli of Maine, took his oath of
would, if added to the rates of the Wilcommunication
from
Saturday—A
son law,
provide sufficient revenue to
••rs of the Cumberland bar will be
meet the demands of the government.
Nidge Walton tendering him a coni- The Democratic members are specially
1
ntary banquet at the Congress Square critical of the sugar, glass and wool
upon auy date which he cares to fix.
schedules and will offer amendments on
ntire bar of the county will be rep- all of them.Mr.
Mallory, Senator-elect
:< d.The
proposed new charter for from Florida, is a gold Democrat. This
was
defeated Monday by a
and,
will make four of that kidney in the
0 1,540 to 1,010.
The female mem- Senate.
q» of the school board proposition
.>
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1

defeated, 1,260 to 1,190.Mrs.
Hale, who is going to Rome,
l(_* her son Chandler, secretary of the
Dean legation, is ill, sailed from New
1Saturday in the French line steamBourgogne, accompanying Gen.
F. Draper, who succeeds Wayne
^
t*agh as United States ambassador to
1

';
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Hampden.

The store of

Frost at East Hampden
last

Sunday night

The safe
secured.

was

working

on

or

Postmaster Wm.

burglarized
early Monday morning.
was

blown open, but no money was
An inner drawer of the safe conin
taining $50
stamps, $18 in money and a
(“heck was not disturbed.
The sheriff is
the

case.

Meeting

of Waldo

County Grange.

lowing is the program:
Mrs. Ida Morrison
Piano solo,
Miss Cleora Haney
Recitation,
Piano duet,
Mrs. Shaw and Mrs. Bowker
Miss Florence M. Hill
Recitation,
Cornet solo,
Ambrose Morrison
Dialogue, “Squash Family.”
INTERMISSION.
Miss Nettie Shuman
Miss Mason and Mrs. Morrison
Mrs. Staples
Recitation,
Mrs. Morrison
Song,
Mrs.
Alexander
Recitation,
Grand finale by Mr. Johnsing of Alabama
and his daughters.

Song,

Piano duet,

evening, May inn, one nunarea
Granite Grange, with visitors
from Comet, South Branch and Northern
Light Grange, met in the Grange hall at
North Searsport to listen to a mock town
meeting conducted by the sisters of Granite
luesaay

members of

Cunningham. Recess was then taken
for refreshments. After calling to order in
the afternoon Mrs. Horace
Barker, Olive
Bartlett and C. A. Levanseller were appointed a committee to draw up resolutions on
the death of Past Master, M. E. Herriman.

Grange. The grauge
young sisters in a very

county fair,
discussed by J. G. Harding, J. O. JohnMoody, B. F. Foster and E. F..
Light. The question was ably discussed.
The fairs were well pictured out from the
cattle departmeut to the merry-go-round
and all the instructive features given.
Brother Harding and Brother
Moody were
in the best of mood, but the latter was the
most Moody of the two. Georges River
Grange furnished the following entertainment: Music by an excellent choir;
singing
bv quartette; essay, “Responsibilities meas
ured by difficulties,” by Mrs. C. C. Whitcomb; duet by Sisters" Cargill and Hurd;
story by W. H. Moody; reading, “Too late
for the train," by Sister Daniels; a well
rendered recitation by Blanche Moody. The
next meeting will be with Smith Branch
Grange, Prospect, June 8th, with the following program: 1st, opening exercises; 3,
address of welcome by W. H. Ginn ; 3, response by D. O Bowen; 4, conferring fifth
degree ; 5, report ofgranges ; (i, topic, What
we aim to do with our rural
schools," by W.
W. Stetson ; 7, appointment of committee ; 8,
recess; 11, music; 10, question, Resolved,
That machinery has been an injury to poor
people; aff., A. A. Ginn; neg., A. S. Nickerson : 11. remainder of the
program to lie furnished by South Branch Grange.
was

son, W. H

Institute.

the revised program of the
meeting of the Waldo County Teachers’ Association to he held at Stockton Springs,
Friday and Saturday, May 21 and 22:
is

FRIDAY.

Devotional Exercises.
Address of Welcome, F. N. Nickerson,
a. M

Springs.
Response, Supt. F. S. Brick, Belfast.
10.30 a. m.
Paper—History in the Rural
Schools, Supt- F. S. Brick, Belfast; Discussion by F. A. Dickey, Northport; F. N. Nickerson, Stockton Springs; Miss Sadie Russ,
Stockton

m.
Paper—Reading in the Rural
Schools, Prin. W. J. Corthell, Gorham Normal School;
Discussion hy Miss Ethel
Thomas, Belfast; A. N. Jewett, North
Sears mont.
2 30 p. m
Paper—Arithmetic, Hon. W.
W. Stetson, State Supt. General Discussion.
3 30 p. m.
Question Box, Conducted by H.

E. Ellis, Belfast.
7.30 n. m.
Address,
State Supt.

!

Hon. W. W. Stetson,

SATURDAY.

0.00 A. m.
Lane, Coburn
Discussion.
10 00 a. m.
Ida B. Carter,

Paper—Nature Work. A. I,.
Classical Institute; General

Paper—Picture Work, Miss
Belfast; Discussion by Mrs.
Emma F. Davis, Searsport; Miss Julia A.
Belfast
; Miss Mary H. Mason, MorWiggin,

rill.

11.00 a. 31.
Methods for Busy
Paper
Work. Miss Mary P. Beaman, Belfast; discussion by Miss Aiberta Wadsworth, Belfast; A. H. Kane, Miss Lilian Maddocks,
—

Brooks.
12 00 3i.

Nominate Fred

District

year.

Capt. Augustus S. White, formerly of this
city, died at the Sailors' Snug Harbor on
Staten Island, New York., last Sunday, aged
03 years and 8 mouths.
He was a native of
this city and was the oldest son of the late
Robert White. He began going to sea when
a mere boy, making his first voyage to the
West Indies in the brig Russian, with Capt.
Win. G. Yeazie, and followed the sea until
failing health obliged him to retire. He
served during the Crimean war in the British navy, having been “shanghaied” into the

W. Plaisted of Augusta for Congress.

The Third District Democrats met in convention at Pittsfield last Thursday to uomiat»* a candidate for Congress.
It was decided not to fuse with the Populists. Joseph
Williamson, Jr. of Augusta called the convention to order and Fred W. Clair, Esq. of

service.

When

he

was

discharged from the

navy he returned to the American merchant
service and soon rose to the command of the

Waterville was made chairman. Although
the committee on credentials had just reported 132 delegates present Col. C. B. Morton of Augusta suggested that the convention take into consideration whether, with
the lamentable situation of less than 50 delegates present, it should make any nomination at this time.
Let the influential Democrats who stay away take the responsibility.
The committee on
resolutions—B. E»,
Whitney, Hancock, H. P. Farrow, Waldo,
S. T. Lavvry, Somerset, and J. Williamson,
Jr., Kennebec—reported as follows:
Resolved, That whereas the third district has

larger class of vessels. For several years
he was in command of the ship Louis
Walsh, then owned in Belfast. He was a
thorough seaman and a fine navigator.
After the Louis Walsh was sold he left the
sea, and lived in Belfast a few years, finally
retiring to the Sailors' Snug Harbor. He
leaves one brother, Ansel S. White of New
Y'ork, two half brothers, Frank of San Francisco and Henry P. of Farmington, and two
sisters,
Norringer
Nellie F. Mulholland, both of Bay City,
Mich.
half

Mrs.

Fannie

and

Mrs.

Abbie M. Hawes of Portland died
suddenly of paralysis of the brain Thursday
morning, May 13th, while isiting a grandj
in Deering. Mrs. Hawes lias made
daughter
j
allegiance' her home with her daughter, Mrs. Allen, for
the past 25 years, and her death, coming so
suddenly, is asadblow to her. Mrs. Hawes
was 75 years and 2 mouths old.
Her former
home was in Morrill. She was universally
loved and respected and leaves to mourn
her loss two sons—Daniel L. Rowe of Bel->Jr.
wimamson ot ivenneoec nominated
fast and W. E. Rowe of Lindstrom, Minn.,—
Fred W. Plaisted of Augusta as a candidate
and three daughters—Mrs. A. M. West of
for Congress, and moved bis nomination by
acclamation. Mr. Morton of Augusta ob- Belfast, Mrs. J. P. Allen of South Portland
jected to a nomination by acclamation.
and Mrs. Belle Shaw of Freeport, Me. The
L. H. Murek of Belfast seconded the nomifuneral servuces were held Sunday, May 16th,
nation of Mr. Plaisted, as did also Mr. Whitat the residence of her daughter, Mrs. James
ney of Hancock.
Sir. Plaisted was declared the nominee P. Allen.
[Portland papers please copy.
with only one faint no from Mr. Morton in
opposition.
The Deer Isle Gazette reports the death of
The speech of Mr. Plaisted in accepting
Mrs. Mary Kent,an aged and respected lady
the nomination was received with enthus- of
Atlantic, after a somewhat protracted
iasm. He declared his allegiance to Bryan's
illness. Mrs. Kent was 85 years old, only
cause and the Chicago platform.
one person on the island being of greater
Fred W. Plaisted is the son of ex-Gov.
age. Her father, known as “King” David
Harris M. Plaisted, and is the editor of the
Smith, was the first permanent settler on
New Age of Augusta. He was a delegatethis island, coming here from New
at-large to the national Democratic conven- spire in 1794, having previously been Hampa Revtion, and w'as an earnest supporter of Mr.
olutionary soldier. He first married Eunice
Bryan for the nomination. He is a firm be- Thurston of Deer Isle, by whom he had 10
liever in free silver, and his paper was one children. After her death he married
Betsy
of Hon. W. J. Bryan’s strongest supporters
Gross, also of Deer Isle, by whom he had
in the State in the presidential campaign.
children. Nearly all his children seteight
He is chairman of the Democratic city com- tled in Atlantic. Mrs. Kent was a
daughter
mittee of Augusta, and is high up in Masonry.
by his last marriage.
Mrs.

■

v

$199.89
76.90

Balance.$122 99
J. W. Knowlton, Agent, reported as follow's :
To the Officers and Members of the Belfast Humane Society: Another year has
passed since our last meeting, amfwhile we
have not accomplished so much as we hoped
to, yet I feel that our work has not been
wholly fruitless. I know' there has been far
less suffering among dumb animals in this
vicinity than there would have been if we
had not been engaged in this noble work.
While we have not had the help from the
public that we ought to have had, 1 feel sure
it will come later on if wre do our duty.
The longer I am in this work the more use
I see for it.
There is a terrible lack, either from wilful
neglect or ignorance, in the care of dumb
animals.
1 find many places where stock is
kept that lack so many little things, which
if done would make a vast difference in the
comfort of the stock. Therefore, I think we
should renew our energies and devise some
way to raise money that we can do more
work in the coming year than we have in
the past.
There have been 53 complaints made to
me in the past year, all of which have been
investigated. I have also received quite a
number of anonymous letters, of which I
have taken no notice. Anyone wishing to
give information of cases of cruelty must
sign their own names and they will be
strictly confidential.
The main business of the past, year consists of the following; overchecked, 4; bad
or no shoeing, 8; reprimand for hard
driving,
6; interviewed as to better care of stock, 28;
humanely killed, homeless cats, 6; old, worn-

horses,

out

62.

Respectfully submitted,
J. W. Knowlton, Agent.
of thanks was passed to Mr.

A vote
Knowlton for the earnest and efficient manner in which he had performed the duties of
his office.
V oted that the report of the Ageut be
published in the local papers.
The following officers were elected : President, H. E. McDonald; Vice Presidents,
John G. Brooks, O. F. Ginn; Secretary, L.

Burrington ; Treasurer, H. P. Thompson ;
Directors, J. W. Knowlton, A. C. Sibley, G.
C. Kilgore, Mrs. J. H. Howes, Miss Adelle
McDonald, Mrs. A. I. Brown, R. F. Dunton,
Mrs. R. H. Howes, Mrs. J. M. Leighton.
The following resolutions were passed:
The Belfast Humane Society desires to
record its debt of gratitude to the late Al-

M.

B. Otis for the constant interest which
displayed in its aims and work, and j
express the feelings of sorrow and loss
which the death of so true a frieud has ocbert

he

ever

to

casioned.

Also, The Belfast Humane Society, recognizing that it has lost an earnest friend and
well-wisher in the late Mrs. Frances Banks,
desires to express its appreciation of her interest in its work while living, ami of the
generous gift which will long identify her
memory with its organization and work.
The

following committee was appointed
to organize Bands of Mercy
among the
schoolchildren: Mrs. J. M. Leighton, Mrs.
Joseph Tyler, Mrs. R. If. Howes, Mrs. J. If.
Howes.
'1 he

following

committee

was

municate with the Massachusetts Humaue
Society in regard to procuring a supply of
placards for posting in proper places, relating to the use of the check-rein and the treatment of birds.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Sibley,
the retiring President, for the earnest arid
faithful manner in which he had performed
the duties of that office. Mr. Sibley declined
a re-election on account of
pressure of other
business.
The Cuban Question.
McKinley’s Message to
the Subject.

sent the

following

Congress

on

tinued

Wm. McKinley.
Executive Mansion May 17.
The Senate promptly made tlie appropriation asked for.

Transfers in

Real

Estate.

The following transfer* in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending May l!>, 18!>7:
Abner
Bailey estate, Searsport, to Frank E.
Downes, Winterport.; land in Winterport.

Elijah H. Simpson, Thorndike, to Carrie W.
Simpson, do.; iand and buildings in Thorndike.
J. K
P. Biaisdell, Palermo, to Win.
A. Biaisdell, do. iand in Palermo.
Gilbert
M. Greer, Belmont, to B. B. Toothaker,
Searsmont ; laud and buildings in Belmont!
Lovenia M Doe, Burnham, to Everett M.
Doe, do.; land in Burnham.
Franklin
Banks, Belfast, to Lizzie B. Craudlemire,
do.: laud and buildings in Belfast. Mary E.
Wingate, et al., Monroe, to Joseph Pattee,
do.; laud aud buildings in Monroe. Josiah
H. Greeley, Trustee, China, to James R. B.
Dinsmore, do.; land in Palermo. Abbie S.
Moody, Liberty, to G. L. Robbins, do.; land
in Liberty. Henry A. Bolan, et al., Winter-

port, to John C. L. Carleton, do ; land in
Winterport. Chas. W. Lancaster*-Belfast,
to Arthur C. Ellingwood, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast. Frank S. Coombs,
Belfast, to Samuel R. Locke, do.; land in
Belfast. Thomas Leonard, Morrill, to Sam.
uel B. Pease, do., laud in Morrill
B. HIvuowlton, Belfast to S. A. Littlefield, do.;
land in Belfast. E. H. Denslow, New York,
to Grace C. Denslow, do.; land in Stockton
Springs. Chas. B. Hazeltin* and Fred G.
White, Belfast, to F.G. White Co., do.; iand
and buildings in Belfast (2 deeds). John
Cole et als., Winterport, to Amos Carleton,
do.; land and buildings in Winterport. C.

A. McKenney, Monroe, to E. L. Nelson, do.;
land in Monroe. David H. Heal, Lincoln*
ville, to Lura B. Heal, do.; land in Lincoln-

Ralph n. Hart went to Lewiston Monday
for employment.
Miss Effie Clifford went to Rockland Mon-

Fred A. Johnson arrived home from Bosweek for a vacation.

wet

weather of the past week had
delayed work on the grounds and the portion which will ultimately be the infield was
still in the furrow and covered with pools of
water. The higher land of the outfield was,

however,

in very

good condition

and

a

ton last

Capt. Chas. Baker weut to Portland Mon
day to consult a specialist.
Fred T. Chase left yesterday for
in the Kennebec valley.

was measured off there,
The fielders
labored under great .disadvantages on account of the rough and wet condition of the

mond

Miss Blanche Freeman of Camden i*
guest of Mrs. Wm. H. Arnold.

in

Mrs, F. A. Roberts of Waterville
spent
in Belfast.
Simon A. Payson went to Bangor
Tuesday
for a business trip of a few

days.

Swift of Moutville is visiting his
brother, Win. A. Swift of this city.
C.

Benjamin Smith of Taunton, Mass.,
visiting relatives in Belfast and Waldo.

Montreals it
catcher.

was

Mr. and Mrs E. O. Thorndike arrived
in
Belfast last Saturday evening for a short
visit.

Elias R. Thompson is recovering from Ins
illness. He came home from Searsmont Inst
week.
Miss Ida H. Crowley returned
Tuesday
a visit to friends in
Cambridge.
Mass.

evening from

Samuel I.. Robbins has returned home
from Massachusetts, where lie.
spent the
winter.

Hudson, pitchis the

Following

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman
went to
Boston Tuesday night by steamer
City ol

score:

2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 Total
Belfast.022 3 0000 6—13
Montreal.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0— 1
Base hits, Belfast, 4; Montreal, 2; struck
out, by Carriveau, 1; by Mill hall, 2: by Hodson, G; bases on balls Belfast, 8: Montreal,
4.
Every man on the Bel fasts got a score,
Mazena and Webster got 2 each and Hill 3.
The one score of the Montreals was a home
1

run

by Page. George Darby

Bangor.

Mr. and Mrs. Sanford H. Mathews
and
Miss Avis Mathews left
Tuesday for a visit
to Boston.
The Portland papers report Rev R. T
Hack as ill and unable to
<vupy his puij.u
last Sunday.
Mrs. A. B. Hutchins returned last
from Penobscot, where
hav.

M

umpire.
published in
was

The schedule of games as
a
recent issue of The Journal, and in the official card of the Maine Base Ball League,
groups the games of each team together.
Below we give, f>>r more ready reference, the
list of games to be, played by tin- Belfast

is

bred Dyer of Brockton is
visiting his
grandmother, Mrs. Simeon Staples, of this
city.

either over the back fence or into the left
field. Tile latter were well taken care of
by Firtb of the Montreals and Hill of the
Belfasts, the latter makingsome fine catches
under difficult conditions.
An
unusual
number of men were hit by pitched balls
and one of the Montreal men was quite
badly hurt. The Belfast battery was Mulliall and Carriveau, pitchers; Gaston, catch-

Downey,

A.

A. 0. Sibley and son A. C.,
Jr., returned
last Thursday from a visit in Boston.

including a home run by Hill. Some heavy
batting was done, most of the balls going

For the

Otis Bowen of Brunswick visited friends
Belfast a few davs last week.

Sunday with relatives

the first inning the first three men went
out in regular order, two at first and one on
a foul.
In the second the Belfasts scored
two, two men struck out anil one went out
on a fly.
The Montreals again faileil to get
a score, and the third inning resulted the
same as the second.
In the fourth the Belfasts scored three and the Montreals one,
the latter being a home run by Rage, 2d
baseman.
The fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth innings were shut outs for both sides,
and showed some fine plays by both. In
the last inning the visitors evidently got
weary and the home team got in six runs,
In

er;

;«

Miss Elizabeth A. Barnes went to Boston
last Thursday for a short visit.

ground. A good game was played, notwithstanding. The home team was shut out in
five innings and the visitors in eight. The
score stood Belfast, 13:
Montreal, 1. The
Belfasts went first to bat, but failed to score.

er.

out-

an

ing

dia-

and

week

tiny

been visiting.
Mrs. (.'has. N. Black returned L< me Tm-s
day evening from a visit r. friends m Pm;
land and B>ston.

i

team at home:

May 24, with..Portland
25
Augusta

Hr. ami Mrs. L. W. Pendleton
have
turned to Portland fr m their wmu
sojourn in Florida

...

h

•*

2(5

—

2'j
June 1, 3“
4
5
10
11
12

Bangor

Uoekhnul
.ewiston

.1

...

Bangor

...

18

Bangor

•*

Lewiston

Bangor
Augusta

2t>
28
Sept. 4

...1 angor

The Belfast team will go to Portland this
morning for the first league game < f the

They

will arrive hack next

Monday

for tlie first, game hero.
and

Yachts

Boats.

S. B. Holt put his boat landing in dace

Tuesday.

Bang

to

went

1

I).

O. Roberts' schooner Hattie is at her

moorings above the railroad wharf.
not rigged, but her huil has been put

She is
in fine

condition.

of

Mrs. L. !\.

day from

a

Patterson r<-:i;nU..;

visit of two weeks

name

of

Nimrod.

S. B. Holt launched his sloop Katherine
last week. He has added 450 pounds of lead
to her outside baliast and put dead wood
aft of the rudder to prevent her coming in
stays too quickly,

as

she did

last

season.

rfe

ter. Mrs. A. F.

Ivilgore

of

Packard of Nortbp a
Brockton, Mass., last Thursday
son, Aurelius A. Packard. wP
Miaa ,f den Mont
visit'-d Mrs.

t

\v.

nt

ti
k

..u-

M

t
F

iugh

d

r

Brooks.

Rodel

Mass.,

ti.
(H.

-i

t"

s. Brick

a

i'.-u

day*

the

past week. Tuesday th y left f.u
to friends in Guilford.

vis.r

Joaie Burkett » :'! I- ive m-vt s mu
New York to
n
r Milparry
waukee friends in a tour in Enron-. fr,
which they will return in August
Miss

day

for

Frau, is H. Wtlol, of tlie
oily has been ap.
pointed one of the judges of Up. Firemen's
Muster to he held in Portland
'JutL u.

Aug

Represeutativi

New England 1-

VV.

I,.
Fr;

nr,

Littlorii Id

-f Bel
fast
Angus'...
la.v.ai d n is win
ly greeted by his many fm-mis I,.-re 11,,
was in attendance at the
tile
meeting
Governor and Com -ii
'K.oinehe, J, iruai
was :i;

George Bean

or

Philml. ph

Belfast, was mate of
wrecked by tile tidal war
April doth. The officers am:
East

...

I

fort;
g

ot
in,

a-

Bitre

o
re
Capt. R. H. Coombs launched his sloop
yacht Eagle Monday. She has been over- saved, but at the time Mr. Bean wfriends here it was thought the v.-ss. i
hauled and improved in several respects
he a total loss.
during the winter.

A new Rockport yacht, built by Will
Corfcneil, has been named Odds and Ends,
and Luther McLaughlin of the same place
has a new yacht which bears the familiar

Mon-

r

Mrs. Thomas i: Shute and la.mliter Scs
returned home Tuesday v. u ug fr ,n, \j
sachnsetts, where spent tu. w

connection with the

Gilman took the covering
off the Jennette Tuesday preparatory to
fitting her out for the season.

Capt. Henry

Geo. S. Mills

day to attend the comiuetimuciit
\ugusta
Bangor Bangor Theologu a; Seminary

13
Koekiand
21
Lewiston
22
Augusta
23.24“
Portland
30, J uly 1, with.. Bangor
July 2, 3 with... Augusta
7, 8
Koekiand
14,15
Portland
10. 17
Koekiand
23.24
Augusta
Portland
28, 29
Aug. 2, 3
Lewiston
7
0,
Bangor
13. 14
Augusta
Koekiand
1(5, 17

F.

Rev.

Portland
ewiston

I

14

23,24

1'.. S. Pitcher and K
s. Shunim
went t.<.
Fcstine yesterday afternoon t<? set
up a new
piano at the Normal School.

Lewiston

Congress:

cines.
This applies to the rural districts of the
eastern parts. The agricultural classes have
been forced from their farms into the nearest towns, where they are without work or
money.
The local authorities of the several towns,
however kindly disposed, are unable to relieve the needs of their own people and are
altogether powerless to help our citizens.
The latest report of Consul General Lee estimates that six to eight hundred are without means of support.
I have assured him
that provision would be made at once to relieve them.
To that end I recommend that
Congress make an appropriation of no less
than £50,(X)0, to he immediately available for
use under the direction of the
Secretary of
It is desirable that a part, of the sum
State.
which may be appropriated by Congress
should, in the discretion of the Secretary
of State, also be used for the transportation of American citizens desiring to return
to the L uited States and who are without
means to do so.
(Signed)

Port-

in

land last week.

hits, Rockland, 30, Montreals, 9. Er- day for a short visit.
rors, Rocklands, 2, Montreals, 4.
Batteries,
A reissue of pension has beer,
Vi-iu, Brennan, Black and Wiley; Colton
granted to
and O’Connor. Umpire, Quinlan.
J. F. McKeen, Belfast.
Saturday they came to Belfast and again
Wilbur O. Colby is at home from Massasuffered defeat at the hands of a team playchusetts for a short visit.
ing together for the first time. The con-

The President to-

message to

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: Official information from our consuls in Cuba establishes
the fact that a large number <>f American
citizens in the island are in a state of destitution, suffering for want of food and medi-

vilie.

PERSONAL.
Joseph L. Havner visited friends

Base

season.

President

Ball.

The Montreal team had hard luck in this
section of the State. In Rockland
Friday
the newly-organized Rockland team defeated them by a score of 28 to 5, as follows:
Rocklands.0 0772051 6—28
Montreals.3 00100010—5

’*

appointed
to arrange for a public meeting early in the
fall: A. C. Sibley, J. W. Knowlton, Mrs. J.
M. Leighton, Miss Adelle McDonald.
At a subsequent meeting of the Executive
Committee, J. W. Knowlton was re-elected
Agent. The Agent was instructed to com-

day

Obituary.

Democrats

in tlie death of Hon. Seth L. Milliken lost an able
and influential representative in the halls of Congress, that recognizing the fact that Mr. Milliken
during bis long and honorable congressional
career was ever alive to the needs <>f liis constituents, regardless of their party aflliations, the
Democrats of this district learn of his death
with deep regret and tender their sincere sympathy to Ins bereaved family.
Resolved, That this convention favors the free
and unlimited coinage of both gold and silver at
the ratio of 16 to 1. without the consent of any
other nation on earth, and renews its
to that gallant leader, William .1. Bryan, in his
efforts to free the government of this country
from the control of trusts and monopolies.
Resolved, That we vigorously protest against
the prospective passage of the so-called Dingiey
hill by tiie present Congress, believing that its
enactment will increase the burdens of an already overtaxed people, without corresponding
benefit to labor.

Trundy ought to go cheap as he is a good
musician and singer. He was sold to Ellen
Black, but she would not take her pay in
fiddling but must have the cash. Bro. W.
C. Mathews went low, as he is a good looking man, also a good hand to take care of
babies. Bro. Hartson brought two dollars a
week, as lie is considered the handsomest
Brother in the grange. A vote was passed
to instruct the selectmen to prosecute all
males found away from their homes after
ten o’clock without proper female escorts.
An article to furnish the Brothers with rubber spittoons with nozzles made lots of fun.
Some of the sisters thought an old up and
down churn would be better. It was voted
to furnish each Brother with an old boot leg
to wear inside the vest. It was also voted
to shrink t i e road from H ^T. Scribner’s to
the Grange hall so that our young Brothers
who visit sisters Lillie and Kate would not
have so far to travel. A vote was carried to
build a telephone line from Granite Grange
to Comet Grange and also to South Branch
Grange so that Brother Stinson could know
when they had a harvest supper. Some of the
sisters thought Bro. Stinson could smell a
harvest feast across Swan Lake against the
wind.
Some thought Comet and South
Branch Granges should bear part of the expense. It was voted to raise 2,"> cents for the
same.
Articles too numerous to mention
came before the meeting.
Many of the sisters took babies along to the meeting, which
added much to the occasion. Sister Stinson,
as an old lady, called down the house with
her first vote. A paper was read by Lillian
Scribner, which was a success. ILnuuks
were made by some of the visitors and the
A treat of
grauge closed at a late hour.
candy was furnished by the sisters.
A. Stinson.

Base

May 14th, by an adjournment from May 10th.
The President, A. C. Sibley, presided. H. P.
Thompson, Treasurer, reported as follows:
Balance on hand May 11,1896.$ 90 89
Bequest of Mrs. Frances Banks. 100.00
Sundry contributions.
9.00

Washington, May 17.

Business Meeting.
The officers are Francis S. Brick, President. Grace E. Walton, Secretary; R. L.
Ilsley, Miss H. M. Mason, Miss Grace A.
Lord, Executive Committee. Half rates on
railroads
Reduced rates at hotel. Buckhoards will leave Belfast at 8.00 a 3i. sharp
and on arrival of the morning trains at the
depot. Fare for round trip, $1 00.
Third

our

able manner, and after the form of business was carried out
Sister Georgie Chapin called the town meeting to order. Eliza Mathews was chosen
moderator; sister Downs, clerk; Sisters
Spaulding, Nickerson and Moore selectwomen. The election of a supervisor of schools in
place of C. F. Smith, resigned, called out
much sport. An article in the warrant to
discontinue the road from Howard Ward’s
to Fred Black’s made lots of fun. Sister
Black thought the road was the cause of her
late sickness, as she had been out nights
looking after Bro. Black as he traveled said
road often to visit Sister Ward. After some
discussion it was voted not to discontinue
the said road. The disposal of the town’s
poor—to wit., F. L. Trundy, W. C. Mathews,
Melvin Clark and Zennie Downs—caused
much laughter. Some of the sisters thought

The question—Resolved, That there is more
to be learned that will be of practical benefit
to the farmers from a visit to a well
regulated farm than from a visit to a

BelfasT.
1 30 p.

opened by

was

Society.

The annual meeting of the Belfast Humane
Society was held at the Police Court room
in Memorial building, Friday afternoon,

Expenditures for

2o7

NUMBER

Belfast Humane

Hill and their wives was largely original
abounded in sharp local hits. Mr. Johnsing of Alabama and his two daughters, Rosa
and Pansy, were represented by F. S. Brick,
Mrs. C. F. Shaw and Mrs. E. S. Bowker.
This was also largely au original production
and drew forth much applause.
Ice cream
and cake were served at intermission. Fol-

M.

10.00

Granges.

and

Mansfield. A committee on time and program for next meeting was appointed as follows: W. H. Moody, Horace Barker, E. It.
Wentworth, Mary E. Churchill and Lizzie

Following

the

The entertainment at Seaside Grange Hall
Tuesday evening (postponed from last
Thursday on account of the weather) drew
a good house, the hall being well filled.
The program was interesting and all the
The dialogue,
parts were well received.
“Squash Family,” by Messrs. Wadlin and

Master, Overseer, Chaplain, Treasurer, Secretary, Pomona and Flora. W. H. Moody
was
appointed Lecturer; H. N. Dennis,
Steward ; Howard Murphy and wife Assistant Stewards; L. F.
Ludwig, Gate Keeper:
Abbie S. Moody, Ceres. The address of
welcome was by W. H. Moody and the response by B. F. Foster.
A class of 41 was
instructed in the fifth degree. The
following
Granges responded to the roll: Rising Sun,
Knox, by E. R. Wentworth; Honesty, Morrill, by E. Merriam; Mystic, Belmont, by
Mary E. Churchill; Union Harvest, Centre
Montville, by Sumner Poland; Dirigo, Freedom, by B. F. Foster; Georges River, Liberty, by G. H. Cargill; Equity, Belfast, by
James Cunningham; Seaside, Belfast,
by
Howard Murphy; Victor, Searsmont, by J.
W. Farrar; Frederick Ritchie,
Waldo, by C.
A. Levanseller; South
Montville, by C. S.
Adams; Hillside, Thorndike, by a Brother.
Knox county was represented
by Brother
and Sister Yose, E. E. Light and Sister

Teachers’

of

News

Waldo County Pomona
Grange held a very
pleasant meeting May 11th with Georges
River Grange, Liberty. There was a
good
attendance.
The officers present were:

1897.

h>

•.

w

mil

Mrs. A. E. Buck of Atlanta, Ga w as the
guest of Mrs. Mattie Baker Dunn in Water
vide for a few days last week.
Mrs. Buck
is the wife of Coi, A. E.
Burk, the Tinted
States minister to Japan, and w II lean
New York with her husband
to-day and sail
from San Francisco May g.s for

Japan

ilham L. Littlefield has severed IPs
uneetion with the firm of Bradford, Thorn us
& Co. of Boston, with which he has been
M

connected nine

Mr. Litth-rield lias
years.
Capt. Thos. I>. Barr launched his sloop
been on the road twenty-four
ears anti is
Ethel Monday. She has a wooden tin balknown as -me of the most pop;,, ir ami sin
lasted with lead that must help her in windcessful Knights of the Gripiu MannHe is
ward work, aud with a coat of yacht composucceeded by Harry F. Hildreth, who .as
sition below the

water line and white above
she looks as tine as a fiddle. More doth
has been added to her mainsail and the
Ethel will no doubt give a good account of
herself this season.

been connected witli the same linn in
n-i
capacities about, ten years. Mr. I. niche, I
is to have charge of Tin- Maine
Igeln u-s of
the Tnion Mutual Life Insurance Cn., with

his

Maine

Makes

a

headquarters

in

Belfast.

Request.

Washington, May In. A request Isas been
made by the members of tlie Maine delegation to the Secretary of the Navy for the

I’KNnlJSror.
been

appointed

vice

Mrs.

Nora

Beuj.iiuill

11

Cush

U.;t!>

Ten .1*-1
postmaster at
Mit< hell, n-signed. and

..r
ti-

tered

And all the
upon his duties May .-d.
Squadron at
Portland next fall when the New England people say amen: for the many irregulariFair and the Grand Lodge, Knights of ties in the management of the otliee in the
Pythias, meet there. It is signed by only past four years has caused a very great dislive persons, the present full strength of the
satisfaction.. Joseph A. Terry will remove
delegation, but no other State in the Union
presence of the North Atlantic

and no other five persons in the United
States can present such an influential array.
The First
is
District
represented by
Thomas B. Reed, Speaker of the House;
the Second by Nelson Dingley, Jr., Chairman of the Committee on
Ways and Means,
and the Fourth by Charles A. Boutelle,
Chairman of the House Committee on Naval
Affairs. Of the Senators, Mr. Frye is President pro tern of the body of which he is a
member, and Mr. Hale is Chairman of the
Committee of Naval Affairs.
Secretary
Long is a native of Maine.

Prof. L. C. Bateman is home for the sumand is enjoying life.
He will rest until
fall, when lie will again take the lecture
platform, where lie has been so successful.
The professor is at present
dividing his time
between Lake Auburn looking for trout, and
riding about the country in his handsome
team.
[Lewiston Sun.
mer

and

rebuild his barn.... Horace Terkins is
a new barn.... Bonj. H. Cushman

building

will erect

building to accommodate his 10
trade, and for the post office.
....Mrs. Aua A. Joyce of Brockton, Mass.
will spend the summer in her cottage_
Mrs. Gladys Dunbar and son Carl have re-

creasing

a

retail

turned from Massachusetts after an absense
of two weeks.... A lodge of the Independent Order of Foresters has been established
under favorable conditions.. Farmers and
brickmakers are impatiently waiting for a
change of weather.... We are now subsisting on alewives, dandelion greens and joyful anticipations.... May lbth a small house
owned and occupied by Mr. Wilber Varnuin
took tire in his absence, from a defective
chimney, and with its contents was entirely
consumed. It is a loss for Mr. Varnutu.
who is nearly eighty year old.

Washington Letters.

Our

lit the farmer.
rates

ou

It is believed the House

price

wools of the first and second class

1896,

by

will be restored

[Special Correspondence

of The

Washington, May 10, IS'.'7.

harmony

in

Republican ranks

Journal.]

the Senate

confer-

or

committee.

ence

An

Washington, May 17, 1807.

ex-

ceedingly dry-looking document, filled
with figures from beginning to cud, has
Republican just been issued by the Treasury Depart-

ed dissensions among Democrats are the
leading features of this week’s developin

ments

Washington.

The

members of the Senate Finance Commitwho have been laboriously engaged

upon the tariff

bill,

Republican

have exercised such

vote

and

present moment.
Here are some of the

as

law.

a

March under the

While this drift toward

more

Half

tion and Democratic free trade.
The

apof

absolutely

di-

The number of eatti'e

factions the Demo-

IS!<7.

’>\ tuoi.

>i
n

ick iii‘.

ui'-M:

their
th'

v.

ihemst-l

but

bringing

on

the tariff

tempniurily

alienated

uglily harmonious,
se

own

who

ranks,

5(3,800.
McKinley law,

two

and

half times

as

much

as

in March

year of tire McKinley law,
amounting to nearly three million dollars
in value.
The

hay imported

in March, lS'.U, 1SDG

and 1st *7 under the Wilson law
as

much

vS.m's demand that the

oi

the

point

a

of the last

70,0o0

troubles

Contrast

tariff laws.

The number of pounds of hides import-

currency issues.
The important feat me of the week was
vhe te>t v-'U- in the House on Jerry Simp-

."q-eakei

should apThis had been a

committees.

llepublican

ed in March, lst»7. in view of the prospect
of a duty being placed on raw hides was

e> on

he

in March,

was

In March, 1>04, under the
the number imported was Oil.

party in a very much distracted
while the Republicans are not

d

imported

under the Wilson law

Democratic and

tons,
as

was over

averaging about three times
was ini] ortcd in the last March

McKinley

law.

It shows that the world is

being

raked

liud wool which can be brought
into this country free of duty before the

quest ion t- the Democracy,
tort:/., dement which favored co-operaioi with the Ropulisis in the last campaign had clung to Simpson and support-

over

me

to

Dingley

markets in

April,

of rum and then expect to be prosperous and happy, and as I look around
me and view the actual condition of
the
masses of people in this city, I am forced

will find no occasion to renew the complaint which was made in his behalf in
the last campaign with reference to the
currency of the country.

law puts

tariff

a

on

that article

"f farm

harmless,

[Correspondence

of The

and breaks up
25c.

Journal.]
I

makes several inquiries relative to a young
coming to the city and entering the
vocation.

and

intense,

grown

in the vote

the

linal

struggle

motion to require
iu- .'speaker to appoint committees. Upon
"his motion one-half of the Democrats
cam*-

on a

:

Bailey, after he had made a !
strong appeal to the Democrats in the j
Huu.se to cease quarrelling among them- i
voted with

•selves, while the other half voted with
•Simpson. It thus appears that the Demo•uati* party iu the House is split squarely
iu the middle upon the question of further
oo-o] oration with the

Populists.

especially interesting

in view of the fact

j

This is

ill the Democrats iu the House belong t o that wing of the Democracy which
supported the Bryan ticket in DUO. This
makes it apparent that even the Bryan
that

!

wing of the party is split in the middle.
When it is taken into onsideration that
the gold Democrats are still maintaining
Their organization as a party, and that the
considerable section of the silver Demo■rats
even

are

now

voting

favoring protection and
Congress, it will be

j
j

j
1

for it in

that the Democratic party is more
divided to-day even than it was
in the campaign of Dun.
The tariff bill is now ready for consul
seen

hopelessly

*M:i«ion

by

the Senate.

be befoie that

How

it will

long

\
j

body cannot,

of course, be j
i"ietol<:, but the outlook for a reasonable ;
of speed in its consideration ap-

peals to be good, and there is good reason to believe that
it will be upon the !
statute hooks by the end of the liscal !

entered upon without delinite knowledge
is to w hat the
prices on imported articles
u

the rates of

leading

men.

duty will be.
irrespective

These facts are
of party, to a

desire for prompt action since they know
a business revival cannot be
expected by anybody until the tariff can be put
into operation and the immense stock of

that

foreign goods now coming into the country disposed of and the market opened to
our own

manufacturers.

The Department of

Agriculture

is

re-

ceiving very gratifying reports from the
farming community. The continuation
of high prices for wheat, the unusual
foreign demand for corn aud the activity
among farmers in
earnest

preparing to make
experiment in the production

an

of
sugar beets, combine to make the conditions among that class of population unusually healthful and encouraging. ‘‘Dollar

ly

w

heat,”

for which farmers had

scarce-

hope, was coincident with the
incoming of McKinley, while the extraordared

to

dinary demand for their
their

corn

general encouragement.

adds

to

Coupled

is put down at 7.0 cents per pound, and iu
March, 1897, at 10.8 cents. The average
value of pickled pork exported in
April,

1890,

5.3 cents per pound, aud in March,
1897, 0.4 cents per pound. Average value
of cheese exported in April, 1890, 9.3
cents

per

pound,

and in

March, 1897,

10.0 cents per pound.
The average value
of leaf tobacco exported in April,
1S90,
was 7.4 cents per
pound, and in March,
1897, 7.9 cents per pound. Now see the
relative prices of the articles which the
farmer must buy, such as tea, coffee,
sugar,

dress

goods,

etc.

The

average

Did You Ever

Try Electric Bitters

remedy for your
troubles*.' If uot, get a bottle now and get
relief. This medicine has been found to be
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonderful direct influence in giving strength and
tone to the organs.
If you have Loss of Appetite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
as

a

Spells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable,
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells,
Electric Bitters is the medicine you need.
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its
use.
Fifty cents and SI 00 at Kilgore &
Wilson’s Drugstore.

I

am very fond of the grand old State of
Maine and especially of Waldo county.
1
love her mountains—those noble old hills,

thoughts aud prospects
gloomy ones winch were a

rather

CARTERS
■PlTTLE

than

Tiver

constant feaof the four years of the Cleveland administration.
ture

m PILLS

The farmer is iikely to be well taken
care of by that dignified body, the United
States Senate. The tariff bill, as reported
from the Finance Committee of that
has added
on

hides,

the third

a

body,
pound

of 1 1-2 cents per
on wool of
and cut out the clause in

duty

increased the rate

such information
so,

briefly,

and

The Journal.

as

far

as

through

1

am

Prices
but
It's

the columns of
“one

sympathy with unjust combinations of capital, which is indeed a
subject worthy of tlie careful study of

class,

the House bill which

exempted Hawaiian
sugar from duties, thus reducing that
competition with beet sugar. The duty
put

on

were

hides, tea and other articles which

formerly

on

the free list will im-

prove the opportunities for advantageous
reciprocity treaties for which the Senate
will provide, and which will

greatly

bene-

or

intelligent citizen,
est, vigorous efforts of

every

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

how

as

pay.

you get for what
I he
men

Crawford
has

not

in

reputation
month

or

a

vou

pav.

Shoe

for

gained

its

a

dav

year.

or

It I\js

I here

in it.

I

and of the earnour wisest states-

real

There is

durability
style in it. And the
prices are moderate for
highest quality.
F. H. Francis & Co.,
Sole

tliis great city I see scores and scores of
men who have been ruined by drink.

j

else is gone, from those great eyes
The sou! has tied,
When faith is lost, when honor dies,
The man is.dead."
The annual liquor bill of Philadelphia
less than

nothing

*40,000,000 and in
like $90,000,000;

the

State

something

and

is

hard

times,

any wouder that we have
that our cotton factories and

it

woollen mills

are

not

so

busy as

creased in wealth
no

year after year, and
nation in the world where the

man

receives

so high wages as in
In 1870, the wages

paid for labor in all
industries
same

were

our
manufacturing
$775,584,343; and iu the

year there were spent not less than
for strong drinks.
At the

$019,425,110

close of the prosperous year of 1S03 there
paid to the laboring people in

had been

wages the stupendous sum of over$l,200,000,01X1, and at the close of the same
year there

were

000,000 by

our

strong drink.

spent

less than $000,people alone for

Agents. Belfast. Me.

may be restored if you start
right. It takes fuel to run
it

engine, and you must burn
right to .get the power. To

regain health, you must have
good food and digest it.
“i

I

p Atwood’s Bitters begin
p I right here. They restore
»

digestion, regulate
bowels, purity the blood.
o5c.

a

bottle.

•

1

Mosher.

D. P. PALMER
Has

a

first-class

relatives in this city.
his boyhood days upon

passed

See

lege in the New Hampton Classical lustiture of New Hampshire.
While in this
was

lie

the

Avoid Imitations.

A MYSTERIOUS HESSEMiER.
Now that winter has past and gone we lock bark
and ask ourselves this questit-n Notwithstanding
it lias as a rule been nice, c!« ar and

apparently

healthy weather, yet the atmosphere has been
loaded with unseen poison that ha- entered the
system of the human family, and thousands'have
been called suddenly to an untimely grave; thousands, too, have their systems loaded with this
poison, that is slowly and sun ly carrying them to
an unknown shore,
yet it is like the wind, we
know not from whence it came, and is
certainly a
mj steriotis messenger. This poison crops out in
form of La Grippe, Pneumonia, Bright s Disease,
Rheumatism, and numerous other ills. Those who
have been fortunate enough to escape the
grave,

Two Farms for Sale.
Price $300 and $200.
Two farms in Searsmont on road from Wood
man's mills to Severance's Corner. One farm,
known as the Asa Fowles’ place, contains 12<>
acres, house, ell and barn, price §300. Another
farm opposite, contains 50 acres, house, ell {and
barn, juice §200. Plenty wood, stave stuff and
hoop Julies on each place Sold for about half
their value to close an estate. Terms, half down,
balance on mortgage, if desired. Address, or intfl5
quiie of

WARREN BROTHERS,
Searsmont, Maine.

Proposals for Collecting Taxes.
PROPOSALS for collecting the city,
county and State taxes of the city of Belfast
for the current municipal year will be received by
the City Clerk until Monday, June 7, 1897. at 5
o’clock r. m. The City Council reserves the right
to accept any one of the proposals or to reject all.
All taxes are to be collected within one year from
the date of commitment, and the collector is to
make a full settlement with the city at the end of
said year. The collector is to be authorized and
directed to enforce the payment of all taxes on
real estate not paid within the time required by
chapter 314 of the public laws of 1893, by bringing suits against de inquent tax payers as provided by said chapter.
L. H. MI HCH, City Clerk.
Belfast, May 10, 1897.-4wl9
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was
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member of the New
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chair-

Normal Schools,
Garfield's administra-
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on

F. S. Consul, first at Nice,

France, and later

at

recalled from the consulate and

at once

and best in the market

celebrated WILCOX MATS,

Headquarters
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Tinware and Kitchen Goods,

Blue Flume Oil Stoves, Lamp Stoves of all i
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ALUniNU'l TEA KETTLES,
GLEN WOOD RANGES,

was

appointed President of Hillsdale

ENAMEL WARl

which position he has
Since his connection with

M. L.

the institution

in an official capacity its
has been very marked and a source
of no inconsiderable gratification to all.
Ever since President Mosher became head
of affairs at Hillsdale a spirit of progress

growth

has been

everywhere apparent. His broadclearly manifest in

mindedness has been

his executive capacity.
The old methods
of student government have been
relegated
to

j

BELFAST, MAINE,

:

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,

the past ages to which they rightfully
and a just common sense lias dic-

PROPRIETORS.

tated in these matters.
In all that pertains to the welfare of the college President Mosher i.> wide awake and active. As ;
a teacher he is
comprehensive and thor- !

ough. as an executive he is careful aud
just, as a counselor he is wise and reliable, as a friend to the student he is sym-

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

He

well the proposition that a
teacher, above all others, should be in
touch aud luuniouy with the progress of
every-day life. His public life in politics
for him many friends, and his work
as an educator has enshrined him in the
hearts of a large number of grateful and

!

V-

Buckboards.

* »!.i

1

s

NO-TO-BACc“SVD CURE

exemplifies

won

or

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PRO~lPTI.\

Besides doing the regular work of the college President Mosher
various subjects.
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pathetic and kind.

on

Mitchell,."5

BELFAST LIVERY CO

belong,

often lectures

,y t'C
f.0(1

Bargains.

College, Michigan,
since held.

n

j GARDEN HOSE,

Sonneberg, Germany.

Upon the change of Administration he
was

our

!

editor of the
IsTT.

of the committee
he

as

H., Morning Star.

newest

Go to PALMER’S for

’and afterwards in Nortlnvoods. N. IF.
aud Bluehill, Me.
From ISiV.i to Y1 he :
was \h the
newspaper business, first as as-

Dover. N.

of the

OTHER STYLE H \TS FROM 50 CENTS TO

easily foremost among his
graduated A. B. at Bow-

sistant editor aud later

assortment

UNDERWEAR, NEGLIGEE SHIRTS a specialty.
NECKWEAR, GLOVES, HOSIERY, ETC,

the farm, where he early developed an arAfter finish; dent inclination for books.
ing in the public schools lie fitted for col-

j

Auburn. V

NEW GOODS!
LATEST STYLES

near

During President

He>LTx

an

is

nation—this awful

of the people’s resources and products of their toil.
F. W. Gowkx.

man

Broken=down Health

can-

not pour six hundred million dollars annually down tlieir throats in the

legalized robbery

Hampshire Legislature,

not

laboring
working people

Our

our

waste

TS aud ’7'.' he

in former

years, and that manufacturers cannot dispose of their goods? Our country has inthere is

j

bankrupting

|

The

|

"All

can

doin ( Allege in tlie class of '<;i*.
During
his school vacations he taught school in ;
>outh China, Maine, in Yg, Y:>. Yj and

who have been seized with this dread monster,
should take active measures t<> purify the blood
nd cleanse ilie system from all the impurities.

compare with the licensed saEvery day as 1 look about me in

loon.

have

a successful restoration of
I prosperity in this government, such as we
eujuyed after the war and up to 18'.i:;, that
this liquor question must be settled, and
we

class-mates,

springtime is the golden opportunity; don’t
neglect this important duty to yourself, but procure the very best blood purifier known to rnedi
cal science, and .don’t neglect its use until all
nent and successful position in tlie busitraces of disease is eradicated from
your system.
ness can now be gained
only by close ap- Of course everyone in New England knows as a
and
and
if
a
blood
and
nerve
man
tonic
plication
Rudolf s New .Medistudy,
purifier
young
is not willing to do this and keep away cal Discovery stands as high above all other preparations as light is above darkness. Every town
from the saloon and those places licensed
and county can point out; one or more cases of reto brutalize and degrade pure womanmarkable cures by this great discovery. Consumphood he had better remain away from tion, Bright’s Disease,
Rheumatism, Sciolulaaml
Philadelphia and the cities. John Stew- Cancerous Humors yield to its wonderful cleansing, soothing and healing powers. Every one
art Mill lias said, “In a republic each citshould take a course of this great remedy during
izen is a prince and a king, and tlie charthe spring months. This lurking enemy of deadly
acter of each lias its part in
determining poison may be silently lying dormant in your systhe character of tlie government.”
This! tem, ready to strike its deadly fangs if your sysis very true, anil to my mind there is no tem 1 ecomes reduced). Keep Rodolf’s Discovery
j on
guard for safety sake,and don’t delay until too
source of danger to tlie
young man, and ! late.
through them to our beloved country, I
ca:i

people $1,200,000,000 in a single year.
thoroughly convinced that before

institute he

comfort

and

|

j

is

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

|

^

Phi..!..'

Ts the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best Remedy for all the complaints of children, such as 1 verisimess.
Costiveness, Indigestion. Sour stomach, etc. it has been a
household rt-nirdy for 45 year-.. Its etlicacv in such •,
tiles has never been e«nialled.
Purely veiretaMr :,m.i h.inu ^ pr
Druggists, or of the Proprietors.
Ds. J. F. TRUE 4 CO.,

am

Mr. Moshei

business of life insurance.
It has risen to
the dignity of a profession, and a promi-

that

1

j who lias several

a

Boston.

Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor
tlieut for nearly everything: elst^.

The Detroit Fiee Press recently had a
I
series of articles on Michigan
(Allege
I
I Presidents, among them Hon. (ieorge F.
j Mosher, a native of ( hina, Maine, and

much

York,

WORMS IN CHILDREN.

a

Mon. (jeorge F.

come to shiv.

men; but I am led to believe that there is
a good deal of common sense in the statement of the “Sugar King.”
So in the

laboring

Positively

our

I

1505

them.

New

have been led to entertain

from 1877 up to 1893, sixteen years, was a
$895,000,000, while the closing
of every rumshop in the land would save

disease.

much how little

so

grocer for it.

St. Louis.

Chicago.

little over

customers,

quality keeps
not

you

a

get

What More Can be Asked?
and insist on trying it. Largest
packag^—greates!
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

; ask your

I

as to the matter.
I
stable currency, whether of
gold, silver or paper; but, bless you all,
the silver production in the United States

|

In
great city.”
other words, one counts for what they are
worth, in the city or out of the city, and
need expect large pay only for excellent

connection

and

believe iu

last

able to do

Longfellow says that,

learns to face facts in

the United States.

SICK HEADACHE

metallic,

settled right; for this

the many who have lived about them and
loved them as friends but who have climbed the Kternal TIills. and I gladly give

is

parent that the farming; community is not
only feeling the return of prosperity, hut
is occupying its mind with cheerful

Prof. Munyon.

Only this

BY

deiinite conclusions

which 1 have known all my life—and as I
look at them 1 feel an uplift and a purpose
to live grandly, nobly.
They remind me of

with this

comes the activity and interest
felt iu the expeiintents which are to he
made in all parts of the country in the
production of our own sugar, and it is ap-

Price

vial.

a

SAVED

have studied into the different forms of
money somewhat, both metallic and uon-

Pa./answered j

along]

1890,

any sort, because of the fact that business
contracts and
undertakings cannot be

25c.
letters to

Personal

position
any
China. British East Indies, Asiatic Bus- !
ciation now-a-days until lie lias thoroughsia. Tin key in Asia. British Australia,
ly qualified himself for the work. In the
British Africa, Egypt.
If there is a spot
work which pertains to tlie business of life
on the face of the globe where wool has
insurance the first thing for a representanot been gathered for exportation to this
tive to learn is To perfectly familiarize
country, it seems to be at the North Pole,
himself with the different plans and methand it seems to be a little uncertain
ods of the various companies doing busiwhether sheep thrive in that region.
ness not only in our
government but in all
it shows that even the bunded warecivilized nations in the world. A few days
houses are being ransacked to get the last
ago a gentleman who lias long been in
remnants of foreign goods into the marbusiness in Philadelphia was speaking to
kets of the country before the new tariff
me about the secret of
success, and referlaw shall go into effect, the goods rered to tlie late Theodore A.
Havemeyer,
in
bonded
warehouses at the eml
maining
one of the
“sugar kings.” Mr. Havemeyer
of the month of March being less than
is reported to have said some
years ago
half in value in the same warehouses at
that,
together with his brothers, lie was
the close of March of the preceeding year.
and drilled and disciplined in
While many of the facts developed by brought up
detail of the sugar business as if lie
this apparently dry statistical statement every
had been one of his father’s
employes. I
are of interest to the
farmers, one which
his statement:
relates to prices is specially so. An elab- quote
“I knew,” lie said, “how to fire
unorate table is given
showing the monthly der tlie boilers, how to run the up
engines.
average prices of the principal articles of 1 built an engine once
myself. I knew
merchandise imported and exported dur- how to retine tlie sugar and how to market
it.
I
knew
what
was
a fair
ing the past year. The exports represent
day’s
work for a man, because I worked alongtheir market value at the time of exportaside of tlie men.
Another requisite is aption, while the imported articles represent plication and alertness.
We were always
their value in foreign markets.
This on the lookout for some better way to do
should be specially borne in mind in ex- a tiling, and our success is largely owin'1
to invention brought out by observation
amining the figures which follow, as the and experiment. Another need is
integprices of imported articles appear to be rity and promptness in business dealings.
We
cash
as
we
low. except in view of the fact that the I
always paid
went
but if one has to give notes they should
figui es named relate to the value iu foreign j be
promptly met. We tilled our orders i
markets, and do not include the amounts
; always according to agreement.
Another I
added for freight, tariff, and
profits of rule is to keep away from liquor, anil we
always followed it. Tlie practice of these
dealers who handle them before
they rules, combined with
frugality and ordireach the consumers in this country. The
nary faculties of mind, will bring comvalue
wheat
mercial
in
success
to
average
any man.”
April, 1890, is
I desire to have it understood by the
set down at 70.7 cents per
bushel, and in
readers of this article that I disclaim
March, l'-1',, at 8l.g. The
any
value

Members of botli parties are recogyear.
nizing the fact that nothing so disturbs !
average
the business cona tions of the country, of wheat flour iu
April, 1890, was 83.00
both among the manufacturers and others per barrel, and in
March, 1897, 84.13.
as the
pendency of a tariff measure of The average value of hops iu April,

hours.

few

a

Arch street, Philadelphia,
with free medical advice for any

Now,

e

!••
further association with
]•] sch
iiis e.unent of American politics.
The
feel pg between these two
actions had

cold in

a

druggists, mostly

man

The importations
production.
'd L> demand, while Mr. Bailey, who of wool during March, lsi»7, came from
work.
This statement may be moditied
was the Democratic caucus nominee for
Austria, Hungary, Belgium, Denmark. a
little,
however, by the element of the
>]". ;C.. i.sl.ip. has opposed Simpson*-, France, Dei many, Italy, Portugal, Kougood character of the person seeking recn.
This
had
pi q»<
already created a mania, Baltic Bussia, .Spain, England,
ognition.
1:v;,-s;. u between the members of the .Scotland, Iivlann. Nova s< otia, the Black
A poor boy of average education cannot
Dutch West Indies, Argentine,
f the alli- Sea
paity f.:\• •ring a continuance
unless through influence, to gain a
hope,
To
!.
the populists and those who Brazil. Chile. Peru. Uruguay, Venezuela,
of trust with
business asso■'>

no

thria and cures all forms of sore throat.
Price, 25 cents.
Munyon’s Fever Cure will break up anv
form of fever. Price 25 cents.
A separate cure for each disease.
At all

letter in ray morning mail from
young friend in Waldo county who is a
reader of your valuable paper and who
a

a

be

can

Munyon’s Cough Cure stops all coughs
speedily heals the lungs. Price, 25c.
Munyon’s Colic and Crying Baby Cure
cures
griping pains of every description,
promptly relieves paip from teething, and
quiets crying babies. Price, 25 cents.
Munyon’s Sore Throat Cure prevents diph-

a

insurance business for

labeled there

so

and

Philadelphia, Pa., May IT, 1897.
received

and

Munyon’s Cold Cure prevents pneumonia

powdkr.

Cost

hardships and penury. It is high time
for our people to understand that unless
they put down this wicked traffic, the
nation's woe and shame, and keep it down,
that it will put us down as a people in
time and keep us down.
When we compare the drink problem with some of the
leading questions that enter into the intelligent discussion of to day, then it is
that we see that they sink into insignilicance when compared with the great
question of the overthrow of rum.
Take the monetary issue for instance.

washing

I
§°dUST

have been growing poorer, and tens of
thousands are already iu the midst o*

absolutely

dust

Labor
Time

to the very sad and painful conclusion
that while our nation has been growing in
wealth a large number of people here

mistake.

Philadelphia.

Letter from

gold

shape

yard, and in March, 1897, 8.9. Tickled
herring in April, 1896, were 3.9 cents petpound, and in March, 1897, 2.5 cents.
Mackerel, in April, 1896, were 7.2 cents
pel- pound, and in March, 1807, 5 cents
per pound. Beet sugar in foreign markets, in April, 1890, w>as 2.4 cents petpound, and in March, 1897, 1.7 cents per
pound. In dress goods the average price
PROFESSOR J. M. MISYOX.
in April, 1890, was 80.7 cents per pound,
Witli Munyon’s Improved Homoeopathic
and in March, 1897, 75 cents per pound.
Remedies in the house there is no doctor to
With the selling price of practically hunt or wait for when
delays are dangerous.
everything which the farmer has to Munyon’s Guide to Health will tell you
what to use aud how to save dollars
put upon the market increasing during in doctor’s fees. Sickness often comes sudthe year, and the buying price of every- denly, and every mother should be prepared
having Munyon’s remedies where she
thing which he consumes decreasing, he by
can get them quickly.
They are

the free list under the present tariff
law.

is .still a third faction of the
party in the
Cleveland clement, and even a fourth in
that wing of the party which is now supporting protection. it will be seen that the
divisions are such as to leave the Denioall

March,

on

cratic party in the House of Representatives.
When it is remembered that there

u

1897,

pounds, against 1,504 in the last year of
This is the contrast
the McKinley law
between Republican and Democratic legislation, rags, noils, shoddy, etc., being

into line behind

thus

of rags, noiis, etc., in
amounted to
5,460,401

importation

March,

that most erratic ami extreme of the populist leaders, Jerry Simpson, while the

Congressman Bailey,
viding iu two equal

McKinley law. This is
Republican protec-

the contrast between

the members of that party in the House
have chosen to follow the leadership of

other half have fallen

which it

17,781.547 pounds in March. 1890, and
488,415 pounds in the last
against only

harmony is clearly apparent among the
Republicans, the mad rush in the direction of party dissensions is even
parent among the Democrats.

things

shows: The March importations of wool
in 1807 were .78.085,339 pounds, against

the vote of

every man who in past years co-operated
with the party will be for the bill, and
this insures its early passage and enactment

it looks, it contains some

as

very interesting and suggestive figures,
and some that are especially so at the

good judgment and tact in shaping the
bill that there is reason to believe that
every

Dry

ment.

tee,

foreign

14.3 cents per pound, and in
1897, 11.2 cents per pound. The

was

average value of cotton cloth in foreign
markets in April, 1890, was 9.1 cents per
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Fine Silver

Speaker Reed and the Labor Question.
In liis recent remarks to the deputation
from the Federation of Labor, Speaker
Reed gave fresh evidence of his good sense
and appreciation of the modern aspect of
the labor movement.
The deputation
urged the importance of passing a new
immigration restriction law, ami taking
steps for the better enforcement of the
Eight Hour law in the government service
In
—very moderate and proper requests.
his reply Mr. Reed showed au encouraging
appreciation of the position of organized
labor.
After pointing out the necessity
of Congress disposing of the tariff bill before it could take up anything else, he
jjold the deputation that lie recognized
that trades unions were a necessary outcome of the factory system and modern
productive methods, and therefore an inseparable part of modern industrial society. This is the remark of a statesman.
It is a real advance.
Hitherto, the lead- j
ers of neither
great political party have j
seriously recognized this fact, but on the
contrary have lent aid by their silence and j
quasi-endorsement to the enemies of what
may be properly termed, the Trade Union
movement.
If the Republican party will
officially take the position here expressed
by Speaker Reed, it will make an important advance toward the wise treatment
of the present day labor question.
[From
Clinton’s Magazine (X. V.), for May.
A
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SHRIMi MEDICINE.

H. J. LOCKE &

Building

W“ notice a general inclination among
many Maine towns that have been awakened to the importance of improving their
streets to adopt the use of crushed stone
very generally as a cure for all evils now
existing on the highways. This is well as
far as it goes, but it is like trying to make
a ragged man appear well dressed
by putting a new overcoat over his rags. A
street without proper foundation can only
be made good and substantial by commencing at the bottom and building up.
The crushed stone is all right and most
excellent for a finish, but it will not keep
a low, poorly drained road or street from
freezing and thawing, and will in a short
time wholly disappear from view unless a
preparation is made for it. One of the
best object lessons in road building that
has been noted of late can be seen on
College Avenue in this city, and we are
proud of it and so must be pardoned if we
refer to it often.
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Guatemala’s Capital.
in the Streets
Places.
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a special branch of
native manufacture,
such as straw hats,
pottery or home-

Market*

and

cloth. To us, the most interesting part of it is the unroofed central
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space where the Indian women, squatted
under straw mats stretched ou
poles, sell
all manner of “provisions” in
infinitesimal lots, and the little booths which

mlmeut in the militia ot
11■ 11 man between the ages

consequently the militia fringe the outskirts, containing fabrics of
comparison to the size of Indian manufacture and the gaudy imabout

..umbering

The

58,000

ported articles which Indian’s
of these traders ever have
any

standing

army
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military

element is not

there is of it seems to

at

all odicers, gay
athei>- and laces,

buy.
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paper with
which to wrap up a
package—for paper is
so scarce and
high in Guatemala that a
piece large enough to enclose a bundle
would propably be worth more than its

i:y, the largest force, of
stationed at the capital.
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space writer for a magazine
for something to write
he flings off a screed about country

ed

of

some

hard

about,
life and

that is

able for its lack of truth and the
of the author.

remark-

usually

ignorance
by this

Much that is said

class of writers is for the sake of sound
and its effect upon their readers.
Probably, no writer of fact or fiction
really believes that such conditions of ignorance

and vice

try life

as

really

have been

exist in

our

coun-

portrayed by

a re-

Wishing to make his writings as entertaining as possible, he has,
like many others, drawn upon his imagination to such an extent that the recent

writer.

e
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of peace is posing in
falsehood.
unging in church doors culty in securing this sort of
for
express,
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Handwork. Yokes. PointAreordl n Plaited
Urenadlnes.

An attempt is being made by the U. S.
fishery commission to increase the number of lobsters at different points along
the Maine coast.
Skippers of lobster
smacks are given special permission to
buy all the seed lobsters offered, and they
are delivered here to the commissioners.
The design is, as far as possible, to populate the depleted lobster grounds.
Every indication points to the conclusion that this, followed up, in a few
years
will result in greatly
increasing the number of lobsters, and will
probably save
the valuable lobster fisheries to Maine.
The report that an attempt is to be made
to bring seed lobsters to Maine from Nova
Scotia is pronounced incorrect.
The
Nova Scotia lawT regarding the preservation of the lobster is in the main the
same as the law
here, and the fishermen
there are not
to take seed loballowed^
sters, and so they areT not sent here or
elsewhere.
The Nova Scotia authorities are making
an attempt along the same line as that
followed by the U. S. commissioners, to
increase and preserve the lobsters.
The
IT. S. schooner Grampus is
engaged in the
work of the commission here at nresent.

policy

Ideas In Skirts.
Bells.

trimming

to be essential, the
front breadth of a stylish cloth skirt is
much smaller than it has been for several
which is

past, and around the hips the fit

seasons

is

as

supposed

close as in the

Silks

seem a

days of the bell skirt.
ground, particularly

neutral

foulards, which are made either close-fitting or very full, and a yoke effect in
skirts is new and very becoming to stout
This is carried out by gatherpersons.
ing the skirt on large cords, a little below
the waist; or in many small, lengthwise
tucks, sometimes shaped into points.
This style, however, belougsonly to lightweight materials.
WHERE TI CKS ARE USED

around the
trated

hips

the same idea is

illus-

the waist and

sleeves, and handwork is now the most stylish ornamentation.
Tiny black velvet bindings on colored organdy ruffles are held in high eson

ans

make the market

an

immense kaleido-

our

our

national

life

must

the skirt,

depend largely
brought
social purity of
of the

another

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKACE OP

JVWWKSS
THE WHITE STORE
Is the

Mens, Boys and Youths' Suits.
We will guarantee all
or
money retunded.

“Jean
a
Valjean

When sophisticated you can eas- upon the intelligence and
scope.
front, and carried round to the
tile, ily distinguish the various tribes, aud our country homes. Whatever tends to back where
four rows may run up to the
ml go-as-you-please even to what
detract from the influence of our home
village they belong, by some
waist.
Sleeves and waist are trimmed to
as i v service is eompulhuman constitution is
slight peculiarity in theirdress. Particu- life, tends, also, to detract from the match and a chiffon sash in harmony with
so undermined by dis-stsuites may be emlarly natty and neat are those from the strength, purity and patriotism of our the lining is a pretty addition.
ease that it threatens to
a tor,
As a people, then, we
body
oy purchase is per- neighboring Pueblo of
politic.
collapse, the strong arm
Mexico, which
THERE IS NOW A STRONG FANCY
one ol
of Science upholds the
should be careful and not allow our boys
tlic upper- sends thousands to
town every dav with
for square or pointed yokes, (as waists or
tottering wall of life unand girls to imbibe false ideas of life
as the native infruits
til
Nature’s sustaining
and
fowls
for sale.
vegetables,
and tucked yokes are a pretty
either in city or country.
It is an old accessories)
ever
serve
in the When market hours are
power can be exerted.
over, they hurry
of
silk
suit
or
a
reThere are hundreds
making
waists;
and very true saying that the mind of way
•lutiou is on hand, home ;tt a
or instances on record where strength and
queer jog-trot which carries
vels, shaped precisely like those worn
takes any impression brought to
i
were
youth
> in the country them fast and
vitality
completely
gone ; the body
far, though burdened witli
two seasons
has come
and

■

the rank and

in

our

sales

We will sell you Clothing CHEAPER than you
buy anywhere else. Now we mean business.

enormous

strength held up
the broken cornice
of a wall until braces
were brought, thus preventing the collapse of
the entire building.
Sometimes when the

row

down from the waist at each side

buy your

city

how

of

to

This is a hard year to find rrtonev, and we are making
an effort to please and satisfy you in
finding great
.values in clothing from the largest stock in the
of

Hugo’s
great story
Les Miserables tells

man

place

CLOTHING!

Victor

teem, and on six or seven double ruffles
the workissomething alarming.
A trim-

country may he in matters of a
ming suitable for grenadine or hair-line
munificently rewarded with a medio, live political or educational nature, the stabili- striped silk is wide lace insertion used as
cents.
The bright costumes of the Indi- ty of the government and the purity of a band around
with

soldierly

possible.

a

general
girls of

finally
gleanings

conceived the idea

have the most

nave

about all day, if you like,
selves into city directories and
cyclopaedias of general information, aud

To Repopulate Lobster Grounds.
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manners

Fashions.
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In all the

military

instruction

loads that often require the strength of
two people to lift to the hearer's head or
hack.
It is noticeable that while the

fencing and
very badly is the disf t ne funniest things
besides

put everything, from a big round
water-melon to an empty bottle, basket of
women

If, then, some penny-aupon it.
liner presents false ideas of life in an entertaining manner, it is almost inevitable

ago,
with

bear

that

young minds will be
affected by the writer’s work.
some

wrongly

The mature mind of

may

be

jackets
species

edged

lace.

up again
Many Eton

open quite far up the back, over a
of lace or plaided silk bodice, and

in this way pieces of silk or lace which
have been lying by for a long time, if ren-

intelligent manfolded
ovated with Ivory Soap, come out fresh
eggs,
baby,
hood can weigh these things in the scale
and bright, thus saving the expense of
umbrella, on their heads, the men pack of sound
the bare-footed rag tag
and not be misled by
judgment
new material.
Wide pointed belts are aleverything on their backs,—often carrythem, but the mind of youth not yet fully
drought in from tbe
a
ing as much as live hundred pounds on a matured can not
ways
pretty
accessory, and ribbon or
taken at once to tbe
bring to bear upon the
chiffon sashes, usually tied at the side,
long day's journey, a strap around the question the
h is invested in a uniknowledge gained by years of
forehead supporting the cargo.
adorn a light toilet.
Whatexperience and study in the school of life.
bite drilling from tbe
ever
the load on the head, the women
AC COKDION-PLAITED
Were the bad features of city life—its
mi thus it happens that
have also the inevitable child or two,
or plain
over colored linings
grenadines
and
man bears across his
poverty,
ignorance, degradation
are iu special favor,
and nothing is pret.
slung to the hack, their arms free and crime—as
held before the
•a
bi> trousers, tbe
constantly
tier than white grenadine over green silk.
working like walking-beams. The dwarfas
are
these
same
in
the
Massachusetts Drilling
young
things
ed little creatures seem absolutely tireBrocaded grenadines are so expensive that
country, there would then be little danger
i.g able to read Englisbless. like machinery, and even the sturdier
few can enjcv the privilege of such a cosof
and
false
ideas
of
impressions
wrong
for
that
matter—
age,
men cannot
keep up with them on the life. Hut when the worst features of tume; but any net-like fabric over a color
t understand the mean*
jog-trot. With a swaying, graceful moanswers the purpose.
Colored foulard
country life, made doubly bad by imag"it they regard it as a tion.
carrying their shoulders as erect as a ination. are
silks are having a great run this season,
before
the
world
as
the
put
u-\
:.o stars and stripes
West Point Cadet, they travel up hill and
and make an economical dress, as they re'ug^them to secure down without a change of gait, at a pace normal condition, and the reader left to
quire
very little trimming (although a
infer
contrast
the
that
better
life
of
so
by
.lies
marked. Each which in the
long run will outstrip a mule
deal
great
may be used) and are iu “all
a straw hat, a blaokgood city people is the natural result of
over” patterns which are advantageous in
| both in speed and endurance. It is a city living, much harm may be done.
m l a gun: and
with
common sight to see a woman coming to
Blue, green or brown rank
Such of us as have learned a little of many ways.
instruction in tbe use of 1 town with a
hundred pounds of meat on"
the ways of the world, know that human first, then white and black.
marched to tbe front her
head, a baby slung in a reboso fastenIT CARRIES ONE BACK
j
nature is much the same whether found
:it the stir ets are lined ed
around her hips, and half a dozen
a
number of years, to see a plain, gray
in city or country town. The intelligence
n giving parting words
children from six years
after.
silk dress trimmed with five or six rows of
ia;
v

day was me amlice in its in tbe I’laza
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as
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they

up tagging
able to walk,

given loads

their

to

are

to

strength:

the

carry proporand the little

many miles to market every

deeds

ae

idad.

Much

of his

ones

come

j

messengers, and very tleet of foot.
They
i wear short trousers like bathing trunks,
elter and food of the
and a white cotton shirt, “daps"
outside,
lb* never took any
with home-make sandals of cow-hide,
111 in, but slept on the
The shirt, however, is a special concesbeans and tortillas,
I sion to city style, and is taken off as soon
! e ordinary soldier's
as the road is
reached.
When Barrios
r<iv.st drilled oiganiza- I
issued his decree that the peasants should
is die artillery band;
wear clothes when
they came to town, the
uirkably well—for the
fact that lie al-

••

|

as

negroes at music—

very where,

morning,
tor every evening they
hours in the plaza,
ii'i:

hear.

out to

urns

ies

narrow

distributed among the whole people.
There is some sensitiveness among

ing

are

country

another prom-

barely

Policemen

escaped

stationed

revolution.

a

all the roads
leading to the city and confiscated the cargoes borne by those who had not complied
with the
or a

f Guatemala's

regulations

on

and put

shirt,

on a

The peons pleaded poverty,
Barrios, who was as generous as

guipil.

when

capital,

were

til the truth is learned—which it is apt to
be sooner or later.
It is not the fact that
the average country resident is more sensitive over his sins than liis city brother
that calls out sucli

strong protests

when

falsely written up, hut the fact that tile
influence arising from such writings is
harmful to the country and the home.
There has always been a feeling in the
world that manual labor was something
he got away from when possible.
The
desire to get a living without work has
ruined thousands of men and women in

to

the past and will ruin thousands more in
tlie years to come.
The education of youth should be so
shaped that they will realize the truth of
the fact that the object of study is not to

tyrannical,promptly
hy the inhabitants is make the
garments. Thenceforth no more enable them to live without
labor, but to
ueducts, from differ- naked
peons, but the groups going and lit them to
rivers
at
a
disintelligently perform some
upping
from
market
look
as
returning
quaint and honest work in the world as true men and
ten miles.
Inside the
picturesque as the peasants of Normandy women.
whence
.oirs,
running or Switzerland. The Guatemala
girl in
Everything that holds the workers of
»ud where the city's wasliin her native costume makes as pleasant
the world up to ridicule—even though it
■•>e reservoirs were built
a picture as can be found
anywhere. Her be done without malice—is a force drawidus.
They are of brick, complexion is nearly that of the mulatto
the young away from labor.
When
being circular in form, type, but her face is bright and pretty, ing
|
Divine Wisdom cursed the earth, lie did
diius and pavilions—are her
figure as nearly perfect as nature un- it for man’s
good—that man by the honas
useful.
Around the aided
by art can be, and every move- est work of brain aud hand
might go up
-dial! sinks for laundry pur- ment
shows a supple grace not born
higher in civilization and power.
'tone bottoms of these are
of corsets and other abominations of
The stability of a nation is in her agbuttons, beaten from the so-called civilized apparel. Her head is
riculture. We can not afford to allow our
"lied laveuderas.
After
usually bare, indoors and out, and her future citizens to get wrong ideas of
and slapping and twisting black thick hair
hangs in braids, often country life and labor. That it is possible
ueen gone
through at the reaching to her heels. Her garments are to
improve our farm life no one will deny;
dn, the wet clothes are only two, a guipil and a sabana. The
that there is as much need of improvement
den trough or basket and first is a
square piece of cotton, of coarse in
city life, is also well known to be a
‘ii the heads of the
washers, texture but always clean, covered with fact.
Hence, let each help the other aud
ironed. Every morning
embroidery in different colors but simple let the effusions of ignorance pass for
Sunday included, long pro- design. There is a slit in the center of
w’hat they are w’orth.
Enoch C. Dow.
ndresses are seen going to the
guipil like that in the Chilian poncho,
Monroe, Me.
untains, bearing loads of through which the head goes, but in this
tnneuts on their heads,
case the aperture is wide
enough, when
The Ideal Schoolhouse.
furnished the cloth to
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other city of Spanishi,v so nearly observed ac,:'dern ideas as in Guateno

'I’hat, too,
which lie

1

is

Barrios’

enforced,

still

ted, requiring the marplaces of business to re-

ci'

in* Sabbath.

Sometimes

saloon will remain open,
rooms, or “canteenas,”
d here, do more business

;«
n

n any
other; but there is
ial business done than in
'■he United States.
This is

i III V

■

markable since in all
my,

well

the

at

its

pleasure, in
1 theatres and bull
lights aud
'' ia.
The market is a huge
0
enclosure, occupying an en-

j,(

as

as

■

i,

*n

the heart of the city, with
at the sides and corners.

•‘upplied with running water

rupulously clean.
exterior and interior
"f

t-ates

Around
are

little

alluring goods, mostly

'"iman

1

plorably

and

of

French importation

little from the United

’thir shops

are

worn,
expose the shoulders and form a
decollette waist. The ends are tucked in
to

the skirt at the

devoted each to

begin with, says Mrs. Henry Whitin the May Atlantic, the entrances of
a schoolhouse should be made as inviting
as those of a home.
If there be a yard,
To

man

belt;
bare,
and when she raises them, the brown flesh j
of her sides is exposed.
Her skirt is a
no matter how small, it should have, first
straight piece of plaid cotton, of brilliant
of all, evergreen trees in it or some bit of
colors, and is wound tightly around her
winter and summer, would
limbs and secured at the waist by a sash, leafage which,
a message from the woods; it should
bring
usually of scarlet, woven by her own
have flowers, in their season; and vines
hands of the fibres of pita-grass. These
should be planted wherever possible.
belts are really wonderful, resembling Within the school every color should be
the camels-hair shawls of Persia in tex- agreeable and harmonious with all the
rest.
Ceiling, floor, woodwork, walls,
ture, and often costing months of labor. are so to
be treated as to make a rational
The

the

name of the owner,
ornamental device is

arms

or

are

some

motto,

In entrance halls,
and beautiful whole.
for example, where no studying is done,
a fine red or cheerful yellow is an exceltexture, and they are in great demand
lent choice; in bright sunny rooms a dull
with tourists to carry away as souvenirs
green is at once the most agreeable col or to
of the country. The Indians of Guatemala the eye, and perfect as a background for
are fond of bright colors, and have a re- such objects as casts or photographs. In a
there is no sunlight, a soft
markable deftness in their fingers, whether room where
will be found of admirable use.
yellow
wielding the embroidery needle or the hoe The ceilings should be uniformly of an
and machete.
ivory white tint, which will by reflection
conserve light, and will be refined and in
Fannie Brigham Ward.
key with all other colors. The treatment
of wood is a study in itself.
Briefly and
Rich and poor alike suffer the tortures for practical use wood can be treated in
either
it can be
that come with that terrible plague, Itching two legitimate ways;
Piles; rich and poor alike find instant re- painted with relation to the wall colors,
lief and permanent cure in Doan’s Oint- or it can be stained to anticipate the results of time upon wood surfaces.
ment.
Your dealer keeps it.

or

business is

country

y

of the

velvet

skirt,

pointed

a

around

and other

the

rows

izing, strength-making, flesh-building

woven

into the

lias extended

style
or

are

This remarkable discovery gives the diorgans power to make rich pure
blood full of the life-giving red corpuscles.
Its nutritive properties are vastly greater
than cod liver oil emulsions. It does not
make flabby fat, but .solid muscular flesh,
nerve-force and vital energy.
Ralph Green, of Williamsburg, Mo., writes:

A

New

School

41 and 44, known eveivwht-re ;md lave
superior except tlie 1M»7 ohi n bias

Hartford

Bucklen’* Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevei
Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

CASTOR.IA.

«C«f58sr

Bicycles

to any bicycles ma.Ie except ('. iiimbias
We a-k experts to examine tl n: j icce by piece.

K.|ual

Other Hartfords, $50. $45, $40.
SOME SECOND-HAND BICNCEES AT BARGAINS.
Columbia

Cataio^m* free.

GEO. T. READ,
M

Agent, Belfast.

MAIN STREET.

EMULSION
Prompt to relieve cough, ptn-nvte
appetite, aid digestion and re>t<-re

Fred

Atwood, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

lost flesh, it is, unlike God Liver
Oil, perfectly agreeable to take,
Even in the last stages when the
cough, diarrhoea and night sweats
are wasting the body away, the distressing symptoms can be greatly
relieved by this preparation.

Oner

Thirteen

Milt it,tin

( ft 1 ,'{,(itlO,(lt n) i'i,,

Spbiscfiki.d Fire and Malim:, Giianiti Stati 1.
KICIATION nr ITlILAUK! I'HIA, C.\ IT I
Kill I
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Co.. II a l.
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DESIRABLE RISKS 'WRITTEN AT < l HR! M

riiifioi

EARN,

It
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LOANS NEGOTIATED.
BOU.IIT

REAL ESTATE

STEAMERS PENOBSCOT and
CITY OF BANGOR.

AM) SOLI).

hnllt.li

HIGHEST AWARDS for
Excellence of Design.
Excellence of Construction.
Regularity of Motion.

I
]

>i.

Buoksport, M interport and Bangor, Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at 7 30 a. m.. Wednesday and Sunday at about 8.10 a. m.
For Searsport, Wednesday add Sunday at aoout
8.10a.m.

Steamer Rockland is withdrawn from local service to undergo thorough repairs and repainting,
and about the middle of June will go on the route
from Belfast to Brooklin, touching at intermedi-

landings.

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston

Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLE.
On and after Oct. 4, IS 1)0, trains connecting aj
Burnham and Waterville with through trains tor
ami from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos
ton will run as follows:

M

Belfast, depart. 7 20
Citypoint. t7 25

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox.
Thorndike.
....

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor.

t7 36
7 48
8 02
8 lo
8 2o
8 45
11 50

...

tl 3o
11 4<)
151
t2 03
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 35

13 50
14 lo
445
15 10
5 38
0 00
(> 25

M

A

Waterville

p M
3 40

9 11

3 13

J’ M

Portland. 12 25
E D.
415
Boston
liOStOU,
j yy Jj. 4 22

5 35
9 20
_

TO BELFAST.
I’ M

Boston
Boston,

! E-

D.

7 00

(W D.

Portland..

11 00
AM

Waterville.

0 00

Bangor

7 15
AM

Burnham, depart....
Unity.

Thorndike...

AM
7 00

..

Knox...
Brooks.
Waldo.
Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive.
1Flag station.

7
7
8
18
8
19
19
9

AM

10
8 50
50
9 lo
10
9 20
25
19 27
50
9 42
02
19 53
15 110 05
25
10 10

they

PM

5 05
5 25
5 38
15 44
5 56
16 08
16 18
6 25

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Brauch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowlf.y,
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Geneial Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.

50

cents tor elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES &, CO.

You will receive careful instruction from

a com

potent teacher at your home.
You will get prompt attention. We give careful

attention to all customers, no matter where the
machine may have been purchased.
You will he dealing with the leading Company
in the sewing machine business, having ati unequalled experience and an umivalled reputation
—the strongest guarantee of excellence.
A full line of supplies, parts and repairs constantly on hand.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
C. H. VARSONS, >1 a nager.
H. H. COBBETT, Agt., Belfast,

OPPOSITE POST OF KITE.

MAINE,

WALDO SS.
Petit Manan Land
v

Company in Equity
s.

Petit Manan Land and Industrial
In

WALL.. SS„ May 4. A. D. 1«IT.
he undersigned, ua\ ing bee.; dulv appoint
c,
ed by the Honor.inic Geo. F. h.hn-on,'
.Judge i'
Probate for said County, t mmis-ioners to re
eeive and decide upon tlie claims ot the creditors
of MARNaMASM ROBERTS
CM ot Stockton
Springs, in sai County, whose estate has been
represented insolvent, hereby give puhli. notice
agreeably to the order of the said .Judge .d Pro
bate, that six months from and after the second
Tuesday in April, 1897. have been allowed *•< -aid
creditors To present and prove t heir !a mis and
that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the
office .if .Joseph Williamson, in Mel last, in said
County, on the thirteenth day of duly, and the
thirteenth day of October, 1897, at ten d the clock
in the forenoon ot each of said davs.
WM. P THOM I’St >.\
'lIn,sSwigFRED W. BROWN,
»
-•

8111T8

Company.

Attention Pensioners
Having

pen based the migmal r<oid- of the
,J.
Cates, tor the convenu
■!' all
j'ensioiiers ha ing claims pcmiii:.. an.
those
who may wish t present claims t<
a
.:, nal
increase of pensi
1 will be at < 1 <
metes
estate of

,-

the

Sui'KF.me J

t;i>n iai. <

m

i;t.

All persons interested in the above named suit
are hereby notified that it lux been ordered by
H<»n. Wm. 1*. Whitehouse, Justice of the Sap it un7 05; judicial Court, that a final hearing on all claims
AM
against said Petit Manan Land and Industrial
1 40 I Company he held before the undersigned at the
5 58 | Supreme Judicial Court room in Pelfast, in said
County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the ninth day
of June, A. D. 18P7, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and by adjournment thereafter from day to
A M
day until said hearing is completed.
9 00
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
830
Master in Chancery.
P M
Augusta, April 24, 18‘J7.—3wl8
1 20
4 30
1 40

pay

_

as

Commissioners' Notice.

STATE OF
1* M
1 25

from China.

Our customers say it is as good

IF YOU BUY A SINGER,

FROM BELFAST.
A

Just received, direct

Speed.
Adjustability.
Durability.
Eaise of Learning.
Convenience of Arrangement.

:

IIA I

I

30c. Tea 30c.

Great

From Boston every day except Thursday and
Sunday at 5 p. m
Front Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 2 r. m.

ate

.j-

OF

Eaise of Motion.

For

RETURNING

piul!,.

SINGERS TWO TONS MORE

steamers
commencing luesuay, viay 4,
leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston via Camden and Rockland. Monday
and Friday at 3.4f>, Tuesday, Thursday and Satl*

£> at.<

Correspondence Solicited.

Over 14,500,000 .Made and Sold

o

ns \.

INSURANCE CO.

...

LEAD THE WORLD

at

-...Nil
i.r.

<

CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INMRAV I- (0.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOII.IIT AM) SOLI).

INCREASED SERVICE TO FIVE
TRIPS A WEEK.

urday

',<s>ts.

<

RATES

TRAVELERS LI EE AM) ACCIDENT
TORNADO INSIRANCK WRITTEN KIR 5 I

In stum
In.i

■

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

Superintendents.

State Superintendent of Schools Stetson
is hustling to get the new law passed by
the last legislature into operation by the
From the large number of
first of July.
inquiries which the State Superintendent
is receiving it is evident that the provisions are not very well understood, notwithstanding it affects every town in the
State.
The rural schools of Maine have been
drifting along for years with the old
school agent.
They have not now and
had expert superintendence.
Sunever
perintendent Stetson is sanguine that the
a
will
success.
new arrangement
prove
“The superintendents,” he says, “are
often able under existing circumstances
to give but a very small share of their
time and thought to the work. The object
of the new law is to allow the school committees of two or more towns to unite for
the purpose of employing as superintendent of their schools a person thoroughly
equipped for the position, who shall give
all his time to the work.
“It has been arranged that the towns
shall pay the superintendent not less than
$r>00, and half as much more shall be
paid by the .State, provided that no more
than S7J0 be thus paid by the State to any
one union of towns.
“The law goes into effect next July. It
is not compulsory, but permits towns, by
vote iu town meeting, to authorize the
school committees to unite for the purpose state 1. It is expected that the towns
of Maine will quickly see that is of great
benelit to them thus to unite in groups of
three or four, and the fact that the State
pays the superintendent elected to have
charge of their schools, half as much as
they raise for his salary, will prompt them
more quickly to this action.
“The persons employed as superintendents must hold certificates under the act
of 18'.*.*), providing for the State examination of teachers, and must devote their
I hope that this
entire time to the work.
arrangement wall result in the employment of about 1:10 expert superintendents,
devoting all their time and attention to
the welfare and advancement of the rural
schools of Maine.
1 regard it as the best
school law passed for many years.”

$75

Patterns 7 and 8 reduced from $75 to $60
“
“
“
Patterns 9
!0
$60 to $55

ETROLEUM
U

no

Model 42, 26-inch wheels.S65

ANCIER’S

mixture of

white top on crimson, or a crimson handle
and top on a white parasol, and crimson
ribbon over the ribs on the inside. “Red”
hats have not appeared in the numbers
that were anticipated, simply because
people of re lined taste dreaded the “loud"
combinations which might ensue from the
unlimited use of such a dangerous color.
At the same time, when all the materials
are line, foliage is not used, and worn by
the right people they are really beautiful.
Ye eon a Claiike.

Qllodels 40,

is not directly inherited, but only
the tendency to contract thedisease.
In anv stage of this malady nothing is so effectual as

plaited throughout

ruffles.

1896 COLU MBIAS

Consumption

simulat-

Models, 5 per cent. Nickel Steel Tubing, Standard
of the World, have no equal, SIOO.

1 9 7

World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

t*parasols, which in this

plaited

have

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

Before I commenced your treatment I could not
take a drink of water without great suffering in
the stomach. Could not eat. I suffered so I could
not obtain more than three or four hours sleep at
night. I was fast sinking. I had five different
doctors to examine me. and each one treated me,
but without doing me any good.
At last my
friends advised me to call for your advice. I did
so. and took four or five bottles of your Golden
Medical Discovery,’ and to-day I am in better
health than I have been for five years.
I weigh
157 pounds.”
A great deal of sickness may be saved by
keeping on hand a copy of Dr. Pierce’s
thousand-page illustrated book, “The ComSent free,
mon Sense Medical Adviser.”
paper-bound, for twenty-one one cent
to
cost
of
mailing only, or clothstamps
pay
bound for thirty one stamps.
Address,

lower

vrimson and white i> very pretty on parasols—a white hand at the edge and a

prop-

gestive

Independent
old-time favor, and
most
satisfactory

of soft silk

PRUPli IKTOR.

activity.

overskirt.

all

•i

;

edge

black

Chas. O'Connell,

Spring Style, 1897.

erties restored complete health, vigor and

waists enjoy all their
people, and most men dislike to have foulard silks make
by day. thinking nothing oi hearing a
weight their
;
held
to
ridicule before
: >r 111 in.
who on their heads
failings
up
that would stagger a
waists, and plaided or checked silks as
the world, even though the result he a
hut a father- North American man.
well; the last-mentioned being a revival,
One who has
benefit to themselves. Sensitiveness is all
are of the eomlived long in this country says that when
.‘satin is also employed for independent
I
well enough, hut it should not he carried
..ive been cruel to
he is going t buy wood or hav, he always
waists, and very sheer colored organdy
too much to extremes.
I arbitrary in his
When misrepretakes a man's load, because lie gets more
over silk or sateen is one of the season’s
sented before the world, men and comr vals. but t-» the
than ii he took the load of a mule. Some
fancies.
lowly—he was al- of the men are professional runners or munities can generally afford to wait unnir.
ka'-e foi: alaciaiiu.N
i'Laitixl.
bei

die

■

and virtue of the world is not confined to
either city or country, hut is very evenly

and emaciated ; the digestive organs
powerless ; the nervous system shattered ;
and all human hope of recovery apparently
exhausted when that marvelous resource of
medical science Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery by its wonderful blood-vitalweak

Commissioners’ Notice.
Waldo ss., May 4, A. I). 1897.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable Geo. 1.
of
Probate for said County, Commissioners to receive
ami decide upon the claims of the creditors of
BARNAliAS M. ROBERTS, late of Stockton
Springs, in said County, decease i, whose estate
has been represented insolvent, lu reby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge of
Probate, that six months from and after the second Tuesday in April, 1897, have been allowed to
said creditors to present and prove their claims;
and that we will attend to the duty assigned us at
the office of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said
County, on the thirteenth day of July, and the
thirteenth day of October, 1897, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
WM. P. THOMPSON, )
Lomrs3wl8
FRED W. BROWN,

Johnson,’Judge

J

niro

shoe

-la

]>.

I 27

Main

■

:p..>it.

May 24 and 2.". 1807.
L. C

I

«* p. stoflice,
tf2 2

MOUSK.

THERE IS A CLASS OF PEOPLE
\Mto ate injured by the use of <<lhe. Mucntly
there has been placed in all grocery stores a new

preparation called Grain-o, made of pure grains,
that takes the place ol o flee. The most delicate
stomach receives it without distress, ami but few
tell it from coffee. It does not cost over 1-4

can
as

much.

fi.

Children may drink it with great bene
Ask
cts. per package. Try it.

lf».cts. and 25

for Grain-o.

House for Sale.
subscriber offers for sale at a gieat bargain
on Northport au'iiui'. The place is
mile
the post-office, with suit, walk the
whole distance; house 1 1-2 stories, new. 1-2acre
of land, city water. Or.e of the pleasantest locations in the city, overlooking the bav. Inquire of
C. W. CROSS, 387 Broadway, Bangor, Me.
Or of C. E. TIBBETTS, Belfast, Me.
lGtf

THEhis house
from

one

NORTHPORT

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Myrtle Herrick of Rockland

Miss
BELFAST, THURSDAY. MAY

ing

20, 1807.

I

Mrs. Nancy Rhodes of Rockland is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Dickey.

Editor ami
ILSRURY, I\ Business
Manager.

Adelbert Dickey returned Saturday after
very pleasant visit to friends in Rockland.

a

FOR

CONGRESS.

District.HON. b. C. BURLEIGH.

Mr.

Arthur Hopkins returned
the first of the week from a very pleasant
visit to friends in Rockland.

the Congressional

nominations

in

the

district, and is somewhat severe on
Lancaster, the Populist nominee.
For example: “Nopolitician in Maine was
ever before placed in so
humiliating a po-

Mr. C. A Orcutt left Monday for Lynn,
Mass where he will probably remain for
some time at his work of brick laying.

Dr.

lists,

Mrs.

Mrs. Clara Hopkins arrived home Saturday from Brooklyn. X. V., where she has
been visiting for several weeks.

on

Third

sition.

and

Packard

R. A.

lie lost the respect of the Popuand gained the contempt of the

Friday

to

illness

of

suddenly called last
Brockton, Mass by the critical
his sou, A. A Packard, who rewas

sides there.

Democrats.
A.

Sargent,

director of

physical

Harvard University, in a
as his opinion that
re-

address, gave it

cent

W. II. Folwell of Philadelphia, her
and servants arrived at their cottage on Isola Bella last Saturday. Mr. F.
and the boys will follow later.

college
had already

departments
danger point. j

athletics in several

He said

daughter

|
j

reached the

the chief trouble is that those

Monroe.

Mr. and Mrs. James Clark of Rockland,
Mrs. Mary Boynton of Rockport, and Miss
Huzzey of Rockland have opened their cot-

all night before word reached the parents
that he had been seen on .the road leading to
Belfast. He was found in the town of Swanville all right and had hired out.
He was a

Democrats,

who

given the
the reward of political services,
places
and no representation was given Republiyoung

Mr.

to have such reading in the houseMrs. Fred Tasker is very poorly, not having
recovered from an attack of grip. She has
been confined to her bed six weeks.
Her
friends are hoping warm weather will bring
about a complete recovery.... Mrs. Hiram

This

order

is

still

in

force.

Commissioner Evans says, however, in a
recent interview: “It does not extend to
those surgeons whose fees amount to less
than >:>00

year, and these I can dismiss
at pleasure.
Then, too, where I find
that some old army surgeons have been
turned out to make place for some young

doctors, 1

a

it is desired, restore Hit
veterans under rule IX, and this 1 have
don» in many instances, giving as my reason.

Twombly

behalf.

can, if

The good of the service.’

1 lie Populists aurl Democrats of the
Phiiil district did not fuse as
proposed.
One umbrella would have sheltered the

Populists who assembled at Pittsfield last
I

Benj. Heal, while assisting

in

The farmers have not done much
planting this spring, the ground is so very
wet....Mr. Lamb from Portland is buying
apples here. John Thompson sold him fourteen barrels of nice fruit.... Frank Bartlett
was in Belfast Tuesday-Oliver Whitten
is
visiting friends in Montville_Mr.
Leonard from Massachusetts, an Evangel-

hearthstone from the shore to the cottage of Mr. Folwell, accidentally got a ringer
caught between the roller and the stone,
crushing it quite badly. Dr. Williams dressed the injured member and thinks that amputation will not be uecessary. Although
the injury is very painful. Mr. Heal feels
very thankful that his hand escaped further

injury.
Several of the members of Excelsior lodge
I. & A. M., visited King David lodge,

Lincolnville, Tuesday evening, to witness
the •“■d degree. Several other lodges
were represented and all
enjoyed the visit
immensely. The work was nicely rendered.
work in

The master and other officers were congratulated upon the efficiency of their work by
brothers at the close of the
ceremonies. Refreshments were served in
the liberal and efficient manner so characteristic of that lodge and were most
several

of the

hursday, and here is a press report of
heartily enjoyed. It was a very pleasant
proceedings:
L. P. Talbot o: Skowhegan called the evening socially as well as fraternally, and
Populist convention to order at 10o’clock. and all went away with the best of feelings
Hr was elected chairman, and delivered toward the members of King David and

their

address.
Dr. A. W. Pich of Brooks
chosen secretary.
Dr. B. F. Lancaster <>i Madison was
unanimously uoma iti'd
as candidate
for ( ongress, and
rn;ol-‘ a speech of
acceptance. Only three
an

was

wished them abundant

ity

during

the

success

and prosper-

present year.

Thursday evening, May 13th, the following
of
Sparkling Wate:: Lodge of
Good Templars were elected and installed
delegates were present.
I ho Democratic convention was not hv the lodge deputy, A. W. Hasson: Win.
'd eston, W. C. : Mrs. Frances
mu; h larger,
Elwell, V. T.;
pr* portionately, as less than
1L. Elwell, P. C. T.; J. Pendleton,
*.(! delegates were
Chap.;
present. Fred W. ITaisF. Pendleton, Secy,; Miss Abbie
Batchelder,
’ed <.f Augusta was nominated with but
Asst. Secy.; C. Black, Financial
Secy.: Miss
one
dissenting vote, that of ( B. Morton Beulah Rhodes, Treas.: A. F.
Elwell,
ot Augusta.
V. lien the Democrats were Marshal;
Miss Annie
Rhodes, Deputy
distributing the spoils Mr. Plaisted was Marshal; I. Dickey, G.; It. Mahoney, S.;
ignored, and this bestowing of an empty Mrs. Ada Brier, Supt. P. G. T. It is very
homo can hardly be considered a consola- gratifying to know this lodge is progressing
tion prize.
It is worthy of note that the finely. It was but recently established here
and its membership is steadily increasing.
Democrats of the Third district declared
If the same
for free silver at the ratio of lb to 1 and
renewed their allegiance to Bryan.
Ex-Governor
as

an

Burleigh

has never

posed

orator, and has perhaps had less

credit than

was his due in that direction.
That iu other directions he is well equip-

ped has been manifested in his official
State Treasurer and Governor.
papers
At Waterville last week he demonstrated
as

that he could make
occasion.

For

a

speech suited

example

to the
the critical Port-

officers

interest is manifested in the
the past, there is no reason why
Sparkling Water Lodge should not thrive
and prosper and become a moving influence
in the cause of temperance not
only at the
Cove in particular but to the whole town in
future

general.

forty,

And the Waterville Mail said:
Against the earnest advice of his physician and friends Mr. Burleigh came to
the convention at Waterville on Wednesday, and delivered an address which
every one who listened to it unites in pronouncing a gem. Nothing but a strong
will power enabled him to rise above his
physical weakness and accomplish this result.
Gov. Burleigh has been advertised
both in and out of the State as a man unable to speak in public, but those who
listened to his eloquent address before the
district convention, with its grace of diction, its depth of feeling, and its singular
appropriateness to the occasion, need not
be told that this impression is an erroneous

one.

Concerning
Libby

Local

Industries.

having a busy season at his
sail ioft. Besides making a large number of
awnings he has lately made some light sails
I). II.

is

forsch. Sarah L. Davis and has orders for
sails for a number of yachts, including the
Eagle, Marjorie, Edna, Webster’s new yacht
and A. E. Stevens’.
E. M. Sanborn has made a power hair
picker for use in his upholstery work. It is
the same
ers, but has

on

general plan

some

features

ordinary pickpeculiar to itself.

as

One singular incident occurred in its manuIt lias a drum 22 inches in diamefacture.
ter, which Mr. Sanborn covered with narrow hardwood tioor hoards.
When the last
strip was put in place it fitted exactly without the boards being cut for that purpose.

in

Already its membership is nearly
with very flattering prospects

and

that by the end of the present quarter its
list of initiates will nearly number a hundred.
The lodge will soon occupy its new quarters
in Good Templars hall,
opposite tiie church,
where they will have better accommodations
and

land Ad ve rt i ser says:
Ex-Governor Burleigh’s speech in acceptance of his nomination for Congress
yesterday was admirable. It was brief,
modest, sensible and to the point, saying
ueitlu r too much nor too little, but having a o ne ot manly sincerity that showed
that w liat. was said was meant. The coming member from the Third district is a
man of deeds rather than
words, but he
can make a speech
when occasion deand
a
one.
mands,
good

as

conveniences for carrying on their work.

stomach means sick man (or woman.)
Why not be well ?
Sick stomach comes from poor food, poor
nourishment: means poor health, poor comfort. Shaker Digestive Cordial means health
and a well stomach.
If we could examine our stomach we
would understand why it is that so little
will put it out of order.
But, unless we are doctors, we never see
our stomach.
We only feel it.
We would
feel it less if we took Shaker Digestive CorSick

dial.

Shaker Digestive Cordial makes your
stomach digest all the nourishing food you
eat, relieves all the symptoms of
acts as a tonic and soon makes you well and

indigestion,

strong again.
The more you take, the less you will feel
of vour stomach.
At druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.
Secret

Societies.

Past Chancellors W. H. Clifford and F. H.
Welch represented Silver Cross Lodge in the
Grand Lodge, Knights of Pythias, which
met Wednesday in Portland.
Belfast Company, U. R.# K. of P., is drilling for the coming field day exercises in
Portland, July 8th and 9th. As this will be
the 25tli anniversary of the organization of
the Grand Lodge of Maine, the occasion will
be one of unusual interest to the order.

colds, any "attack,” whatever
the subject be, often means pre-

cedingweakness and poor blood.
Are you

your

CASTORIA.
•*

mT7

vrappej.

thin?

getting?

Is

Are you
poor
that snap, energy and

appetite

losing

vigor that make "clear-headedness?”

Do one thing; build
up your whole system with
SCOTT'S EMULSION of
Cod-liver OiL It is the essence
of nourishment. It does not
nauseate, does not trouble the
stomach. And it replaces all
that disease robs you of.
A book telling more about it tent
free.

trix.
Estate of Isaac S. Morse, Montville, will
approved, Ira L. Howard appointed executor.
Estate of Joel P. Bennett, Searsmont, will
approved. Isaac S. Bartlett and Werner L.
Bennett appointed executors.
Estate of Frederick C. Pendleton, Belfast,
(will approved at October term 189t>) Georgia
S. Pendleton appointed executrix.
Estate of Alauson W. Greer, Morrill, first
account of executor presented.
Estate of William D. Doe, Belfast, first
account of (). (i. White, who was authorized
by the Probate Court to sell real estate, presented ; petition for distribution presented.
Estate of George. C. Harding, Waido, first
and final account of administrator present-

Ask for it.
SCOTT & BOWNE, New York.

Resolutions of Respect.
The

following resolutions of respect were
passed by the Christian Endeavor Society
of

Jackson in memory of
Chase:

sister

Eva L.

R. H. COOMBS &

<

xemplitied

tian

a

high

w«'manhood.

Estate of Noah Liuscott, Troy, first and
final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Lois M Rose, Islesboro, peti ion
for appointment of Joseph L. S. Coombs as
administrator presented.
Estate ol James Rage, .Jackson, petition
for appointment of Jacob M. Page as administrator presented.
Estate of Ralph vV. and Daniel A. Gould
and Eliza F. Abbott, minor heirs of Alice
M Gould, Lincolnville, Giles (J. Abbott a|»-

E.
Bkn.i. Dolhje.
At

This

will sell you for

we

ONLY $6.75.
Do
is a
we

pass this by for ir
Hear in mind

not

bargain.

carry the

Best

Refrigerators

ami we want you to compare the prices with others
that cannot begin to c«unj>are in value.

Baby Carriages.
See them and you will Imv
no other.-;
acknowledged
by all to be the linest carriages for the monev in the
market
We have
more
of those

5.00 Cameras
close out at $4.00. You
had better secure one at
once tor when these are
gone the chance will ne'er
to

occui again.

II HITK 1HO\

HKDS in i/reiit in rid 1/.
SI DKHO.t KlHi mill DIM Mi 1100(1 SKTS.
I .III KOI I SI I IS. ii'i'.
('nil mnl

s r.

■

I NDhRr Akl\<i beim; our specialti we wish to ha\e it known that we
ti\ eI> Jo and shall continue to furnish BK'ITBR (iOO|)> and at less
than an> other house can furnish in this c,unt\. Win
pa\ such
bitant prices when vou can jfet better \alueand lower
prki- <>i
Black Cloth Covered Caskets from $ t s.0() and
upward.
R. H COOTBS s\ Sits

/(> & 72 ilain

Estate of Nathan A. Gates. Unity, license
to sell real estate issued.
Estate of Loren/.o A. Soule, Searsmont,
license to sell real estate issued.
Estate of Samuel L. Huhhs, Monroe, authority grauted to compromise claims held, by
the estate against various parties.
Estate of Geo B. Briggs, Belfast, inventory returned and filed; tirst and final account of executrix presented.
Estate of Sarah J. Colson, Searsport inventory returned and tiled.
Estate of Besture S. Babbidge, Winterport, inventory returned and tiled; petition
for license to sell real estate presented.
Estate of Milton I. Whitcomb, Islesboro,
petition for appointment of some suitable
person as administrator presented.
Estate of Franklin P. Knight, Troy, petition for appointment of an administrator

Committee
on

I Resolutions.

regular meeting of South Branch
Grange the following resolutions of respect
were read and adopted :
a

Street,

Belfast.

=

Overland
Our

price

$100,
$85,

was

of the 07

improvemu

$50.00:

:

♦

W e w ill
absolutely guarantee i equal to am
sold in the city at less than $100.

Estate of Dexter W. Bennett, Montville,
for allowance presented.
Estate of Sarah E. Doe, non compos,
Burnham, petition for license to exchange

dead

now with all

♦

petition

Resolved, That we have lost a faithful and
worthy member of our order. One who was
a constant attendant as
long as her health
would permit and who will be greatly missed and lamented by her sisters and brothers.
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy
to the bereaved husband and
daughter,

Cycles.

The Price in 1895
In 1896 it was

presented.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father has called

from this life to the life eternal our
sister Hattie S. Grant, therefore, he it

IN SOLID OAK.
EXTRA FINE FINISH.

pointed guardian.

for publication.

Dollikf,
Morton,

ROLL TOP DESK

Estate of Nancy N. Wildes, Monroe, first
and final account of administratrix present-

and pure model of Chris-

S.
E.

We respectfully ask for a
share ol your patronage,
in return for which we will
not only give you the lowest, ju ices jmssible. but will
guarantee even article we
sell you. LOOK AT THIS

ed.

Resolved, That though nnieh we feel the
loss of dear mem hers who have been called
to their heavenly home, we will not murmur, hut humbly bow in submission to
God s will.
Resolved, That the members of Jackson
Christian Endeavor Society extend their
heartfelt sympathy to the bereft family in
this, their great affliction, and that we cominend them for consolation to our
Heavenly
Father, who has assured us in His word
that He pitieth his children.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent t" Bro. Payson Chase and
family,
that copies be sent t>» the Christian Mirror,
W ord and Work : also to The countv
papers
F

SON

The Low Priced
Furniture Dealers

ed.

Whereas, In the mystery of God’s providence sister Eva L. Chase.'who has been an
Cilicia! and dearly beloved member of our
society, has been called lrom our midst t<>
her home above, therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Sister
Chase Jackson Christian Endeavor Society
has lost a most worthy member, one whose
interests and j.ravers were with ours in
every
good word and work, and one in whom vas

J. H. & J. W. JONES,eo

real estate presented.
E-tateof John A. Smedburg, Unity, petition for license to sell real estate presented.
Estate of Lydia R. Curtis, Wiuterport,
will presented.
Estate of Elsie Braley, Burnham, will

ist, is holding meetings at the church this
week-George Webster with his family
from Montana came last week and will
brothers and sisters in their atilietiou com- presented.
Estate of Samuel T. Dodge, Liberty, will
spend the summer here-Mr. Levi Whitten mending them for consolation to Him who
presented.
is very ill-Mrs. Asa Stevens, the aged lady | doeth all things well.
Estate
of Margaret I). Fuller, Searsmont,
Resolved, That our charter he draped in
who fell a year ago and has since beeu an
and that a copv of petition for distribution presented.
mourning for thirty
Estate
of
William Gibbs, Brooks, first and
invalid, is very feeble.... Windermere Park these resolutions be days
sent to the husband and
final account of guardian presented, together
is beginning to show signs of life and ac- daughter, a copy inscribed upon our records
with request for discharge from guardianthe Grange; also seut to the local
tivity. Quite a number have been on the of
papers ship.
for publication.
grounds getting their cottages ready for
Estate of Blanche G Moore, Monroe, final
Clark. E Haley, ) Com
account of guardian presented.
summer.
The hotel will be opened June
M. E. I'. Libby,
:
on
Emma L. Tkkvett.
INSOLVENCY COl'RT.
1st..
Res.
Samuel Kelley returned from MontaProspect, May 15, ’97.
E. S. Goodwill—Second meeting of creditna last week.... Mrs. Roxana
Chandler, who
ors held, final account ot assignee filed, and
has been sick for some time, had a shock
Union Harvest Grange, Montville, lias petition tor order of dividend presented.
Saturday and is very low. A telegram was
Sanderson L. Hall—discharge granted.
adopted the following resolutions of respect:
Thomas Colby Nickerson --Second meetsent to Bangor to her son, Adelbert Chan\\ ltereas the angel of death has
held, oath taken.
euing
!
again
dler, and lie arrived Monday uight... Hollis tered our
!
N. D. Bietheii
Grange circle and called hence
petition for discharge filed.
Reynolds, who went to Portland for treat- Brother Mayo E. Herriman one of our charJames A. Colson petition for discharge
ter members and
filed.
ment, lias returned home very much imHiram A. Ilustiis—hearing held on crediWhereas, Brother Herriman was always
proved. .Mrs. S. A. Myriek has beeu quite deeply
interested in grange affairs and has tors' opposition to discharge.
sick, but is somewhat better at this writing. many times been called by the State, Coun...Capt. Clias. Baker <>f Belfast was in ty and Subordinate Granges t > fill oliiccs of
trust and responsibility. Then fore, be it
town Saturday.... Perley Clark had an ill
Resolved, That by tie* death of Brother |
turn last week. He was very sick for
awhile, Herriman, Union Harvest Grange loses one
but is better at this writing.... Mrs. Edw. of its most valued members, one who was
deeply versed in the secret work of the
Rand is suffering with a very sore hand.
order and who always strove hv voice, vote
Brooks.
The meetings at the Union and influence to further the interest of all
Patrons of Husbandry.
church are to be held at 2 30
p. m. each SunResolved, That we extend our heartfelt
day afternoon instead of at three o’clock as sympathy
to our bereaved Sister and
hope
intended.. ..The V. P. S. C. E. meet
Sunday the L>i\iue Master will comfort and sustain
her
iti
her trouble, and while we mourn for
evenings at Union church-Friend Omar
our Brother and shall miss him in our Hall
G. Hussey is to be found at the Friends’
we trust our loss is his
gain.
each
chapel
Resolved, That our charter he draped in
Sunday morning at 10.30... The
for
K. P. lodge is still
thirty days and a copy he sent
The product of
increasing in member- mourning
our bereaved
a copy placed on our
ship. .The Good Templar lodge has a new records and a Sister,
Skill,
copy sent to the Belfast papers
list of officers, Win. C. Rowe taking the for publication.
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15 Cent
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We

Papers

A LOT Of

121 Cents.

to
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a

selling Room Moulding

are

OUR

CARLE

at 2c. to Me. p

JOPSJES,

cfc>

*.

;

IVE3 JOHNSON
CYCLES

..

place of C. E. Lane, who for one year past
has presided as C. T....Alice L. Dow came
home from Oak Grove Seminary this week
and will help her mother iu the
millinery
work.... Miss Vashti Fogg is
doing millin-

W. ft
W. H.
M. M.

Newspaper

Jaquith.

Churchill, ! on
Thompson, ) Res.
Men.

the application of a fresh coat of paint. .C. E.
Small has
moved into the Morse tene-

The Lubec Herald is of interest to Fairfield people as its editors and publishers are
the Getchell Brothers, both of whom are well
known Fairfield hoys, says the Kennebec
Journal. Everett is a graduate of Colby,
class of ’IK), and was editor in chief of the

so-called, recently vacated by
Mary Hutchinson

Mr.

Most an.Mrs.

has
Charles E. Lane’s house.
....Mr. C. I). Merritt and family will have
room- iu the house of Isne S.
Staples for
the summer. Mr. Merritt is in poor health
and wishes to spend the summer in the
country... .T. I. Huxford and wife are in
Portland this week. While there Mr. Huxford will attend the G. L. Knights of Pythias-Elmer CL Roberts is clerking for Mr.
Huxford.. .Mrs. Mary Smith of Prospect is
spending the summer with her friend, Mrs.
A. E. Chase....L. C. Jones and wife are
back in the Libbeus Jones homestead for the
summer-Mrs. C. F. Bessey, who is still
at the hospital in Concord, N. II., is improvtaken

ing

in

is still

rooms

in

health, they say_Geo. Miller, Jr.,
alive and the physicians say there is

chance for his recovery. Charles Miller of
Boston lias been here for the past week with
his brother-Reuben Allen of this village
died quite unexpectedly Tuesday night. He
had been sick only two days.
a

Deafness Cannot L»e Cured

ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars;
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4wl8
Igg^Sold by Druggists, 75c.

A cut

living in the age «»f itnproveeverything is 'advancing
ideas are gotten out ever\ day t

WK
new

are

ments,

something

regard

Eng:and.

the most comfortable

shapes

vented.

Usually

new

this

is not.

The price

one

III annul

during

his

senior

year,

and

is

ideas

are

Blaudiug of
been making a

has

the

tour of

New

England,

and here is what lie says of his visit to a
Rhode Island city :
The evening of my arrival in Pawtucket I
attended, outlie invitation of Editor Charles
A. Lee of the Gazette & Chronicle, the regular meeting and collation of the Pawtucket
Business Men’s Association. This organization has been in existence many years and

membership comprises the leading busiof the city. It has very commodious headquarters in Music Hall and regular meetings are held monthly, a collation
being an interesting feature of each session.
The Association’s President, Col. L. B.
Goff, is a frequent visitor to the fish and
of
Northern Maine,
his
game regions
brother-in-law, T. Sedgwick Steele, being
the author of “Canoe and Camera,” “Paddle and Portage” and other works descripits

ness men

life in the Maine woods.
Hon. Edward L. Freeman, the Vice President, is a
this
native of Camden,
State, and in Rhode
Island politics as well as journalism he has
achieved a notable triumph.

at

yet in-

our store out

Votes si i| i} at
We uuarantee
I 111

mark

England Bicycle made in Massachusetts by the largest and oldest cycle
manufacturers in that great State, noted far

and wide for the skill of its workmen and
the excellence of its products, ougnt to be a
safe investment for New England buyers.
Such a machine is the Iver Johnson, made
For 14 years this faat Fitchburg, Mass.
mous machine has steadily grown into the
of
will
thinking cyclists until the facgood
tory is crowded to the uttermost to iill
orders. When it is known that 800 men are
employed in the Iver Johnson factories
some idea of the wheels’ popularity may be
obtained.

at

AS11.

<

it les t he hu>
time at t v*

any

prior-,

out

LOW h> I

IN_L I;
i:r.

Clothier &

#.? Main St

WANTED
/’/•'/•//

B, C, D1NSM0RE,

j

1

HOT WATER HEATERS
STEAM BOILERS
.AND RADIATORS*
Fo*
^

33 Main Street,

Belfast, Me,

USERS SAY.
The Doric Roiler that was put into
my housem October, is a perfect sue
cess.
James II. llaynes, Ranger, .Me.
The Gurney Hot Water Heater which
was recently placed in our Rank Ruilding, is giving perfect satisfaction.
Rutland Savings Rank, Rutland, Vt.
Ask your local c/fH/fr/o/ Illusti-ated
Catalogue “How Best to Heat
our Homes.”
or write direct to
the
(tunny //eater Mja. Co., 103 Franklin
St., cur. Cunaress, Boston, Mass.
4

No.

Spring
Is used in

our

Water

prescription de-

partment and in all preparations requiring pure water...
We also have this famous
spring water for sale.

A. A.

HOWES & CO.

.u

a

is the Leader in East*
WY luve

SURPLUS,

just tilled enters In.

ranulen, i-':iii riWahlc rmmiy.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

$33,000
DKI'OSITS SOLO I I I I)

H ADI; IN U N
oi

.uni

hi

\.

SIN IIS

nickel, hr ass and

$3, $5. $0.50 and

SOLID NICKEL
it«* in trimming*
We also

unequaled m Eastern .Main
and UNEXCELLED in security against tire

Kul■ l»»• r, (Jil:. (Jol«l, Silver,

Safe

deposit boxes for
$8

Our new

rent at
a

year.

vault is

burglary in the country
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the

It will pa> you
We shall have
Ml:.MORI Al

E. H. DURGIN, M. I).

Fitting
fits

of Glasses and Diseases cf

Eye

aid Ear

I

rom I

a.

2.30 to 3 and

SEA REPORT,
Telephone Connection.

examine

8 p.

m.

M
loti

A INF.

fill

>

|

\tt. Mi Main Street,

SPECIAL
II

in

\va

lit cl

NOTICE

a

PLOW,

IIAKUOW

in.

7 to

our sr

to

DAN

Specialty.

a

Office hours until 0

to

just time

u

W I

STEVENS BROS

ault.

*

I Oak >t()ck

Our $15 Hand-Wade

and

POLAND

full hr

a

Mand-fladc
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(hr
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tonne

*

Efficiency-Durability n.economy
•THEYSTAND UNEQUALLED-

tive of

A New

-t

UThe

a

Industrial Journal

h

ro|{

expensive,
have

we

<{Ufsti..n

I.\

The ho\s are ootalialh
in an«i itispeet the ioo\,

strong and versatile writer. Their paper is j
a clean, bright local sheet and is
prospering, j
Bro.

I IN

IH
the important
-.Is
\v<*rth

,

“Echo”

\i:\\

..

to

This time style does not eonlliet with comfort, as the “Julia Marlowe” last is one
of

■

a little
ahead of the
Use shoe business does

Quality
rice.

I'"

that is

differ from other lines in

not

Works, Fitchburg. Mass.
Made in New

lar school bo\ in Bell;
cinit\

this. The latest idea is the above Oxford.

Send for Catalogue.
Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle

|

line $-40.00 Bicw
jfiven awa> to the m

Honest in
and 1

porter-Journal

I his

former article.

Facilities.

of Bro. Landers of the Gardiner Reis made to do duty as a portrait of Bro. Plaisted of the Augusta New
Age, *in connection with the nomination of
the latter for Congress by the Democrats of
the Third district. As they are both good
looking, and good fellows as well, there will
probably be no trouble over this false presentation.

ment,

Experience,
Capital,

Com.

ery work this season at her home_The
dressmakers are all busy just now_Mr,
Dow has received several cases of new
goods and has a large stock to select from.
..F. W. Brown, Jr., our lawyer, has a
new cabinet writing desk from the furniture
rooms of F. O. Day that is
just what he was
needing in his business_T. A. Elliott’s
home has been much improved in looks by

by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one
Past Commandant Ralph H. Howes in- way to cure deafness, anil that is by eonstitutioua
remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed con
stalled the officers of Canton Pallas, P M
dition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian
I. O. O. F., May 12th, as follows:
Com-]
When this tube is inflamed you have a
Tube.
mandani, I. T. Clough; Lieutenant, L. T.
sound or imperfect hearing, and when it
Shales; Ensign, R. C. Leonard; Clerk, John rumbling
is entirely closed, Deafness is ti e result, and unS. Davidson; Accountant, Wm. F. Thomas.
less the intlammatian can be taken out and this
It was voted to accept the invitation of
tube restored to its normal condition, hearing wil
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. II., to take be destrojed forever; nine cases out of ten are
caused
by catarrh, which is nothing but an inllam•part in the Memorial Day parade.

The facsimile
denature
^

plosions called diseases. Coughs,

still remains very sick.

Unity.

getting

the

of

pleasant

never

were

:is

cans.

own

a

home aud the kindest of parents. But it
was found he had been reading dime novels
and stories of adventure until he got so carried away he was excited f->r an adventure.
We hope this will be a warning to parents

reports are true. If so, his many friends
wish him all the success possible in his new
his

quiet, steady boy and had

very

ail

on

suddenly. But it takes time
to load the gun, and it takes
time to get ready for those exon

sermon

home. His parents went away for
a few hours and found on their return that
their son was missing aud also his gun.
They did not feel alarmed until dark, and
then they feared he had met with an accident in the woods. An alarm was given
and about 75 men turned out and searched

Wellington
nearly
so placed were the boards <>i
examining years, left her last week, and arrived home
for
a
few
Saturday
suigeons, and the legality of the order is
days. Probably Mr. C.
In changing the will have a vessel of his own very soon, if
seriously questioned.
venture

Sunday

from his

Srh. W. II. Jewell came into the Cove
peas, squashes, pumpkins,
beets, etc., Sunday, from Deer Isle hound for Bangor.
for the gnat statesmen of the day is an
Wainsville Chapman will take the
excellent or.e, and may possibly result in Capt.
Mr. Dingley, j vessel uj’ river while her captain, C. E.
gloat bene!it to the crops.
1"o, deseives to be honored in this way, j Drink water, will go on a business trip to
but it is not quite easy to decide just 1 Boston the tirst of the week.
what to select in his case.
Surveyor Crockett has a crew of men this
Wait and sec how the Dingley tariff bill week at work on Little
Harbor bridge, which
comes out,
and then we may have the j has become rather unsafe from the
heavy
DwigVy beet, or—the Dingley squash.
j volume of water that flows uuder it from
lYndluton's brook. Travel will not beinterBefore President Cleveland's term ex- I
rupted, as the necessary repairs can be done
pin ti i. had tilled all the offices possible ; without any iuconvenieuce to the public.
with D<-m.vrats and placed them under
Mr. S. S. Chapman, who has been mate of
civil service rules.
Among other officials sch. Mary B.
for
rive

were

The Memorial

the Church May 30th, in the afternoon, by Rev. O. H. Fernald of Searsport.
Decorating the graves at the cemetery and
address by Rev. If. I. Holt of Morrill, Mon
day. May 31st.... Monroe hid quite a fright
last Sunday night when the 10-year-old boy
of Freeman Ritchie was found to be missing

The custom of naming choice brands of

veterans

instantly when you pull the
trigger. So sickness may come

will be at

particularly need exercise ( tages at Temple Heights for the season.
get too much of it, while those who real- |
rour hooks have been missing trom the
ty need it get too little.
| library for some time and the librarian
would he very much pleased if the patrons
The Uostou (rlobe says that the favorite of the library would see if
they had not forj
pea in Maine this year is tlie Tom Feed gotten to return them, as it is very essential
! that they should 1 e returned.
pea, and adds:

President Cleveland many
removed to make room for

pounds-Jessie

pounds each.

who do not

hoards nndir

two

....

Mrs

Dudley

culture at

weighing

one

is an abstract of tbe business of
Probate ami Insolvency Courts fur
Waldo county, May term, 1897:
Estate of Ann L. Gay, Morrill, inventory
returned and filed.
Estate of Robert G. Campbell, Wiuterport,
inventory returned and filed.
Estate of Dexter W. Bennett, Montville,
inventory returned and tiled.
Estate of Peltiali Ellingwood, Wiuterport,
inventory returned and tiled.
Estate and Jacob V. Cottrell, Belfast, tirst
account of administration allowed.
Estate of C. H. Smith, Liberty, second and
final account of administration allowed;
petition for distribution presented
Estate of Deborah Treat, Frankfort,
second and final account of administration
allowed.
Estate of Nellie F. Hunt, (insane) Thorndike, first and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Margaret I). Fuller, Searsmont,
final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Marcellas R. Cooper, Belfast,
third account of executors allowed.
Estate of Hiram E. Ellingwood, Winterport, final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Calvin Work, Jackson, second
and final account of administratrix allowed.
Estate of James Lewis, Liberty, first account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Lillian L. Blanchard, Unity, Alton L. Blanchard appointed administrator.
Estate of Nancy E. Black, Belfast, Charles
N. Black appointed administrator.
Estate of James T. Pottle, Belfast, will
approved, Caro J. Pottle appointed execu-

The
Gun Goes Off

Thorndike. Mr. A. S. Higgius and Mrs.
Flora Hunt went to Andover, Mass., May
12th....Miss Evelyn C. Higgins, who has
been passing several weeks in Gorham, Me.,
is now visiting at Mr. F. L. Philbrick’sMiss Myra Cates is in Pittsfield taking
music lessons_Mrs. Whitney and Ida Larrabee passed last Sunday in Brooks-Mr.
Malilon S. Hatch and Mrs. Amos Hatch
called on friends in town last Friday-V.
N. Higgius made a trip to Belfast May 14th.
Mr and Mrs. Geo. Higgins and Mrs. Alice
Higgins went to Waterville last TuesdayJoseph Gordon recently bought a horse of
Mr. Merrick of Waterville-David Vickery of Unity was in town May l«»th-V. N.
Higgins and Richard C. Higgins attended
the auctiou sale at Dixmout last Saturday.
Farmers have done but little planting as
yet. The ground is very wet and cold.... V.
N. Higgius has ten lambs less than two
months old that will weigh from 30 to 40

Newell Bagiev is to build a cottage « arlyu
this summer on the lot at Temple Heightsp
which he bought last year.

There were other reasons.
rof. Bateman lias been interviewed

Raymond Smith of Rockland came
will remain a few

Mr

4

Courts.

Following

Croxford of Newburgh has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. John Nado.

Saturday evening and
days on a visit.

And now Dame Rumor Ins it that the
Honorable Joseph II. Manley of Augusta
is to succeed President Wilson of the
Maine Central at the next annual meeting.
Perhaps that is why he didn’t contest
with ex-Gov. Burleigh for the late Mr.
Milliken's seat in Congress.
[Lewiston
-Sun.

i

ones,

spent Sunday
Drinkwater.

Insolvency

the

numbers this spring from the marsh stream
Mr. Tuttle from
near Mr. C. C. Hamm’s.
Belfast recently caught over thirty fine

Otis Whitmore and sou of Belfast
with Mr. and Mrs. A. E.

Mr.

Republican Nomination.
Third

re-

Journal Pub. Oo,

Republican

Probate and

Monroe Centre. Last Friday morning as
Mr. George E. Walker was crossing the
bridge here one stringer broke down. His
horse was frightened and ran, but no accident occurred, which was very fortunate. It
will be repaired as soon as the water is
lower-Trout have been taken in large

is visit-

aunt, Mrs. R. T. Herrick.

her

The wharf at Temple Heights is to be
planked and otherwise improved.
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MW'S OF BELFAST.

,it

Helping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters
a
largely attended meeting at Mrs.
Joseph Clough’s on Bay View street last
Monday evening. Next Monday they will

Mixer opened his ice cream
parlots yes-

had

meeting of the school comid Monday, May 24th, at

with Mrs. Goldie Curtis,
Charles and Grove streets.

meet

issued placards

N.-rton has

against congregating

and

dewalks.

.’ughout the city

the teachers to atInstitute in Stockton

allow

to
i-

has bought the

of Knox

s

will be

Freedom, and
place

will lit it

up

“tavern" for

was a

subscribers of the Belfast

;

New
Ci*. has

the press of Geo. W.

from

■.

England Telephone
been issued by the

by Freeman O. Roberts laid

something of
perfectly formed hard shell-

tst week that is

i

A

nary size

j

|

was

inside

a

very

'-d egg.

corner

terday, and is fitted up in first-class
style.
His advertisement will
appear next week.
The tug boat C. P. Conners
came from
Castine Tuesday and took Dr. S. W.
Johnson over to attend a critical
case in connection with local physiciaus.

of

The interment of the remains of the late
Hon. Seth L. Millikeu was made at the
family lot in Grove Cemetery Monday forenoon.
A brief prayer was offered by Rev.
Chas. H. Wells in the presence of the family
and a delegation of citizens of consisting of
Mayor Fletcher, Postmaster Kilgore, Collector Harrimau, Asa A. Howes and Dr. D.

W. It Chapman of New Y
irk, who
conduct the Maine Chorus Fjttivi in
Lewiston next fall, was in town
yesterday
and conducted a rehearsal of the
Belfast
chorus. He speaks in the
highest terms of
the proficiency of our chorus. He
was accompanied by Prof. Homer N. Chase of Auburn and a party of musicians from
Rockland.
They went to Bangor by the 1.25
tram to take part in a concert in
the evenProf.

is to

P. Flanders.
One of the

pleasant events of the near future will be the opening ball at Veteran
Hall, Windermere Park, Unity, Tuesday

ing.

evening, June 1st. Sanborn’s Orchestra of
Belfast will furnish music, the hall will be
in tine condition and no pains will be
spared
by the management to make the affair a
success.
The ball is given for the benefit of
the Veteran Association, to enable them to
further equip their home, and the public are
cordially invited.
The

Wiscassett

management of the
Quebec railroad are having

M.iler

27th aud 28th. There
be six end men, a big chorus and a full
orchestra, and the program includes a new
farce, new songs and new dances.
Two
evenings of mirth aud music are assured,
aud a crow'ded house on both
evenings may
be confidently predicted. See advt. for
particulars as to the sale of reserve seats,
will

has

1

|
j|

|

T. Murphy.
Co.

Capt. John NY. Ferguson will move to Cliftoudale, Mass., where his son Alfred M.
wiil conduct a drug business.
Mr. Alfred
Ferguson was for some- time with Poor &
Son, druggists, of this city, an t went to
Portland in March, 1894, to enter < he
employ
of Edward L. Foss, druggist, boo
Congress
street. He left Portland
Monday for Cliftondale. He is a skilled druggist aud a most
exemplary young man aud merits success.
Belfast is very sorry to lose Capt. Ferguson
and his family and the best wishes of
everybody will accompany them to their new

Meta Lawrence, a girl of ten years,
"'on A
recently undertook some missionary work by
soliciting funds to buy a pair of boots for a
o'aler has put his horse Fred
bright lttle girl in town who has uot all the
o
y (ditos hands for training
i'.unions of life.
Meeting with success she
rd of *i.d'd 14 won last
continued the good work, assisted by Misses
s
expected to do considerJennie. Wiley and Mabel Hanson and soon
:
this seas- u closes.
Mr.
the little girl was supplied with a new
rses :u training.
spring suit, from boots to hat. The young
wner, and George Patter- ! missionaries wish to thank the members of
1
mdlord, of the Ar'ingtou Helping Hand Circle of Kings Daughters
ii-mse in hrst-oiass coudi- i for m
iking the dresses and for kindly offers
gar«is the building and its of ass.stance, and great credit is also due to
Botli house and Mis
:ngs. etc.
Lawrence, mother of little Meta, for the
•a white outside, with trimactive part she took in the work.
;
tint. The name of the
Fish Facts. Ambrose J. Morrison went
;roi
mmouwealth Hotel.
iishiug while the train was waiting in Burn-ms in the
Belfast Free ham Monday, and
caught three handsome
a .pleted last week
A hard* brook trent, one of which was
13 inches long
feet high
has
i.g
been and
weighed a pound and four ounces....
ae
room
library, reading
Waltei H. West of Belfast and Henry E.
t a-walls and ceiling neat
Canon ■>! Camden were at Moosehead Lake
:''-s oed m
water colors.
last week, and took an unusually large numk
is -! a neutral tint, with
ber of trout, many of which were large.
ad-- lighter than the walls.
They had had weather most of the time,
frescoed m a neat design, but when
they could attend to fishing the
s
t
and
restpleasing,
iisli responded promptly.... Smack W. H.
the occupants of the rooms.
Davidson arrived Tuesday morning with a
Journal from Wasliing- small fare of live iisli taken near Mt. Desert
N B. Millikeu says “If it is
Bock.Sloop H. McDonald arrived Tueswith a small fare of fresh and corned
"T oy you
may say in your day
n-other Frank and I, and all iisli. F. W. Collins of lloekland has
launched his lobster smacks, Barbel and
\press our grateful thanks,

ii

A bert

|
I
1

Messrs.

Miss

■

\
[

■•

I

home.
Steamer

a

Belfast but to
from other parts of the
of

e

State, who came or
oitiful tiorai offerings to the
and the

oved and honored brother,
has hut passed to a higher

v-,

beyond

;a.ness
•'

the grave.

put into their store a
refrigerator, which is both ornaiseful. It is of quartered oak,
hi have

■

feet iii

s

The lower part
with two doors.

height.

om parturient

uge

compartments with roll-top
tlie display of the goods

f'*r

r-

0

glass frout
edge plate glass
two

ire

—

vel

:.

The ice chamber is at
named portion and is etiat the end.
The cireula-

a.-'f
1

i the

n

through the
arranged on the
The refrigerator

i,-e and

irtn.ents is

a

pr:11<•

ip 1 es.

of F. M

: rm

member of which is a
of the late Stillman

senior

y.a

Keith & Co.

son

Singers will appear
House to-morrow, Friday,
•o-ts are uow on sale at the
In Portland their gener■v t>
nearly doubled by encores
mas:
audience. The Port■q-eak highly of the Imperial
h is a feature of this troupe,
v has
made a six years’ tour
mted States, and a rive years’
.r, and combines a chorus of
d uh;lee

Fannie

■

orchestra, a pararartette, a black Jenny Lind
pger. a
phenomenal boy bass
bass singer of merit, another
a

first-class

'ist,

trombone and
voiced tenor
organ, which is a

noted

a

mdoist,

a

their

own

sweet

itself.

condition

first-.-lass

for

and
a

putting

store

or

began

work

Tuesday morning.

berth north of
Co.’s wharf to
Bangor
it>* the steamer Rockland and the
Tins work consists
y steamers.
g a channel 200 feet long beside the
et wide and with a depth of 10
•■an low water.
The government
j■ >b

'■

was

making

&

p

S.

a

S.

h»-gin on the westerly side of the
viously dredged on the easterly
harbor, and extend across to the
v
Bangor wharf. Lengthwise it
ini from a point some distance
"f the steamboat wharf
tjp the
the shoals off F. G. White’s and
s wharves.
Hamilton & Saw: ract is
to take out 50,000 cubic
■1

Sch. Flora Condon towto load lumber for New
ii. Helena E. Russell was launchue marine
railway Saturday and

v\<;

Items.

C'<v

1

•'

Friday

Kockport Sunday morning... .Sch.
man is to load ice at Belfast for
Haven.. .The steel steamer ReadPhiladelphia & Reading line has

o

lumber for Mathews Bros, from

Monday-Sch. Miantonomah arunlay night from Boston with geulrgo.... A dispatch w'as received here
from Calvin Elwell.mate of the big
;> Dirigo, announcing her safe aro San Francisco.
The Dirigo made a
■b

:

issage from New York and was reover-due.Sch. Geo. B. Ferguson
ight from Boston Tuesday.
sold for 5c. was
"He “Belfast.” This brand has been
:• to the high standard, as when it

'■i'st 10c.

1

cigar

ever

introduced about two years ago.
■"e on this
cigar has grown steadily
>t the
present time you will hardly
«‘igar store in Eastern Maine which
not sell more “BELFAST”

Advertisements.

Starrett

an-

550,

and guarantee it equal to any
the city at less than $100_
Carle
Jones have the largest line of room
papers and window shades in town and are
making unheard of low prices. They are

ments,

at

wheel Bold in

seiiing ''07 style bicycles at $35 00.... B.
Diusmore, 53 Main street,sells the “Julia
Mariowe” Oxford at only $1.25_The Belfast Livery Co. offers good bargains in second hand carriages and harnesses.
Also
also
C.

sale-When Fred Atwood’s old
man arises to say he says
something of interest, and this time lie will specially interest all those in want of farm and garden impigs for

plements.
There

is

a

treat in store

for the theatre-

of Belfast who enjoy a clean, bright
comedy, at the Opera House next Saturday
night, when the comedy success of the pres*
sent season, “My Friend From India," will
be presented for the first time in this city.
The play is bright, clean and wholesome.
A retired pork packer with a family of pretty
daughters and an unextinguishable social
ambition is the centre of the plot. A fast
goers

new

ticulars of which have been given, and the
Isles boro, Castiue and Belfast Steamboat
Company-E. E. Spofford lias been appointed postmaster at Green’s Landing vice
R. Iv. Knowitou, resigned.... A wheel club
with about 30 members lias been organized

sou,

Bates college, Lewiston-Hon. F. S.
Walls is “astonishing the natives’’at \Tnalliaveu with a bicycle sulky... .The buildings
on the B. & B. S. S. Co.’s wharf are to be
painted aud otherwise improved.... Dennis
Buckley of Bucksport has been grauted an
E. S. Shuman started j
increase of pension
at

sprinkler yesterday.

who to get

himself out of one of
luakes a barber play the

his escapades
post of a tbeosophist, is another main
feature, while around the figures revolve a
mass of
complicated but most laughable
situations. The plot is novel and the play
is brightened by many witty lines, and the
different situations and climaxes are humorous in the extreme.
In fact it is one peal of
laughter from the rise to the fall of the curtain. The company w as carefully selected
with a view to their fitness.

Saturday Eve,

Hoyt’s

in

Belfast

Opera House,

iu the evening.

The procession will be made upas follows:
Marshal, Ansel Wadsworth,
Aids, Col. Elmer Small, Col. Frank A. Follett,
Belfast Band,
Camp A. E. Clark, S. of V,, as escort.
Those II. Marshall Post No 4J, <i. A. K
Canton Pallas No 4, P. M.,
Belfast Div ision U. K. K. of P
Disabled Soldiers in Carriages,
City Government in Carriages,
Citizens in Carriages.

ne nue oi march win oe

upunurcn

street

lowing services will be carried out:
Address by Com. Clifford.
Music by Belfast Band.
Prayer by Chaplain Trundy.
Euology by Com. Clifford.*
Music by Belfast Band.
Florai Tribute by Officer of the Day.
The altar of patriotism, by Chaplain Trundy.
Music by Belfast Baud.
Decorating Mound to unknown dead by Post,
and salute by Sons of Veterans.
Ode, America, by Beliast Band.
Benediction by Chaplain Trundy.
The evening program will be as follows:
Belfast Band
Music,
Reading General Orders,
Adjutant
“Festival of the Dead,”
Commander
Belfast Band
Music,
“Obedience is a Soldier’s Duty,”
Commander
Roll of Honor,
Adjutant
Belfast Band
Music,
Prayer
Chaplain
Norman Wardwell, Esq
Oration,

Singing,
Music,

“America”

Benediction,

Quartette
Belfast Band
Audience

Chaplain.

Miss Olivia Dickey. A cordial invitation is
extended to all young people.

Boston and
welcome.

are

undenominational.

A)1

are

-AT-

stubborn;

are

Some may be disputed,
None can be disproved.
A fact is the opposite of fiction;
Is always hedged about with proof;
Has to stand the test of investigation,
Or it drifts to the realm of doubt.

Investigate closely the following:
The closer the scrutiny the more
convincing the
result.
A Belfast citizen

services at the Methodist church for

The

ANQTHERllG SALE

Belfast People have to do is to Follow the Example of Fellow Citizens.

All

Facts

Meetings will be held weekly in the Peoples’ Mission, 58 High street, every evening
except Monday and Friday evenings at 7.15
o’clock, also on Sunday at 2.30 aud 7 15 p.
m.
Sunday school at 1 p. ni. These meetings are conducted by Mrs. M. C. Clapp of

BEO. W. BURKETT’S.
1

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

speaks here;

Speaks from experience and conviction;
coming week will be as follows: Class
Relates facts—stubborn facts,
meeting, this, Thursday, evening; preaching,
That may be disputed—but cannot be disproved.
Sunday school and Junior League meeting
Capt S.|R.(Cottrell of No. 5 Bell street, says: “I
next Sunday at the usual hours; Epworth
have bad kidney trouble for years and it grew
Annie
at
6
m
leader,
League
May Blodg- worse all the ti ne. It
p.
was brought on, no doubt,
ett; topic, “The path of the just,” Prov. 4:18;
by hard work, such as lifting heavy trunks and
song aud prayer service at 7. Prayer meet- other freight and being exposed to all kinds of
ing Tuesday evening at 7.15.
weather. I did nothing to relieve it,
hoping that
Key. (J.

MAY 22.

Theatre, New York

My

Friend
From
India.
EVER HAPPENED.
YOU LAUGH, YOU SCREAM, YOU ROAR.

THE FUNNIEST THAT

PRICKS 35, 50, 75 CENTS.

H. Wells

ana

Harry

in time it would pass off. On the
contrary my
back across the kidneys pained me so that I often
had to walk lame. At night, when my
day’s work
was done, I have sat down to read the
paper, but
my back paiued me so I could r.ot sit still. I would

c. French

Oakland Tuesday to attend the
meetiug of the Central Maine Association of
The Young People’s Christian Union. Mr.
Wells is President of the Association and
gave the response to the address of welcome
in the morning. Mr. French read a paper
went to

the afternooon.
His subject
Word About Entertainments.”

in

was

walk around

rule 1 would roll and toss until exhausted, then
finally fall asleep, only to wake up in the early
morning with that same pain across my kidneys.

“A

1 also had
which

at 10 45.
Sunday school
people’s devotional meetTopic, “The Blessings of a

sermon

1 young

o'clock.
Home.”
Teachers’
meeting at
the pastor’s house at 7 o’clock Saturday
evening. Children’s Sunday will be observed the second Sunday in June, at which
time children presented at the altar will be
christened and dedicated.

ing

at 0

At the
w

:

j

of

GLOVES,
All the

of every description.
best line of

ever
new

The

Baby Bonnets

largest and

Their

k'Ci qualities.

of

St.,

larj;e

store.

FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

LOOK AT THIS!

j

MISS

j

i F.
lias

ONLY
returned

just

Boston with

from

a

..

OF...

CARLE

$35.00.

JONE8.

&

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

A.

KNOWLrON,

President.

FRANK. R,

Deposits

IMHVIUIAL

28, 1 MU.
$:t 11,358.11!)
July II. I MU.
$123,ti$5.58

Feb.

!)<*<•

early for choice
and bargains.

IS!».’>.

smio.sjs.i;.

I)t*C.

t SSI ft.

5, >‘»5.
$*3,»7WJ

\lurrh

$7!U*0..V.»
July I 4, 1 K9t».
$ I 7'2,OSKl.lt>

Dec.17,’96
3183,869.99

DEPOSITS ill the INTEREST KUO VUTVIKN* T p 11,1,!..
.. | ,|raw Interest
ary Ut at“l •l"ly 1st. l)i!|ms"lS annas th;.'ir.
tree .lays of errni.//, .Ir.in
Ml rim Ml'.lit!!
till. l,-|.:irt 111 'lit ,.11 ■!-. 1
./
,|,
i.
much ns every
,< a loan to the 1,., it.-.
I .,|| .1,.,.
j., .,llr U >u a.
amount ot our < apital Stool;.
■riin K.ui!.
tin* lit
tlilMi ..r..nir v-»tlt ba«all th.

Seats for"Thursday on sale at Kilgore & Wilson’s,
May 24, at (> a. m.
Seats for Friday on sale at same place, Tuesday,
May 25, at 6 a. af.
Only 7 seats sold to one person.
Doors open at 7 o’clock.
Overture at 8 sharp.

Iwiiijt

m\r,;^!,;vri',-',r,*i..""

Monday,

You don’t know that we
the oldest
jewelry
house in the State of

Maine,
BUT WE ARB.

PERHAPS

You don’t know that

give
tion

we
our personal attento all our watch re-

pairing,

Veterans’

BUT WB DO.

Unity,

•■■ON....

Tuesday Evening, June 1,1897. |
Music by SANBORN’S ORCHESTRA I
of Belfast.

75

BUT YOU CAN’T.

Hiram Chase & Son,
STREET, BELFAST.

House

.Joseph Harding.
Augustus Mellows..

or

X1CAI K

Main

.a

■■

st

,in.

.m|.n.ve-

**

...

.,

n„

Rooms to Rent

WITH

Street, Belfast,

Ranquet Lamps

Floor Managers: —CHAS. E. STEVEN'S,
(i. R. 31 OS HER.

Fred Nichols

You think you can beat
us on low prices,

25 MAIN

Hall,

Windermere Park,

tin* Ar»t
......

-■

V

....

SAMUEL ADAMS,
“Jeweler to the People,”
For
will

AIDS:

PERHAPS

a

( OMMl

OPENING BALL

1

..

,l;*,n„,t

If you have

35c,

....

■

We have SAKE IlkPiMI r BOXKA at *3, At an.I
«.H wr v<*-n*.
lochs, so they may be taken to an.I from the K.mk it .lesir, i.

50c,

Reserved Stats,
Admission,

Cashier.

These figures are taken from our sir ten statements t0 the
Comptroller
of the Currency, iVushinglnn, on the ah tee ,lutes.

Call
Everything New, Funny,
And Up-to=Date.

WIGGIN,

Solicited

July 21, ts'M.
$.)S),lsa.2!>

■■

New Farce,

*

Belfast.

Full Orchestra.

are

(‘>11)12

our

WELLS & CO.,
103—103 Main

Big Chorus,

PERHAPS

GO.,

of

WORSTEDS,

BUT YOU CAN.

Ajjeuts,

we

GEO. W. BURKETT,

6

You don’t know that you
can buy the “up-to-date”
styles in watches and jewelry of us,

Sol<‘

partment

DKPOSITS:

New Songs,
New Dances,

C.. per

departments of themselves.
[^Ar early call is respectfully solicited

NEW STOCK

PERHAPS

A. A. HOWES &

2

LO

are

....AT....

Belfast,

O^C

RIBBONS,
V ARNS and

27,!

END MEN

1

|

the advance by the manufacturers
shall continue to sell at the old
We sell a nice <■ quality All Wool Carpet at

_ODD

N,GHTS) Friday, May 28.
6

?

OOC

UNDERWEAR,

House,'

| Thursday, May

,

DARGAINS will be found in every de=

Everything

worthy ol* mention here, for they are
complete in every particular, while their

MINSTRELS
TWO

assortment

f a"

been )

50C. yard

are

will be the usual lecture

Opera

city.

1

goods

prices,

SHIRT W AISTS, BELTS,
NECKTIES, BELT PINS,
and SHIRT WAIST SETS

BELFAST BUND
At %

shown in this
anil desirable in

have

CURTAINS, all mounted, onlv

of these

LACE TRIMMINGS,
INSERTIONS and VEILINGS.

[Detroit, Mich., Journal May 7th.

tists.

be

Carpetings and
Straw flattings.

SIDE COMBS and
HAIR ORNAMENTS

The topic of the prayer meeting at the
Congregational church at 7.30, this, Thursday, eveuing will be, “The sacredness of
secular work,” Luke 19: 11-27; 1 Pet. 4: 7-19;
Zecli. 14: 20-21; Rom. 14: 1-13. The chorus
rehearsal will be on Friday evening at 7
o’clock. The services Sunday will be as follows : Preaching at 10-43 a. m. The music
will include
the song “Eternal Rest,”
Piccolomini, by Mr. Parker, and the “Jubilate Deo” in B liat, Dudley Buck, by the
chorus. Sunday school at 12 m. Meeting
of the C. E. Society at 0.15 p. m. Topic,
“Peace, when to seek it, and how,” Gen. 13:

Bargains will
Department.

Notwithstanding

HAIR PINS,

Dutton, deceased.

Mrs. Edward R. Pierce of Boston
has
come to this city to locate.
At present her
studio is situated at 72 West High St., but
she will open a permanent studio in the fall.
Mrs. Pierce has been living in Chicago for
the past year, an.I she has brought several
letters of
introduction from Mrs. E. (i.
Holden, a former teacher at the ludsiuim of
art school.
She paints still life and landscapes in oils and water colors, aud has
several examples of her work at the Angel 1
art gallery. She will exhibit at the coming
exhibition of the Society of Associated Ar-

FELT

Corsetwaists,

Thatcher, G. C. Moses,
Rev. J. E. Adams, E. R. Burpee and J. G.
Blake. George H. Eaton, Esq., of Calais
was chosen trustee in place of Hon. George

vestry.

Found in this

SMALL WARES

B.

in the

Our Greatest

Corsets and

vice president, Galen C. Moses,
secretary, Rev. Henry L Griffin, Bangor; treasurer, Johu L. Crosby, Bangor;
librarian, Prof. C. J. H. Ropes, Bangor, auditor, Willis I. Bunker, Bangor; finance

At 7.15 there

Cotton Underwear,

leading brands of

;

5-18.

Regular 50c. Quality, for this sale only 25c

NOTTINGHAM LACE
CURTAINS from

HOSIERY,

College;

P.

I Case

Complete

A tine assortment of

ing, with the annual meeting of the trustees.
The reports «-f the treasurer ami librarian
were read ami accepted.The following officers
were elected lor the ensuing year: President,
Prof. Henry L. Chapman, I). D., Bowdoiu

B.

I Case

Wells & Co.
their store contains many articles that
are very desirable for this season of the
year, including an excellent line of

The anniversary exercises of the Bangor
Then! igical Seminary began Monday even-

committee,

1 Case

CURTAINS.

Stock of

Morning- Anthem, “Art Thou Weary,”
Norris ; selection, “Singing iu God’s Acre,”
Chase, solo and quartette. Evening—selection In rise chorus and a solo, selected.

Bath

1 Cise

yd. wide Percales, 6k., w#rth l0cAew Dimities, 6k,
Piques only 7c.,Worth 1212c
Aloe Cloths only 8c.,w#nh lk
Moliair Dress Goods, double width,

ALL OF OUR OPAQUE CURTAINS
marked down from 50c to

Would call your attention t<* the fact
that in addition t<> their ever

Baptist Church next Sunday the
preach morning and evening.

morning sermon “Reasons for
Belief m
the Triumph of Christ and
Christianity.” Jno. 5:50. The evening topic
will be “Religion and the. Masses.” The
music will include the following numbers.

Subject

kidney secretions
Kidney Fills
Kilgore and Wilson’s
Doan’s

1 Case 1

stitute.

Church

pastor

saw

nearly normal. Doan’s Kidney Fills did me
good. 1 have recommended them to my
friends, and will, whenever 1 have the chance.
Doan’s Kidney Fills are a good medicine and
worthy of recommendation.”
Doan’s Kidney Fills are sold for 5<> cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail cn receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, X.
York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no sub-

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will l»e as follows: Morning woran

I

lots of

nation, holding pastorates
Bangor, Portland and Fall River. He is well known in
this city, having been a fr« qutnt visitor here.

with

weakness in the

a

annoying.

are

in

ship

was

advertised and got them at
drug store. The first box did me so much good
that I got a second and they cured my backache.
My nervousness left. I can sleep belter at night
than I have for a long lime. The kidney weakness
is less annoying and the secretions of the
kidneys

versity. Rev. Dr. Small has been oue of the
foremost clergymen of the Baptist denomi-

at 12

little while then go to bed, expectIn place of obtaining it, as a

a

ing to find relief.

Zion’s Advocate has printed a very appreciative sketch of Rev. Dr. A. K. P. Small,
who has just resigned the pastorate of the
Baptist Church in Biddeford to make his
future home in Chicago with his sons, Prof.
A. W. and Dr. C. P. Small of Chicago Uni-

j

Post, G. A. It., is making preparations for j
What can be more enjoyable than to be
the observance of Memorial Day on a more
seated in a big armchair in a
As some of the ; comfortably
extensive scale than usual.
details are not yet arranged the general pretty, cosy room, with a few intimate
something between
orders cannot be published until next week. friends, dismissing
heaven and earth, while you puff away on a
As the day falls on Sunday, the Grand Army
genuine BELFAST 5c.
will observe Monday as Memorial Day. The
Memorial Sunday sermon will be by Rev.
BeliaNt Opera House,
Fr. J. E. Kealy at St. Francis Catholic
church. The Memorial Day parade and
other services out-of-doors will he in the afternoon. The Belfast Band, Canton Pallas,
..THE LAUGHING SUCCESS FROn
P. M., I. O O. F., Belfast Company, L\ R.,
K. of P., and A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V.,
will appear in the procession. The Sons of
Veterans will act as escort, and will furnish
the tiring squad. The Memorial address will
be bv Norman Wardwell, Esq., of Bangor,

tored to

Lr-d

for

clean-up sale at way-down prices.
sale includes many choice patterns in
cotton goods for summer dresses, Lisle
thread undervests, ladies’ hose and 40 styles
in ginghams-J. If. & J. W. Jones sell the
Overland wheel, with all of the '07 improve-

small

to junction of High ; down High to junction
bring 1,600 tons of anthra1
from Philadelphia to Bangor.
It of Higli and Church; up Church to Grove;
i
rirst cargo of coal ever brought up Grove to Congress; over Congress to
Main: up Main to Cemetry, where the folv
a steam vessel.Sch. Mentora
s

cents

nounces a

it in

Thomas H. Marshall

will

The

which have tiled
office of the Se. -etary of State. Augusta,
the F. G. White Company of Belfast, par-

Memorial Day.

20

Aew

corpotheir certificates at

the street

begin

her

adults; 1<> cents for
children.
Mr. H. O. Worth ley of the Bangor Seminary inis been appointed to supply our church this summer. He begins his
labors next Sunday.

...

Harbor.
Hamilton &
ngboat Willard Clapp, with the
mouth Rock and other appliances
eg, arrived here Monday afterthe

and will

morrow

to

mission

the
is

to

be given
at the church this, Thursday, evening.
Ad-

business... .The tirst new
sweet potatoes were in the market last Saturday, and retailed at "> cents per pound.
Dwight C. Greenlaw bought beef cattle in
Bluehill last week for Bangor market....
Thomas D. Barr has a new arrangement for
moving his ladders. lie has a pair of wheels
on which he balances the ladders and finds
the arrangement, very convenient_Robie
Mears of Morrill lias a lemon which he picked in California, May 14, 1890. It is thoroughly dried and from its appearance will
rations

here

cantata, "Meetingof Nations,"

manufacturing

keep indefinitely.... Among the

woodwork,

North Belfast
Rev. M. A Farreu,who
preached here last summer, occupied the
pulpit last Sunday, as a farewell visit. He
graduates this week from the Bangor ddieological Seminary... Mr. and Mrs. (ieorge l\
White arrived from Brockton. Mass., Tuesday morning-Mrs. Relief Brier arrived
home Tuesday morning from Charlestown,
Mass, where she sperr the winter... The

litting up the basement of

Laiigwortliv building

to her

Brooklm and intermediate landings
next Monday.... The Castine is now
ready
for business except one piece of
pipe, which
has been ordered fron Boston and is long
overdue. She will start on her route within
-4 hours after its arrival.
The Castine
will make an excursion Memorial
l.)ay to
some point in the Bay ur River.

trips

after

W. E. Marsh is

repairs

repainting,

arrive

Chat. Alonzo Beckwith is makiug the
foundation for Fred A. Tibbetts' house on
Waldo avenue.. .Welch & Stevens have lettered a handsome sign for Wells & Co.
The refrigerator cars began service on the
Maine Central and its branches this week.
The ear on the Belfast branch will go to
Boston Mondays by the morning train....
the

some

Silver Star is off
short time to receive

1 he
a

due work is being done in
Rockland. The Tremout is on the route
while the Star is olf-The Rockland will

repairing and painting.
Mr. Collins also uses two steamers in bis
lobster business.... E. E. Bradbury brought
into Augusta Monday three square-tailed
trout from
Cobbosseecoutee, the largest
weighing •"> 14 pounds and the smallest 3 1-2.
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Notes.

the Castine route for
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Thursday

Friday evenings, May

Command, Union Yeta regular camchanged its nights of i paign for booming the line through to BurnPublic mass meetings are held each
•:rst Tuesday and third Mon- : ham.
A full attendance is de- J week and addressed by the best speakers to
nth.
Last Saturday night a meeting
a
\t meeting, June 1st, as there be found.
was held in China Village and was address•■iter.
ed by Hon. Warren C. Philbrook of Watermed letters remaining in the
ville. A big crowd was present. The peo■»
f<>r the week eudiug May !
ple are enthusiastic and it is thought the exMrs. Rose Jordan, Mrs.
tension is practically assured.
Mrs. Clara Stover. Gen-

(
I

The meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. will be
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday
evening at (> o’clock. Topic, “Peace: when
to seek it, and how
Gen. 13: 5 8. Leader,

the

BELFAST BAND MINSTRELS. The
UlinStrel
entertainment by the Belfast Baud aud our
best local talent, so long looked forward to
with pleasurable
anticipations, is to be given
at the Belfast Opera
House,
a nd

&

The Churches.

Dixmont
Freedom

(no

Unity
Lynn Wellington.Albion
....

are

HO Cents.
Tickets to Hall,
! YOURS
Pastry supper and ice cream, f»0 cents per couple.

TRULY,

Free.

OWE WEEK from DATE we
give a Gilt or Nickel Banquet Lamp
shade) to each cash purchaser of a $9.00 or

$10 Dinner Set.

This ball is given for the benefit of the Veterans
Association and the public are cordially invited

Me.

warranted to

These

are 112

niece

sets and

give satisfaction.

CARLE & JONES, 21 Main St.

“blie’s gone behind the island,” he
said.
in my vacation note- j
They rested on their oars. The sea was
book, dated August o, lf>U—, which reads purple and gold, but they had no eyes for
A Woman’s Life Barely Saved by a Critical Operation—Her Health
that.
After ten
Dave looked troubled.
Destroyed.
as follow s:
minutes the craft showed her sails, movThe >;<nne lobster law has been in force
to
the
eastward.
In the
There was a hurry call for the ambulance of the City Hospital.
since Ju.\ 1. 11ns is not an event of uni- ing away
“Guess she’s a pleasure!*,” said Dave, i
versal iiujK itanee, but it is a fact ol tragic
sick young woman was brought in on a
course of an hour a very
reshe
“Don't
no
what
see
skiff
had,”
interest to our little world ol lisner folk,
as death and evidently suffering keen agony,
stretcher. She was pale
w hose lives are affected by it.
1 he law pro- marked Tim.
ination and a consultation. In less than a
There was a hasty exam
“bhe mightn’t had none.”
hibits, with bea\\ penalty, tiie catching of
lobsters under ten and one-hall inches in
^utu tcrui au m/ui tuc puui wca“Thought I*seen it.”
lengih. i Ins size is scaice, and is known as
L
ture was on the operating table to
“We’ll play off a leetle, anyhow.”
a “count" among the lisln linen, 'ihe smaller
the operation called
They kept off until nine o’clock. The
sizes are jdentilui, and aie called “cuiim's
water was lice of small boats; and their
Id my loisteiman.
lie is dependent on his
ovariotomy.
a
at
test, they pulled
strong
There was no time for the usual
flaps and the short season's trade w ith the suspicions
A mile away the
cottagers at the Toint, and can see no jus- stroke for the island.
preparation. Her left ovary was on
tice in the .aw. io thiew his uan\ catch smack was awaiting them,
bhe, too, was
the point of bursting; when it was reback into the sea means the denial ol bread evading the law and took no chances.
to himself and family.
moved, it literally disintegrated. If it
Dave had been promised fifty dollars for
hart burst before removal, she
but thereby bangs a tale not in my notethe car.
The venture now seemed safe,
would have died almost inbook.
Let me tell it.
and as he bent to the oars, he sang aloud.
It was an unusual summer morning.
stantlv! That young woman
In answer to Tim’s look of surprise, he
Along the Maine coast a gitai calm had said, “beems 1 lutin't laughed nor sung
had had warnings enough in the terrible pains,
settled over land and sea.
'1 be sky was for months.
1 hain't felt safer all sumthe burning sensation, the swelling low down
cloudless.
A shining peace was overall.
mer.
The smack’ll pay cash for the lot.
No one advised her, so she
on her left side.
The islands liittu their sides and moved liotli’n us needs boots an' oils: wet feet
suffered tortures and nearly lost her life. I
lumatiz.
lieaiei by hall tlieii ciistanee.
with
hain’t
Ian’
wet
skins
bearing
good-ter
wish I had met her months before, so I coi.ld
them the leet ot lisliing vessels, lazily The woman hain’t gut noth’n what’s tit
or the virtues or
l.ydia t,.
drilling on tlit ii war to the lisliing banks. ! lei wear; an' the child’en with school have tout her
h was a natiling tor mearns, bul our cornin’ on needs things.”
| Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. As it
lever its
weie ilisiuibed by
the homely I
iney rowed under tlie lee or me imuuu, [ is now, she is a wreck of a woman.
realities ol seashoit* lilt*.
Atypical water and easily drifted to where the ear was
Cm, my sisters, if you will not tell a
scene attracted our attention, and earnest
in deep water.
The bold shores
doctor your troubles, do tell them to a woman who
the
massive
voices made us listen.
and
east heavy
shadows,
I
stands ever ready to relieve you! Write to Mrs.
Hall a mile oil shore two lisliing dories rocks flow ind upon them.
To a roinauPinkham at Lynn, Mass., confide freely to her all
lode lightiy on the water, and lour strong | tic boy the situation must have suggested
your troubles, and she will advise you free of
blown aims tested on the eais; the occu- smuggleis and pirates; but Tim was bardThe ocean
charge: and if you have any of the above sympi eiicd into a man at fourteen.
pants were in earnest conversation.
toms take the advice of Miss Agnes Tracy, who
"Them law makers up at Augusty don’t ! had no poetry lor him.
He was interestknow noth'n wliat we needs down here, [ ed only in tiie ban! struggle for bread.
speaks from experience and says:
l Li \ liain't du business, nuther. ’.akin' | Once 01 twice Dave peeied cautiously
For three years I had suffered with inflammaeur bread oiittn 0111 mouth
—hey, Dave.” [ into the darkness, but the regular beating tion of the left ovary, which caused dreadful pains.
T liain't gut in\ bill to the stole paid i'! the waves re assn reel him.
I was so badly affected that I had to sleep with
! he\ floated the eai in silence.
Dpeuyit,” ans\,< ied Dave. "My lumatiz was
pillows under my side, and then the pain was so
tad nigh ail wintei, aid 1 mn my sell onto ing the traj in the top. Tim began to
great it was impossible to rest.
a bi'i oi ‘bout
sixty dollars. What with transfer the short lobsters to tlie dory,
Every month I was in bed for two or three days.
the liens an* e.uins we pulled through while Dave kept the boat clear of the
I took seven bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege"idiuiit goiik on tl.e town.
W1 ain't like- i 1 ocks.
table Compound, and am entirely cured.
Ithink
“It m\ count's light, tlieie's nigh onto
ly's we'd pull through next wintei. What
with the- six child’en ah’ the woman fatin' a thousand,” whispered Dave.
there is no medicine to be compared with the Comall' wealin' i can’t get ahead.
work:
Tim here
It was slow
but, steadily dipping,
pound ior jo 111adiseases. j^very woman wno suiters irom anyiorm oi iemaia
know s.''
the deny was at last loaded.
weakness should try it at once.” Miss Agnes Tracy, Box 432, Valley City, N. D.
•We ll make two trips on it, Tim.
"We’re all en us into it, Dave.
The
'Tain’t
smack paid me sixteen denials yistenl'y Guess we'll let the car float.
toi lour weeks’ ketch, rne’n Ned pullin'
Suddenly lie plunged into the
likely’s nobody’ll be loun' here this time ace.
Register of Deep \\ ater Vessels.
all the time like dogs.”
o' night, with tl.e wind stiffnin', too. water, and swam the distance to the cove.
A light still burned in the window.
">ame litre.
Loid knows me n Tim Honest folks is all in bed—hey, TimV”
A
SHIPS.
wrrks ariy an’ late—wet'.' My boots liain't Dave laughed at his little joke, while shadow passed and repassed
it with
Al ner Coburn, (1 A Nichols, sailed from
a
comfortable
lit no longer, an' Tim’s is ail gone.
monotonous regularity.
An' lighting his clay pipe for
Dave approachas tci oils—no
ed quietly, and peeped in.
His wife was New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
oils, i can tell ye, under smoke on the way to the smack.
A G Hopes, Daivd Hivers. sailed from New
this law.
It'll
John, this law's agin us.
They rested a lew minutes, Dave pul- pacing tlie floor, the picture of despair. York April
28 for San Francisco.
make liais. an' liars makes thieves, an’ ling great clouds of smoke, while looking She turned to see tlie face against the
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, airived at
Satisfied glass,
it must have changed since an
thieves makes muid’iers.”
about him in every direction.
Nagasaki March 20 firm Philadelphia.
I’ve been tliinkin', Dave, as the tisli of safety, lie said, “Coast’s clear, an’ 1 hour before, for she started back with a
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed Iron. Hong
wu;. put here
by the ’lmighty, that no law guess we’ll git going’. AVouldnt the cry of fright; hut his voice reassured her, Kong Jan 1 for New Yoik : passed St Helena
v an' i
stop us takin' e*m.'
ciep'ty laugh to see us now V” Dave aud she unbolted tlie door, quick, eager March 11.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, at Singapore
“But lie liaint questions on her trembling lips.
"I'm nigh crazy tbinkiu* of noth’ll else. chuckled at the thought.
1 for New York
Ileie’s my lankly and my two hands an’ here; we be masters of the &ea to-night."
“Dave, wliat is it? What’s ye here fer? April
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Balme's don't know noth'll else an’ here’s He pushed the tobacco in his pipe with Dave—ye're all wet—an’—an’ jest afore timore
April 1 for San Francisco; spoken
the old sea what’s gin my father an' me a his great thumb, making the sparks fly as ye looked in the winder i seen him.
April 11, lat 3d 27, Ion 45 22.
livin’ fer years.
1 tell, ye, John, the sea he pulled the draft clear, and then look Dave—”
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
ain't changed;
“Seen—seen who?"
bod
Shanghae April 12 for Iliolo and Delaware
'lmighty liain’t up the oars. The stroke was attested by
“Him—the deputy.
He looked in tlie Breakwater.
hanged, but the law makers, what knows an untamilar sound. Both turned in the
Emily Heed, D C Nichols, arrived at Hiogo
noth’u ol our work, says we shan’t live by direction of the rocks, out of whose winder.
I hid my eyes, and when i look13 from New York.
the sea.
ed again lie wuz gone.
'I he old ocean never’li run dry. shadow they had drifted.
Dave, where’s lie April
Gov Kobie, Nichols, at Newcastle May 12
I say let e\‘i v man have Ids pull an' his j
now? Dave—I—I’m afeared of ye, Dave!” for
“Hist, Tim!”
Hong Kong.
and the agonized women cowered before
“The devil,” responded the boy.
lights to the sea. "lliere be stiong lisin’ j
Great Admiral. Howell, arrived at New
him.
agin the law up shore.”
York May M from Marseilles.
•‘Thunder,” groaned Dave.
An unnatural fire was in his eyes.
The speaker stopped liis passionate ;
A small boat shot out of the darkness
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at Honospeech to lecognize the signal of a cus- | directly towards them. It was too late to Raising his right hand, bespoke in solemn, lulu Jan 15 from San Francisco for N York.
Josephus, P H Gilkey, sailed from New
Some- measuied tones.
“The law’s agin God
timer, and then turned Ids dory towaids do anything; they were caught.
York March ti for Shanghai.
the cottages.
thing that gleamed iu the moonlight gave ’lmiglity. Him as ye seen at tlie winder’s
Mary L Cushing. J N Pendleton, arrived
lie won’t come no more.”
"bood morning, Dave."
force to the voice of the deputy as he cal- gone.
at Hong Kong April 14, from Newcastle, N
In a moment
“Hut—but. Dave, who—”
••Never*s one bettor.
bud 'lmighty's j led to them to surrender.
S W,
"Tlie law’s again tlie light, agin God
the boat was alongside.
good. Man makes the world bad by law s.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at Honolulu
Dave ami iim were shuck an mu. iney
’lmiglity. The sea’s liisn; lie took a ban’; Feb 22 for New York.
"'Veil, wliat’s up to-day, Dave?”
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
“Things is all wrong, i've pulled titty olTeied no resistance. The hopeless situa- wrong can’t never stan' aiore the’lmigliFrancisco Nov 2 for Hull.
traps, an’ here’s just thirteen counts, j tion tied their tongues. The deputy step- ty.”
Heaper, O C Young, sailed from Newcastle,
lie said no more, lie explained nothing,
That's a da\'s work ior me'n Tim. an' ped into the dory, Tim takii g his place in
N S
March 5 fur Honolulu and New
Ur woman an' child'll eatin* and wealin'.” ; the boat with the assistant. No force was but bis suffering wife knew.
She forgot York. W,
not
the
face
at
the
the
oars
and
the law harden you?”
took
window.
It
have
Dave
up
may
H B Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
necessaiy.
1
Hard on us? It'il min ns.
1 tell yer steadily pulled the loaded dory homeward. been the moonlight on the broken panes, Cebu Feb 27 for Boston; passed Aujer March
.1
Dave walked the 2<i.
A\e'\c our rights to tin- sea.
Once he found his tongue to leply to a but she saw a face.
wiong.
Taw don'i make light w rung.”
1 own that floor in silence till morning.
With her
Sachem, H T Lancaster, sailed from Hong
“it's haul luck.
remark:
Jail 3 for New York; passed Si. Helena
"but you respect the law, Dave?”
ye've gut me, but it's mighty hard. The babe at her breast she waited: she guess- Kong to March
23.
prior
Tie spec is the law ? it makes us liais an' lobsters is mine.
The law’s agin the ed the end.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
The >«eck had the news by early mornthic\es.
is it w uss ior me to sell a shoit right.
It's mighty haul, sir."
York April 20 for Shanghae.
h-bsttr noi evti afuie? The sea gin me
As the dory touched familiar bottom in
ing, aud a cm ions and excited crowd of
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
!ul:s. Law makejs don't own the front of the Louse, Dave looked at the men ami women gathend at the cove. Francisco April 23 for Karluk.
"d
The
had
the
then,
to
to
drilled
in
the
us
our
and
the
State
of Maine, II G Curtis, sailed from
nin
window;
dory
ashore,
lights
tinning
light
Tmi-Juy
no R
J he de p' t \ s hen rulin' : To liass
llicer, he said: "The women's up for deputy's body bad been found above the Shanghae prior to April 14 for Manila.
Tiilie E Starbnck, Eben Curtis, sailed
-dt keioii't, aiTs >ot down ui
tide on the island, a deep gash across the
jail. The 11s: it'll kill her. this coinin' Inane."
v*
man cries an'
Was it done by the rocks? from New York March 21 for Sydney, NSW’.
•Y'11 go to the house with you, we forehead.
pulls me back, bill 1 ve
W in H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Sail
gut t" git in\ livin' outen the water, i must be at the Harbor by midnight, and Some said so, ethem that it w as the cut of Francisco April 18 for Honolulu.
**ain
The an oar.
gut no lespecls lei no law what we shall have to go in the doiy.”
Win 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
staives me.”
officer spoke kindly as he followed Dave
groups 01 lisnermen stood Here and from New York March 24 for Hong Kong;
•''-.li
there
in
earnest
to
the
house.
conversation. Some more spoken April 3, lat 31 N, Ion 30 W\
Nuking, Dave backed liis dory tip the path
W
J Hot-cli, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
away irom tlie locks and pulled for home.
They entered the small kitchen together. curious or bolder than the rest came near
Da\. Decker was a typical shore lislier- The wife turned from the hot supper that the house with many suspicious and men- at New York April (> from Hong Kong.
“ian.
He seemed born to his dory,
To their surprise and
Mie glanced from acing gestures.
lie she had in waiting.
BARKS.
‘O'ii.u.i early and late, and it was his Dave to the <. ihcer, then sank to the bare l fear, Dave opened the door and strode
b< ;,
Adam \V Spies, A i) Field, arrived at New
There was some- I past them to the shore.
that he kept his family oft the floor without awoid.
No one blocked
town in winter when the
lie saw no one, spoke to no York April 11 from Singapore.
a\erage lisber- thing in Dave's throat as lie lifted her in his path,
Alice Keed, Alauson Ford, arrived at New
n ai
-i the Neck was
receiving aid. lie his strong arms. ‘Poor fc>ally,ske' > all w orn one. Ilis feet were still bare. He was York April
11 from Montevideo.
-utei a blunt sense of honor and an miliatless and coat less.
His mop of hair
out with worry, .in' has heart pains, this'll
Carrie L
Lancaster, arrived at New
p<'I'.shed integrity that marked him a su- kill her,” he said, as if speaking to him- fell over his face. Like a prophet of old York May 3Tyler,
from Savannah.
self.
pvii"r among liis lough neighbors.
Then, turning to the officer, his he appealed to the gaping crowd as they
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Port
A* the August
Natal April 1 for Barbadoes.
days went by In said voice rising like the gale, while placing stepptd back to let him pass.
.ittie about the law.
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5
The wind was increasing to a gale: but
But old friem. > saw the floor with long strides:
"Ye see the
a
It's agin right, he lifted his skiff into the water, and for New York.
change in his heavy face: it seemed workin' <>l the Jaw.
Evie Keed, A T Whittier, cleared from
marked by tlie firmness of a great deci- mi.
Hod 'lmighty gin us the ocean. pulled out of I he cove.
New York April lb for Cape Town.
si n.
It was known in a general way that The law's
There was a movement in the crowd as
no
rights takin’ what 1
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Townhe was doing business in deiiauee of the
git frum tiie sea. It’s mine; an’ it’s hon- if some would follow; but none dared; his send Feb 9 for Valparaiso.
statute.
Once, in answer to a question est work.
J say damn the law what’s presence overawed them.
One old man
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
ti"m an oid oust
1 believe’n right, man shook his head as he said, “Hold on that, at New York May 12 from Pernambuco.
oner, he pointed out two agin justice!
shops within sight, as he said, atween man; wrong’s wrong, laws or no fellers. ’Tain’t Dave: that’s suth’n sulolani, McClure, saiied from New York
"Bain T thar a law agin rum? Them laws.”
pernatural. I’ve Leered my mother tell Feb 19 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
> lun
•'*•**
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
5
He stood before tlie ofiieer in a threaten- of sich things as ’tis blastin’ to go nigh.”
"j-eu to cuss the hull Neck.
New York Dec 31 for Hong Kong; spoken
D
sch
a“His skiff can’t live iu this sea, noshort lobster they’ll jump ing attitude, the pale face of his wife
Feb
18, lat 19 S, Ion 29 W.
mm me.
Whai's justice, sir.r’
white against his brown neck and arms.
how,” said another. “Mark me, we’ll
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
V: .'v
“Don’t threaten, Dave; you are in my find it along shore afore dark.”
eyes were set cm Dave’s move*
Barbadoes April 18 for Brunswick, Ga.
me:.-.\\ nisptrs from jealous neighbors power,” said the man
And he was right.
At noon the skiff
Matanzas, sailed from New York May 10
quietly.
v
ai
and.
He was the boldest in his
“I’m not in your power; I'm in the was found bottom up on the beach oppo- for Havana.
to
the law, and the officer power of the law, an’ the law’s agin the site Green Island.
•ppusition
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Hong
watched him closely. Enough evidence right,” thundered Dave.
Kong Jan 31 for New York; passed Anjer
All mat day tne gaie increased m
“The law’s
lury. March
5.
was
gathered to show that Dave pulled agiu God’lmighty. If ye be law, I’m agin To one waiting woman it Lad but one
Kebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
ne hundred
traps; that he and Tim were ye, lor ye hain’t no rights takin’ the sound: “The law’s agin tbe right; it’s Paramaribo May 9 from Amsterdam.
n the water
by day and by night; that bread outen the mouth of tiie woman here agin God’lmighty.” And that night, the
liose lunis, Melvin Colcord,arrived at New
iim had been seen
I’ll take God clear moon lighting the wild scene, she York May 3 from Turks Island.
coming from the cot- an’ the six as is sleepin’.
tages at night and in the early morning ’lmiglity ter judge.
He’s not agin the thought she saw the form of a man above
Serrano, K G Waterhouse, arrived at Garw ith an
She watched till day, but ontolo-from Sourabaya.
empty bag under his arm; that to poor; he’ll take a lian’ in this, sir. Xot the waves.
ai 1 questions he
St Lucie, Srneed, sailed from Brunswick
gave the unfailing reply, that I’ve salved him always, but he’ll saw it not again.
"Clams."
It was well known that Dave take a ban'; mark me.”
The fishermen steer clear of Green Is- April b for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grilbu, cleared
had a lull car of short lobsters concealed
“Dave haunts it,” said
The fainting woman clung to Dave like land after dark.
from Portland March 25 for Buenos Ayres.
a frightened
somewhere, but it could not be found.
child; but lie put her off, one; “1 seen it wunst,” declared another;
W illard Mudget’t, A C Colcord, arrived at
Dave s pale little wife was
and “I beared him callin’ pitiful,” reMontevideo April 1 from New York.
daily growing rough even in his tenderness.
a
paler and more timid, bhe urged him to
third.
what’swith
ported
“Keep things goin’, Sally;
SCHOONERS.
abide by the law.
But he always argued the hens an’ clams an’ flounders p’r'aps
Upon the rocky isle the sea breaks and
his light to the sea and the winter’s
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
ye’ll weather. I can’t pay no line, an’ moans; it gurgles among the rocks, and Port
Spain April 11 from New York.
biead; then she was dumb.
yer know what they’ll do; me’u Tim’d thunders in the caves; shadows play with
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, sailed
"1 m afeard you’ll dosuthin’
the moonlight; but old ocean keeps its
desp’rate, both go up.”
from Bangor May 8 for New York.
Dave, if ye wunst gits ketched,” she one
secrets and its dead.
E. E. Newbert.
lie stepped to the door,
ike children
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
us
Dave
left
the
day lemarked,
table for talked in their sleep, and the baby nestled
Darien, Ga, April 29 for Boston.
the shore.
Orphaned Dy the Sea.
iu the cradle.
Dave covered his face with
John C Smith, Kneeiand, sailed from Boston April 2 for Bellevue Cove, N S.
"ally, ye keep to yer work, an’ I'll his great red hands, ashamed of the tears,
“It seems to me,” she said,
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, at Belfast for
bring bread to the family. If I’ve the as lie left his door for the first time in
“It seems to me,
New York.
lights to the sea, I’ ve the right to defend sorrow and disgrace.
The sea should all be red
Lucia
Porter, Farrow, arrived at New York
Like a specter, his wife followed him
myself; so keep to yer work an’ don’t
As red can be.
Apri 1 18 from Port Spain.
bother me*n Tim’bout ourn.
There's a into the right along the path to the shore,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from New
“How can it laugh and play;
hundred cullin’s under the old dory to talking wildly.
“Dave, don’t do noth’n
York March 7 for Velasco.
Be blue, with blown sweet spray ;
bile after dark an’ git to the Point. Most desp’rate.
We’ll live till ye gits back.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Buenos
Sing songs to wake the day,
likely’s me ’n Tim ’ll not be home till Don’t do noth’n desperate, i’ll work my
Ayres April 10 from Boston.
Lull it to sleep;
W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at CienR
We’ve
a
thousand
clean
to
the
for
the
bone
to
midnight.
lingers
keep things
“While on this wind-swept strand,
fuegos April 25 from Philadelphia.
smack, an’ most likely we’ll wait till she goin’. Dave—Dave—” She clung to him,
With face turned from the land
Sallie
l’Ou, W H West, sailed from Barcomes roun’.”
agony expressed in her sobs.
All red and rainbow-spanned,
badoes April 15, Buenos Ayres for Boston.
■die turned to her work of preparing
••Don’t cut me up, Sally; don’t take on.
I stand and weep?
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
clams for the market, meanwhile tending The law’s agin the light, an’ it’ll
fail; I
May 8 for Port Spain.
“Somewhere in that wide space
a cross
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, cleared from
baby as best she could. The chil- feel it. They’ll never jail us, Sally, God
Of blue and filmy lace,
dren came along so fast, and her burdens ’lmighty hain’t dead yit; he cares fer the
Darien, Ga, May 0 for Philadelphia.
With dead sweet eyes and face,
weie so
that
her
will was broken, sparrer failin’.
Don’t cut me up, Sally;
many,
My mother lies.
bhe shrank from a contest with her
strong I can’t stan’ cry in’.” He brushed her
somewhere mere is a wave
willed husband.
$2 a Year for The Journal and t ribune.
Dave really loved his upturned face with his beared lips, put
Breaks o’er my father’s grave,
w ife, but their hard lot did not admit of
her from him, and stepped into the boat.
Then
comes this beach to lave,
To all subscribers, uew or old, who pay
much sentiment. To this fisherman, his
Tim and the assistant had pulled on,
And, laughing, dies.
their subscription to The Journal one year
house was the place to eat and dry his and were out of sight,
it was two hours
clothes.
“And when 1 see the blue
His home was his dory; his past midnight, the Harbor was three
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
natural element the sea.
Dimpling and leaping, too,
miles away, but the sea was still, and the
(price Si a year) will be sent one year free.
Like
used
to do,
baby
Alter leaving his wife, Dave repaired a night perfect.
Dave saw his wife enter
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
My eyes grow blind.
leak in the boat, and did not leave the the house, then he took up the oars withsubscriber should so state, as it is not sent
shore until after sunset.
“Such little hands and sweet,
The moon was out a word.
He had been rowing for ten
unless requested. With The Journal furSuch tiny, rosy feet
rising as Tim pushed the dory off and minutes, and had just rounded the dark
For seas to toss and beat
nisl ing all the local news, and much other
pulled leisurely along the shore. There rocks of an island. The dory was in the
With every wind!
was a good
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
sailing breeze, and many I deep shadows of the wooded shores,
small craft were playing about the har- when, without warning oi apparent
“That’s why always to me
casue,
supply the news of the world, political and
Blue seems too soft to be
bor.
Rounding the point, they came into the boat was bottom up. There was a
general, with fashions, household science
The
color
for
the
view of Green Island, an uninhabited
sea,
pile struggle, short but intense; two men faced
and mechanics, literary and other departThe cruel sea.
of rocks, some three miles away.
They death iu silence. Dave seemed to be breakments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
rowed slowly, not wishing to reach the ing away from a drowning man, or at“It seems to me,” she said,
all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
“It
seems
to
island until late in the evening.
me,
Subscriptions may begin at any time,
a
year.
rescue.
All
was over in a few
They tempting
The sea should all be red
and if desired the two papers will be sent to
had a big haul to put aboard the smack, minutes; he stood on the
rocky shore,
As
red
can
different
addresses.
be.”
and wished not to attract attention to breathless and alone, his
right hand raised
themselves.
The law was against them, high towards the lighted heavens.
His [Ethel S. Turner in Sydney Bulletin.
CASTOllIA.
and they knew that the officers were vigi- bare feet left great imprints in the white
No need to fear the approach of croup if
*to faslant, so they closely scanned every sail. sand; his shirt was open at the neck,
" “
Dr.
Thomas’
have
Eclectric
Oil
in
the
ataile
you
For some time Tim had been watching a showing his bare breast. Wet and tangled,
llgsaton
house. Never was a case that it wouldn’t
catboat having a small boat in tow.
»tappsr.
his shock of iron gray hair fell over his cure if used at the outset.
(j
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Notes.

Few people know that John Wesley was
in America.
Few know that it was
he, and not Robert Raikes, who established the first Sunday school in the world.
It was John Wesley who preached the
first Methodist sermon delivered in the
United States.
In The Ladies’ Home
Journal for June Rev. W. J. Scott will
tell in the “Great Personal Events” series
the story of “When John Wesley Preached in Georgia,” which is said to be one
of the most interesting narratives in this
most successful series.
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Pain-Killer.
for

Cramps,
Cough, Rheumatism,
Colic,
Colds,
Neuralgia,
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
TWO SIZES, 25c. and 50c.

Clerk’s Office Sri*. ,Jro. Cofrt,
May 1<>, 1897.
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A statement ot the disposition of liquor eases at
the April term of Supreme Judicial Court, 1897
State

vs.
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John F. Dorr, single sale: tiled.
Sarah Cunningham, single sale: tiled.
W. H. McCurdy, single sale: riled
Daniel O’Connell, single sale tiled.
Jerry Falvy, single sale ; tiled.
R'Tt. Rro\vnrigg, single sale; tiled.
Daniel O'Connell, single sale eon.
filed.

Frank E. Nash,
John E. Ward,

*•

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
May. A. i>! 181*7.
/"’HARLES M. II( >W K. Administrator -t the es\j
tate of ( AI.VIN li. SMITH, late of Liberty,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the balance re
maining in his hands mi settlement of his final
account may be ordered to be distributed among
the heirs of said deceased, and the share of each
determined.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not me to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, primed at Bell.ml bat
they may appear at a*Prob;,te four' to he held
at Belfast within am! for stud County, m: the
(second Tuesday ot June next, at ten of the
'dock before noon, and show cause, if any they
! have, why the prayer ot said perinmier should
not be granted
(li:<». If. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
(’has. p. Hazf.i.nnk. Register.

Irving Knowlton.
Jolin Murphy.
eon.
Michael Harrington, single sale: e,m.
Robert Rrownrigg. eomnion seller; inn.
drinking house on.
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mont. in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition pray ing that he lulainr re
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At a 1'robate Court heal at BeMa-e
the (oimtv of Wahl.-, on tin- se.
May. A. 1). 1897.
\WKX C WHLTi;. licensed to
U of W D. DOK, lav. of Bellaof Waldo, deceased, having pre-.
praying that the balance remain; a
on settlement of his final aeeouni 1
to be distributed among the heirs
ed and the slui;. of each determin.
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WRAPPER,

LIN'DLEY

This Is a true statement and it can't be
made too strong or too emphatic.

Waldo

<

lion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .f everish
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I). 1SU7.
H
MOSHER, Administrator on the
estate of JOHN A. SMEOBCRC. late of Cnit\.
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for license to sell at private sale
the whole of the real estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interes.ed by causing a cop\ of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
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npr* nmnt
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STATE OF
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unipkm Steel
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Ilndttl/e Suits
Anise. Seed

The manuscript of Anthony Hope’s
novel, the sequel to “The Prisoner of
Zenda,” which is to begin publication in
McClure’s Magazine in September, is
now in the hands of Mr. C.
I). Gibson,
who is to make a series of full-page illustrations to be published with the several
instalments in McClure’s.
The title of
the novel is “A Constable of Zenda.”
Those who have been permitted to look
into it say that, while a sequel to “The
Prisoner of Zenda” and introducing the
same people who made that so
irresistible,
it is entirely complete and independent,
and will be found by any reader a rare
good story in itself. It simply runs over
with romantic adventure.

cure

is

J

new

simple, safe and quick

Miner,i!

Recipe of 01A DrSA/tl EL PITCHER

invention will appear in McClure’s Magazine for June, in a paper written by Prof.
Langley himself, and illustrated with
diagrams and pictures made under bis di- I
lection.
This is probably the most important magazine paper ever published in
this country.

a

nor

Not Nahcotic.

constructed, after years of laborious and

It is

OF-—

Promotes Digestion Cheerful
and Rcst.Contains neither

disappointing experiment, by Prof. S. P.
Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
The first full and the only autliorative account of this epoch-making

and every kind of Bowel

SIGNATURE
—

ness

The only Hying-machine that has ever
actually flown that is, maintained and
moved itself in the air by energy generated in its own mechanism—is one lately

(miT DAVIS’.)
A Bure and Rate Remedy in every

THE

FAC-SIMILE

Gunton’s Magazine for May contains
noteworthy articles and the usual
carefully edited departments. The subjects discussed include: “Spencer’s Last
Book,” “Progressive Tendencies in the
South,” “Ancient Charters of Liberty,”
“Vicious Newspaper Economics,” “Is
Russia Turkey’s Friend?” “Large Aggregations of Capital,” and “The Padrone
System.” The subjects are ably ami exhaustively treated, and the number is, in
every way, an excellent one.
seven
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maining in hi> hamis mi setiiemen: or l,
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limy he ordered to he iistril-u'ed among
b debut, l !ia: the said jo■ i: i.
tile heirs ot -.aid deceased and the share of each
ad pel s.uis inteiest**d
a .<i ng
determined.
I
order to be p I'dishec three weekThat the said petitionci give m-rico to 1
I Ordered.
con.
t he Kepul'liean I atrna,. p: •nteu
i.
all
interested
f
causing
this
persons
by
copy
S. W. Freeman, single sale; filed.
I t hex may appear at ., P;
Chas. Rrown, app.. search and seizure; order to be published throe weeks ar-t —:\ely in
! the Re]uibliean Journ.il. printed at lb last, that Bel last, V. I' 1;! I; a
con.
1 uesday ot .1 tine m-\l
:n
?!
be le d
they may appear at a Probate ( omu.
J. A. Jewell, common seller: tiled.
noon. and >1 mi
a
aii>
Melvin Grant, common s Her; ,sI;mi fine. at Belfast, within and b u said county mi the sec
vt*r ot said pel nmuM sh -t, iu m,
p:a
ond
of
June
r’ori;
at
ten
ot
the
next,
Tuesday
81 > costs; paid.
I
i.l o 1
JfMlNSi
before noon, and show cause, if any they haw
Joseph A. Gilmore,common seller: 8D)u I
A true
Atr.-t
.j •.
| why the prayer of said petit mmo ,-hould not be
fine, §10 costs; paid.
f H.vs j*. Ha/.k; or.
Henry A. Rolan, common seller; 8100 granted.
CKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
fine, 81 < > costs ; paid.
A true copy. Attest
A 1.1 u » s>
-in Co i:;
I'i•
Chas. 1‘. Rrown, comnioi: seller; eon.
\l
(HAS. P. H A 7. F Ll INI., Register.
* T
'.I-'
HI till'
1!
!
Tilton A.! Elliot, common seller; eon;
<>\\ i:\ c. warn.,
i,....t
law.
11 « real e-tate of \\ li LI A .M i* I *< »K
L. L. Gentner, app., search and seizure; At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within am; lor
fa.-t. m said Counts. decease-1 !..n i::
con.
the Counrv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
his
lirst and final account .d si
-a
M. R. Knowlton, app..search and seizure
May. A. 1>. 181*7.
a nee.
con; law.
T Y.MAN WINN, (iuardian of SARAH 11 Doth f
Ordered. That notice thcre-d h«Chas. P. Brown, app., search and seizure ;
|
JLj Burnham, in said County of Waldo. having 1 weeks sin ccssn.
in
filed.
Kepui"
presented a petition for license to exchange it- printed 111 Leila.- ill said count
ha
Charles F. Brown, single sale; filed.
tain real estate ol said ward for cirt.nt: other n a;
interested
attend
at a l'r .i.ate
A.
may
common
Rolan,
seller; filed.
Henry
in
said
estate
described
petition.
held it li* Mast, mi the second 1'i.e-.
S. W Freeman, common seller; filed.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to j next, and show aiise. it any they ha*
Joseph A. Gilmore, common seller; filed.
L. L. Gentner, common seller; con ; law. all persons interested by causing a cop- <.r this j said account should in.t In allowed.
iiKo. L JOHNSON
Edward A. Jones, common seller; coil; order to be published thr-e weeks successively in
A true copy
Atte-r:
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellas;. that j
law.
<'mas J\ Ha/ki n\ ;
S. W. Freeman, app.,search and seizure: they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County on the second
con.
SS. -iii Court -d l’rodate. 1
L. L. Gentner. common seller; con.
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the < lock bet .V
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
last, on riie .-e>-oi:d Tnesdas
M. R. Knowlton, common seller; con.
C IN \. Aominist lalm
I'HAKLIN
I
the praver of said petitioner should not be grantS. W. Fr email, common seller; con.
of Ol OKOL
C«E(>. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
HAKlUNti. late d \\
L. L. Gentner, app., search and seizure; ed.
A true copy. Attest:
con.
(.'oiinty, deceased, iiaviue- presented In
final account of admihisiration id san
( has. p. Hazfltim-:. Register.
M. R. Knowlton, app., search and seiza
con.
ure;
j downline.
Ordered. That imti. e therm•: !•*.Thomas Haugh, common seller; con; law. At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
j
weeks sueeessisels in the Kepuhiiea
L. L. Gentner, common seller; con ; law.
the Couutv of Waldo, on the second Tuesda\ of
R. H. Moody, common seller; eon; law. !
printed in Belfast, in .-aid county, that
A. I). 181)7.
May,
interested may attend at a 1’iohate <
M. R. Knowlton, drinking house, etc.;
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesd.**
I 4 certain instrument, purporting to tie the last
con; law.
A will and testament of SAMCF1. T. IiODOE, next, and show cause, if
any they ha
Joseph A. Gilmore, common seller: eon
late of Liberty, in said County of Waldo, deceassaid account should not he allosved.
law.
CKO. V JOHNS! *N
L. L. Gentner, drinking house; con ; law. ed, having been presented for probate.
A true copy. Attest
ordered, That notice be given to all persons inWm. J. Knowlton, single sale; 8T1O fine.
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pubCmas. I*. Haze;, im i;
So costs; paid.
lished three weeks successively in the Republican
H. L. Rrown, common seller; con.
Thomas Haugh, drinking house; con; Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
law.
Clarence Poor, common seller; con; law. and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the dock before noon, and been dulv appointed Administratoi
H. A. Rolon, common seller; con ; law.
Walter R. Twombly, common seller; con ; show cause, if any they have, why the same should of
not be proved, approved and allowed.
law.
I
LILLIAN BLANCH A LI*, late
(1EO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
S. W. Freeman,common seller; con -.law.
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
A true copy.
Attest:
A. A. Howes, common seller; con; law.
bonds
as the law directs.
AH
p«-r-mi~
Chas. p. Hazeltixe, Register.
G. C. Kilgore ami E. A. Wilson, common
mauds against the estate of -ani d.
seller; nol pros. as to Wilson; con;
sired to present the same for settlem*-;
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
law.
indebted
thereto are re<ju» sted to ina
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
Frank E. Nash, single sale; con.
ALTii.N L. CI. vM
immediately
Melvin Grant, common seller; con; law.
May, A. 1>‘. 18U7.
l nity. May II. 1 S;*7.
M. R. Knowlton, common seller, con;
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
law.
A will and testament of LYDIA R. Cl RT1S, EXECUTOR'S NOTICE,
Geo. A. Lewis, common seller; con.
Tj
or hereby itives notice ih.ii
late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deFrank Parks, common seller; tiled.
ceased, having been presented for probate.
j duly appointed Kxecutor of the la-i
j
Frank F. Rearse, common seller; filed.
I testament ot
Ordered, That notice be given toall persons inI
John Drew, common seller, tiled.
ISAAC S. MORSL. hire o! Mm
! terested bv causing a copy of this order to be pubWm.J, Knowlton, single sale; con law
lislied three weeks successiveh in tic Republican in the County ot Wald >, do-case\
Attest:—1TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
j Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
having demand.- against the e-tate
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellas, within
| ceased are d.-.-n. .1 to presold tin- >.m
! and for said County, on the second Tuesday of ment. and all indebted thereto are
June next, at ten of the dork before noon, and
make pax ment immediate!
show cause, if any they have, w Ip. the same slcuid
I RA !.. H< >\\
! not he proved, appro\ci and allowed.
Montx illr. May 11. 1 s*.>7.
|
< 1 E<). E. .Kill N SON J wdge
A true copy. Attest:
EXECUTORS' NO I ICE
( has.
Hazm.tixe. Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
J J here.
t'n
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday oi
appointed Executors <>t tin- last ui
< 'out t held at Belfa-t. w itliin and b-r
a
At
Probate
A.
D.
1897.
May,
meat ot
I
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesdas of
T YDIA A. FLEMANT, Administratrix of the es.JOKE I*. BENNETT. Sate «.t Scar-:
May, A. I). 181)7.
lJ tale of BESTl'KE S. BABB1DGE, late of
in
tlu- < uni> of Wahh< deu-a.-eil.
,J. HATHAWAY, sister oi FRANK I.IN
YYinterp it, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
bones as the law directs. All pcisons
P.
late
of
in
said
of
KNKiHT,
Troy,
County
having presented a petition lor a license to sell at
mauds
the
of said dereaprivate sale the whole of the real estate of said Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition sired toagainst tileestate
same to:
settionici
deceased.
praying that administration be granted on the es- indebted present
thereto
are
requested to nuu
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all tate of said deceased.
ISAAC S. BAKl'l
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to immediatelv
persons interested by causing a copy of this
WERNER I. »•!
order to be published three weeks successively all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Searsuionr, .May 11, 1807.
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. The
held at Belfast within and for said County, on they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
Aj hereby gives notice that -he hathe second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the at Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec
ond Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock be- appointed Executrix of tin* last will
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why ment of
the prayer of said petitioner should not be grantnot be granted.
JAMES T. BOTTLE, late >1 Bellaed.
<TEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
in the Count) of Waldo, deceased. Ai
A true copy. At test:
A true copy. Attest:
having demands against tin* estate ol sai
Cl!as. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Chas. P. Hazeltlne, Register.
ed are desired to present the same for set
all indebted thereto are requested
and
\TTAL1X) SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
CABO.I 1'•
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belpayment immediately.
TT
fast, on the second Tuesday of May. l«Si>7.
Belfast,
May 1 1, 1807.
fast, on the second Tuesday of May, 18i>7.
ANNA S. WILDES, Administratrix on the estate
WILLARD B. ELLIS, Guardian of BLANCH <9.
of HENRY N. WILDES, late of Monroe, in said
MOORE of Monroe, in said County, having preADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
County, deceased, having presented her first and I\
subscriber hereby gives notice tlu:
sented his final account of guardianship fur al- final account of administration of said estate for
been duly appointed Administrator «>i
lowance.
allowance.
of
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
WILLIAM CHASE, late of Winter]
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, weeks
successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons in the County of Waldo, deceased, an
interested, may attendant a Probate Court, to by interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be bonds as the law directs. All persons ha
held at Belfast, on th’e second Tuesday of June held at
Belfast, on the second Tuesday of June mauds against tlu* estate ol said deceased
next, and show cause, if any they have, why next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
sired to present the same for settlement
the said account should not be allowed.
said account should not be allowed.
indebted thereto are requested to make
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
immediately.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest
ARTHUR RH
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Liberty, April 13, 18U7.—3wl9
account

Wm. Gentner, single sale ; till'd.
S. W. Freeman,aj-p., search and seizure;
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Eddington Poachers Caught.
making
display
Bangor, Me., May 11. Two of the
of wealth of the Bradley-Martins.
As a
poachers who have long been despoiling
matter of fact the Bradley-Martins them- Holbrook and Eddington ponds by netting
selves are quiet enough about their af- the)fish in the thoroughfare between these
two sheets of water were captured this
fairs.
It is that gentle creature known as
morning. One, the more troublesome,

New

.mil Gold.
^

York

w

Letter.]

in., riot this
be

York

v

iu

the “skate” reporter who “tips” the servants, gets the back stair gossip as to the

defiant and

us

purple

is

affairs of the household aud adds the rest.

it is in L011-

All this comment is in bad taste, as their
daughter, the Countess of Craven, is one

Joseph Herrick of Eddington
at daylight this morning paddled down
the thoroughfare of the lake in a canoe,

season.

dealt out to
The

new
as

Let

<-boose the softer tones,
-made from a deep violet

English

The London papers have been
fuss about the vulgarity of the

of the

stick

moves

The

tice in London in 1880

1
Qugen Victoria.
allowing suit, and

palatial mansion in Park Lane,

•\al color

The

lamp they

socks

in great

are

in the most exclusive

tirst attracted

Bradley-Martins
had

over

by

a

no-

big electric
their

the door of
near

Ox-

ford street. Electric lighting was a novelty theie then; and crowds used to go
nightly to see the “headlight” of the
Yankee millionaire.
But this

English
ly's private doings

criticism of the famiis absurd and unfair.

GOOD APPETITE
will be

I

enjoyed by those who drink

Warden

and

and

saw- a man

woman

family casting a net. Running his
ly up to them, he identified
circles.

THE

in the act of

canoe

Homan

blue gown with
for steamer wear.

jacket

Norfolk

Black serge Blazer costume held In
waist and well stitched.

This is

them as Elsie
Davis and Isaac G’liase of Eddington, both
of whom have before faced the court on a
charge of poaching.
The Davis woman now has a case pending over her in the municipal court in
this city, and the last time Chase was before the court he was lined $25 and costs
for nettiug tisli in the same waters.
Herrick sei2:ed the net and came to this city,
where Judge Vose issued warrants for the
guilty parties. Deputy Sheriff Maloney
drove to Eddington immediately to serve
the warrants.
Warden Herrick said that when the
Davis woman saw him coming Tuesday
morning she dropped the end of the net
she was holding and started to paddle the
boat ashore at a rapid rate.
When overtaken, however, she took her capture
with the greatest coolness.
In the municipal court at Bangor May
12th Isaac Chase and Elsie Davis of Edilington, charged with netting fish in the
thoroughfare between Eddingtou and Holbrook’s ponds, pleaded not guilty, saying
that they were raising muskrat traps when
the wardens came along—not poaching.
Judge Vose adjudged them guilty, however, and fined them $25 and costs each.
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Two other suits
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unparatively molten- I them in dentistry, and that while they
small and suc ks are had their teeth plugged up with cement,
our people wanted only the best money
at pie is a rather fasci.ink.
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rustling silk in a lighter shade, the wearer appreciating the extreme comfort of a
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Distressing Kidney

and Bladder diseases
relieved :n six hours by the “New (Iueat
South American Kidney Cure." This new
remedy is a great surprise on accouut oi its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the
kidneys, hack and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and pain in passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes .N Co.,
Belfast. Me.
Iy27

bladder,
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Quite Different. Brown (to dentist:) “I
1 proaeh
to a depletion, |
; won t pay anything extra for gas. Just yank
•us, vigorous young men
the tooth out even if it does hurt a little.”
range themselves in life
Dentist: “I must say you are plucky. Just
did before them, choplet me see the tooth.” Brown: “Oh, I
•»ds winters, and tilling the haven’t got any toothache: it's Mrs. Brown.
She’ll be here in a minute.” [Tit-Bits.
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first dose greatly benefits; 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes N: Co. Druggists, Bel-
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by A. A. Howes & Co., DrugMe.
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Left Behind—During the first month of
Delia's service in her new place there was
nothing but praise for her good qualities.
But one evening the mistress, entering the
kitchen suddenly, discovered the traditional
“cousin” hidden in one of the closets. “How
is this, Delia—a man here?” “Troth, ma’am,
I don’t know what to make uv it. Shure he
must have been forgotten by the cook that

Wilkiugs: “Such idioms as ‘Between the
devil and the deep sea,’ though very expressive, are not exactly up-to-date*!’ Simpson :
“They’re not? Well, how would you imbs, asthma or kindred trou- prove on the one you quoted, for instance?”
ufor lungs, take Dr. Wood’s Wilkins: “Well, I think a more modern
Syrup, a household specific plan would be to say, ‘Between the trolley"uiplaints.
car and the scorcher.”
[Puck.

Burleigh

Congress by Acclamation.

and enthusiastic. Mr. J. W. Black of
Searsport, chairman of the district committee, rapped to order and called upon
Hon. Hannibal E. Hamlin of Ellsworth to
preside as temporary chairman. In assuming the chair Mr. Hamlin was received
with great applause.
He dwelt feelingly
upon the life, character and death of Mr.
Milliken, and he knew the nominee of the
convention would be a man of sterling
ability and the highest honor.
W. A. Xewcombe of Kennebec, Hon.
Milton L. Merrill of Somerset and J. S.
Hardman of Waldo were nominated as
secretaries.
Gen. W. S. Choate of Kennebec, C'. S.
Hooper of Hancock, I>. R. Ilunnewell of
South Somerset and A. I. Brown of Waldo
were nominated as vice-presidents.
The temporary organization was made
permanent.
J. L. Moody of Kennebec, Lewis Atwood of Waldo, J. O. Smith of Somerset
and J. E. Knowlton of Hancock were selected as a committee on resolutions.
When nominations
were
called for,
Hon. II. M. Heath of Augusta came to
the stage and received a most cordial
greeting. He declared it to be a remarkable honor to represent the Third district
in congress.
He eulogized the late Congressman Milliken in eloquent words,
maintaining that he would long live in
the memory of the Republicans of the
Third district for what he had done; not
for what he said but what he did.
For
the loss of Congressman Milliken there is
genuine mourning. Many a man in this
district is to-day happier and more comfortable because of the labors of Mr. Milliken.
But upon us, said the speaker,
rests the responsibility of
selecting his
successor.
The people of Maine are looking to us to nominate a man of business
ability, trained in the school of experience.
The great questions of the day are not
yet settled. The preliminary skirmish in
the struggle for sound money we have
won, but the main battle has not been
fought. Maine must have a protective
tariff.
“1 come to present to you a man
who is acquainted with these questions,”
said Mr. Heath. “He is a man in the maturity of his years, who has become familiar with Maine’s business interests by
hand to hand touch.
His name is a synonym for honesty in business and politics,
lie has been tried in public life and never
been found wanting.”
Mr. Heath ended
by placing in nomination lion. Edwin ('.
Burleigh of Augusta as the “people’s
choice.”

from the war news," remarked Mrs.
“that several Turkish magazines

;

tamily:

C.

Republican Third district Congressional convention, held in Waterville
May 12tli, was fully attended, liarmoneous

have been captured." “Yes," replied Mr.
Snaggs. ‘I suppose the object is to prevent
the editors from filling their pages with war
articles for the next twenty-live years.
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BEOS., 50 Warren St., X. Y. City.
Ely's Cream Balm has completely cured
me iif catarrh when everything else failed.
Many acquaintances have used it with excellent results—Alfred W. Steveus, Caldwell, Ohio.

iiketing
•

Surprise You.

HIM

ELY

.!tle ventures of their
ag

hon.

In order to prove the great merit of Ely's
Cream Balm, the most effective cure for
Catarrh and Cold in Hoad, vour druggist
will supply a generous 10-ceut trial size or
we will mail oue for 1U cents.
Full size 50
cts.

Not

helpmeets.
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L. T. Carleton of Winthrop, A. W. .spear
of Gardiner, A. I. Brown of
Belfast,
Forest Goodwin of Skowhegau, Dr. R. L.
Grindle of Mt. Desert and Chas. II. Allen
of Mercer. The speeches ended, Chairman
Ilamliu put the motiou that Mr. Burleigh
be nominated by acclamation, and it was
carried
by a tremendous chorus of

“Ayes.”
On motion of Hon. A. J.
Billings of
Waldo, a committee consisting of Mr.
from
that
! Billings
county, W. H. Williams, Kennebec, H. P. Saunders, Hancock
and
F.
W.
Hovey, Somerset, was
I
J appointed to notify Mr. Burleigh of his

!

on

village*

in

or

the lion’s tail.”

IT GIVES all
IT GIVES all

see

nomination and to request his presence
before the convention.
At this point the committee on resolutions, reported as follows:
Resolve^l: That this convention desires to
express its profound regret for the death of
the late Hon. Seth L. Milliken, who for 14
years represented this district in the national house of representatives, bearing his part,
in all these years, in the party councils of
the nation with

fidelity

and

ability,

ever

de-

fending and protecting the interests of his
constituents, always striving to advance the
interests of his district, his State and his
country. We recognize our great loss in
his death and we offer to his bereaved family -tender and heartfelt sympathy.
Resolved: That this convention presents
to the people of the Third Congressional
district as a candidate for Congress the Hon.
Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta. The con-

Luther Severance, Hiram Belcher,
Otis, Samuel P. Benson, Freeman H.
Morse, Stephen Coburn, Anson P. Morrill,
James G. Blaine, Edwin Five, Stephen D.
Lindsay and Seth L. Milliken.
Resolved: That they take satisfaction in
knowing that the people will ratify the nomination this day made ami elect the Hon.
Edwin C. Burleigh as successor to tin- late
man,

Jehu

Hon. Seth L. Milliken and that he will be a
worthy companion to the long list of conspicuous representatives. His high character, his untiring industry, his thorough
knowledge of the wants aud interests of the
district, his wide acquaintance with the public men of the State and his loyal devotion
to the principles of the Republican
party
commend him to the voters, who will elect
him by an overwhelming majority at the
special election to be held on the 21st day of
June next.
After the adoption of the resolutions
Dr. Billings reported for the committee
on notification that
they hacl discharged
the duty assigned them; that the ex-governor was just up from a sick bed and
did not feel able to address the convention, but would come upon the platform
aud shake the hands of the delegates. A
little later he appeared amid hearty applause. He looked ill, but was sufficiently
inspired by the occasion to speak as follows :
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the convention

:

The nomination which you so cordially
tender me, coming as it does with such unanimity, I regard as the crowning honor of
my life.
Standing here in the presence of
the representatives of one of the strongest
and most intelligent constituencies of our
country, I am profoundly sensible of the
I great obligations and grave responsibilities
it imposes.
I

am

not

unmindful

of

the

events move on and the living must move
with them.
When the action of this great convention
shall have been endorsed and ratified by the
people at the polls 1 can only begin as others
have before me. In doing so I shall doubt
less tax the patience and I must ask indulgence of the people of this district.
To the
discharge of the great duties that will devolve upon me I shall bring my best endeavor, my honest, persistent aud industrious effort, to the end that the interests of
my constituents shall not sutler but shall be
fairly represented in the congress of the
United States.
I need not recapitulate the articles of my
political faith. They are written in the
platforms of the Republican party. To
their advancement and final incorporation
in the public policy of the country I shall be
as deeply devoted in the future as I have
been in the past.
Again, gentlemen, I thank you for this
generous expression of your confidence and
good will.

At the conclusion of Mr. Burleigh’s
remarks the crowd pressed forward upon
the stage to shake his hand and an impromptu reception was accorded the deleIn the midst of the attendant
gates.
confusion the convention was declared adjourned by Chairman Ilamliu.

TRY GRAIN-O! TRY GRAIN-0!
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package of
Grain-o, the new food drink that takes tiie place
of coffee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who try it, like it.
Grain-o has that rich seal brown of Mocha or
Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
most delicate stomach receives it without dis15c. and 25 cts. per
ress. 1-4 the price of coffee.

package.

Sold_by all grocers.
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FARM FOR SALE.
The MILES LUCE estate in Waldo, containing
about one hundred and fifty acres, is for sale at a
bargain and on easy terms if desired. This is

county, with elegant
water, large
pasturage.
Also a two-horse mowing machine, horse rake,
horse fork, and a new two horse rack ; also a piano.
one

of the best farms in the

wood lot and tine

For information address

1. M. LUCK, 1>. L>. S
tf 17

Merrimac, Mass.

37 Front St.. Ret fast. Me*

CHOICE

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Itf

CHOCOLATES,
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Pure Candies,

Tents, Awnings, Curt Covers,
thick, Cordage, Paint s,\te.
No. 3f Front St
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Opposite Amreican Express Ottice.
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™
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never
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Remedy.

fails to cure Scrofula,
Eczema, Rheumatism Contagious Blood
Poison, or any disorder of the blood.
Do not rely upon a simple tonic to cure
but take a
a deep-seated blood disease,
real blood remedy.
Our books
BB BB
free upon appli- BB
catiou. Swift
S.S.S.

33. 3

FRESH AMI SWEET.

And Successors to J. W. Frederick & Co.,

remedy at

A Real Blood

I

LOcllSa

Newton S. Lori & Co.,
California Oranges,
SAIL MAKERS,

real oiooa

“After taklast. She says:
ing one dozen bottles of S.S.S. I am
perfectly well, my skin is clear
and healthy and 1 would not be in
mv former condition for two thousand
dollars. Instead of drying upthepoison
in my system, like the potash and
arsenic, S.S.S. drove the disease out
through the skin, and I was permanently rid of it.

«

TELEPHONE 4-2.

ne
saia
specialist
could cure her, but
with
he filled her
arsenic and
potash
which almost ruined
her constitution. She
then
took
nearly
every so-cailed blood
medicine and drank
them by the wholesale,
but they did not reach
Some
her trouble.
one advised her to try
S.S.S. and she very
soon

II

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

And all kinds ot

Is a deep-seated blood disease which
all the mineral mixtures in the world
cannot cure.
S.S.S. {guaranteedpurely
vegetable ) is a real blood remedy for
blood diseases and has no equal.
Mrs. Y. T. Buck, of Delaney, Ark., had
Scrofula for twenty-five years and most
of the time was under the care of the
doctors who could not relieve her. A

<>i
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Blacksmith

difficulties

which a new man must encounter in assuming the duties so long and so ably performed
by him whose magnetic presence has so
lately passed out from among us, and by his
illustrious predecessors.
Their eloquent
and potent voices in the councils of the
nation are forever hushed.
I endorse most
sincerely all the kind words that have been
said of our late honored representative. He
was my friend.
I am glad to believe that he
trusted me. Almost every day we are forced to realize that no event of life or death
can impede or obstruct; the endless march of
affairs. Cherished memories of the illustrious dead will live and linger forever, but

EMuoation,

FOR

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical hfrm ition.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.

it.

ventiou is not unmindful of the illustrious
men that have represented this district in
Congress during the 70 years that Maine has
been in the States of the Union. They recall
with pride the public achievements aud the
national reputation won by her representatives.
They feel confident that no district
ever hail a more distinguished list and it is
a matter of congratulation that it lias been
represented by such men as Joshua Cush-

FOR

news of the World
IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive" editorials.
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suit

Neither can he see the bad taste of his
The gown for wear on board sl ip is of gold; and if the hostess has golden hair,
-;vely in Europe; and I
(and when she has not she can easily get attacks on American families of wealth
lui solid comfort, corn- a lovely shade of Homan blue, exquisite
living quietly iu London and minding
The bodice is Norfolk and it in these days of peroxide of hydrogen)
'd'' style, three or four in texture.
their own business like the Bradley-Mar.uths of two weights— has a yoke back and front, with two she will look like a fairy princess at a
tins.
well
which
a
banquet.
stitched
with
belt
magic
-will answer every pur- plaits
on,

j.

EVERY

;

fashionable woman's wardrobe.

Atlantic six times and

1

EVERY |l:tmilv

EVERY farm, in

Made by Tin-: National Cloak Co., West
—.Ui Street, New York.

he envied.

|

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

High “teas of white and gold” are
having a great vogue here. The china is It is just like John Bull, whose bullI
have
to
learn
i
the
reason
though
yet
why.
ist 'l to
rush abroad
white with gold decorations; gold colored headness is often very
“bully.” He sees
As an illustration of what I have just
have- at last waked
j flowers and
colored ribbons are used; only from his own view point.
gold
An Engas to one s
Mrs.
said
outfit,
travelling
■ailor ailed promenade
the ices may be yellow, the cake icings lishman once said to me in his draw
ling
better made in New George Gould, who sails Saturday for
and trimmings'of the same hue; and tall way: “Evacuation day. evacuation, whather annual trip abroad, has taken with
ring *inite as cheap. It
ever does that mean?”
“Why sir," I anher four of the handsomest tailoi built j lamps with yellow shades throw a soft
n<-w to take one’s outswered, “that is the day we stepped on
frocks it would be possible to find in a golden light.
’.ii one's steamer trunk.
never

nothing else can.

YOUR DRUGGIST OR YOUR GROCER.

j

One recommendation. Fair young creature (after some recitations:) “I)o you think
] would do for a Juliet?'’
Manager (anxious not to hurt feelings:) “I’m—er—well,
in
look
the
tomb.”
pretty
fNe.w York
you’d
W eekly.

made with short

me

other

as

EVERY State

the Jubilee festivities, is of the coarse
hop
sacking, now so fashionable, in a
Heretofore a great mistake has been
rich tone of purple.
With this goes a
made in taking big trunks loaded with
short “nobby*’ two-button single breastsilks and perishable frocks.
It has been
ed. Eton, beautifully cut and open at the
one of
the things for which Europeans

greatly

system and quenches

thirst

of all beverages.

Fitly tears.
A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhcea
Is pleasSold by druggists in every
ant to the taste.
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

other.

have

ous

delicious

For Over

worn.

Another,

the

to

MoXie
Food

I

GENUINE

Rev. Vm. Stout, Wiartou, Out., was completely cured of scrofula after seventeen
physicians had failed to give him relief.
Burdock Blood Bitters did it.

at the

GENUINE

quick-

They appealed.
♦Handsome

and a

a

woman.

and the

English nobility;

v.ii Purple as the leading
of compliment to the

women

peisistent of the two, is

HEALTH,
STRENGTH,

50 Tons Pressed Straw

50

WANTED BY

F. G.

53'tf

j

BELFAST, MAINE.

Belfast, Me.

WHITE,

May (>, 1897.—Owl8

The Nose and Throat.

SALESMEN.
AGENTS WANTED

to

sell the

best

line

of

Nursery Stock.

Salary or commission. Cash advanced for expenses. Write for particulars.
THE It. Cl. CHASE CO., Malden, Mass.
3 ml 2

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
tine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms ail finished
fine cellar, city water m house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B .HAI I Main St., l-'elfast.
44t

No. M-tS>

Newbury Street,

iXkak Counkk

<>i

Faikfiki.o

BOSTON.
Hours, 12

to

Si

MASS.
2.

Other hours

by appointment

onlv.

October, 1806.-1 >-45"

HOUSE AND LOT
FOE

SALE.

The subscriber offers tor sale the house and lot
.Northport axenwe latciy occupied by A. L.
Mudgett. The lot contain:-a 11 itle over two acres
of land with enod garden and a number of good
Unit trees. The buildings consist "| a story and
half house in good repair, with barn and outbuildings; city water. For terms and further particulars apply to
K. F. DENTON, Belfast, or
UOSlLLA <i KINDLE.
3wU>
Prospect Ferry.

on

SEARSPORT

Freedom. The Ladies’ Circle will meet
their rooms Thursday afternoon, May 20.
i All are cordially invited-The Y. P. S. C.
i

LOCALS.

at

John M. Stevens spent Sunday in town.

E. gave

Miss M. Ida. West left fur Boston Monday.
F.

Mrs

W.

Porter is visiting her sister at

Bangor.
Fred C. Morrow returned to Boston last

Thursday.
Grace Field is visiting Miss Edith Ginn at

Bucksport.
Mary

Mrs.

visiting her

Perkins is

Waltham.

sou

ment has

Clifford P. Nichols returned home from
Boston

Mrs. J. M. Gilkey has alotof furniture for
at half price.

sale,

Mrs. Amanda Mudgett made
Brewer last week.

to

Tyler Crockett and family returned
Boston Sunday.

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and heal rid illness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
royal hakim; row her to.,
brands,
f)
NKW YORK

home

from

Photographer Tuttle will open his studio
here the first of June.
of

Capt. J. B. Nichols has bought
parties in Freedom.

a

Gard Kimball and wife
weeks in Washington.

spending

are

a

few

F. A. Curtis 1ms added
the front of his home.

Capt.
za

to

Work in
Lodge next

visiting
Capt.

Mrs. 11. H.

Carver and wife
the Sears port House.

G
J.
their

t

is

McGilkey.

Andrew L.

istered

|

j

of Marion. S. C.,

Burk

Shaw N Son captured six
Sears Island weir Monday.

are

reg-

salmon

J
j
j
j

1
Sch. Lizzie Lane towed to Bangor Sunday I
to lead lumber for Providence, R 1.
j
E. S. Cyphers and Tyler
contract carpenter work at

|
doing ;
Rockland.
i
Page

and given

i
Freeman
Day.
Memorial
MeGilvery
! Dost, G. A. LL, lias issued the following Gen-

by Mariners

Tuesday evening.

Albertina

Miss

m

the third degree

large piaz-

a

are

eral Order No. l;
In accordance with National and Department orders and rear honored custom, Mouday, Ma\ .‘.1st, will be observed as Memorial
Day. it is earnestly requested that there
l>e no desecration of the day.
All flags will be displayed at half mast.
Memorial Day, the Sabbath of the Nation,
was not appointed for old soldiers and their
families only. it. belongs to the people as
well. To make ir national and perpetual all
The
patriotic citizens should take part.
graves we decorate were our comrades anti
solthat
the
them
feei
Let
friends.
their
diers graves are theirs to keep green; also
understand that the soldiers fought their
battles, and that it is for them to remember
their sacrifices, and their memory will not

Sch. Sailic I'Uii, Capt. W. H. West, arrived | perish.
Tile following committees are appointed
I
Boston, May 12th, from Bpenos Ayres.
and details made:
Ship Sachem, Capt. H. T. Lancaster, arrivExecutive committee, E. J. Wentworth,
ed at New York May 12th from Hong Kong.
B. O. Sargent, W. B Sawyer. Clifton WhitL. W. Wentworth, with a crew, is grading tum and J. A. Colson.
the grounds about the soldiers' monument.
Marshal. James B. Sweetser.
To visit surrounding cemeteries :
Capt. Sewail C. Lancaster aud wife reProspect, A. I\. Gray.
turned from a year aud a half voyage last
Stockton Springs, Johnson Shaw and
week.
Henry Overlook.
There will be no services in the CongreHarbor, E. J. Wentworth, J. K. Park, B.
O. Sargent.
in
church
until
the
first
gational
Sunday
North Searsport, A. Stinson.
J uue.
Swanville, A. E. Nickerson, Melvin Chase.
Miss Nira Webber, whelms been spending
Smart Cemetery, E. vV. Bobbins.
the winter in Chelsea, returned m ine last
Gordon Cemetery, E. Hopkins, C. H.
week.
Stevens.
Sargent Cemetery, L. M. Sargent, F. WT.
Walter Towers, who has been second ofPorter, E. H. Coleman.
fii nr of sch. Sallie I’Ou, arrived home SunMeritliew Cemetery, H. T. Scribner, G. W.
day
Curtis.
Nichols Cemetery, J C. Dutch, J. B.
Sch. Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrahee.
sailed Monday for Bostou with a cargo of Sweetser, F. A. Colcord, E L. Meritliew,
Clifton Whittum, J. A. Colson, S A. Presbrick.
a!

cott.

Leib and Mrs. Lucy A. Nickels
are
ccupying the Merithew House on
Church street.
Mrs. E. L.

Village Cemetery, J. W. Black, Wm. Kelbert, Eli O. Colson, J. II. Kneeland, John
Ames. F. E. Whitcomb, F. A. Curtis, M. M.
Whittum, W. B. Sawyer, C. P. Ferguson.
M. M. Whittum and Billa S. Whittum
will receive private decorations at G. A. R.
Hall aim see them properlv placed.
Committee on marking graves in Village
and Nichols Cemeteries, J. W. Black.
On Flags, John Ames;
On Evergreens, B. O. Sargent, C. H.
Stevens, E. L. Meritliew, S. A. Prescott, E.

Alex. limes, who is employed in one of
Belfast, is spending a

the shoo factories in
week at home.

We are pleased to announce that «T. H.
Lane has recovered from his protracted illness, and is about once more.

The sociable under the auspices

o'

J
|

S.
great-

Y. P.

E held last Thursday evening was
ly enjoyed by those who attended.

O. Colson ;
On soliciting

former Post members m surrounding towns, C. H. Stevens;
On decorating Church, Hall and Monument, J. I>. Sweetser, <1. W. Bluett, Wm.
Kelbert, assisted by ladies of the Woman’s
Relief Corps:
On Music, Wm. B. Sawyer, B. O. Sargent.

Capt. Wiisou N. West has been placed in
command of sob. Charlotte T. Sibley, which
cleared Mav loth from Apalachicola for New
York.

Decoration

Overlook "f Stockton Springs lias
bought stage route No. 1,44 b between Belfast me. Stockton Springs, and will assume
charge July 1st.
To. Staples brothers, who reside in and
urn! Bosioi:. were in turn last week to
ml
:e fli
;! of their mother, Mrs. Ned>11 P. Si Up I- S.

ai
s'

J
in

flowers from schools, J. A.

Colson;
On decorating graves

On account of the teachers' convention
at Stockton Spring Friday there will be no
sessi-.L of schools in town that day.

teries

will be

of

in the several cemeat 10 a. m., as far as

services

conducted

practicable.
All

citizens, old and

young,

are

invited

join the committee in their vicinity m
decorating; also to sing and make appropriate remarks.
All patriotic ladies are invited to assist
the .;nlii-s of tile Relief Corps in the preparation for decoration exercises, ami furnish
cut. flowers.
Loyal ladies in Prospect,, Stockton Springs
and Swauville are requested to meet and
for soldiers’ and sailors’
make wreaths
graves in their cemeteries.
invited to take part in
are
The children
exercises, and Comrade J. W. Black is hereto

j

I
!

W. Bho k, who lias charge of the merial service in the village cemetery, in*ui citizens to he pr* sent.
The exers \\:,1 take
place Monday forenoon.

'•'ites

J. T. Erskine, who lets been with her
bus!...nd in New York while his bark, the
St. Lucie, was in port, returned to SearsI by detailed to take charge of them.
poit Sunday morning by steamer Penobscot.
Members will assemble at G. A. R. Hall at
Column will be
A game of base ball will be played af Cas- 12.JO p m. in full uniform.
entrance of Hall
tn e
Saturday, May 2(Jth, between Castine I formed on Main street near
are invited
Cadets
The
1
in.
Searsport
and Searspovt.
p.
If sufficient inducements j at
The line of march will be
to act as escort..
arc offered steamer Castine will run ail exwhere prayer
nursu.n fr >m here that day.
Fare for round to the Soldiers’ Monument,
will be offered, Roil ol Honor read, and decnts.
trip, 2o
oration services held ; alter which the colC. F. Gordon has liberated the Chinese
umn march to Union Hall, where Rev. Dr.
pheasants, which he received last week, in Fernald will deliver an address for the oeMrs

the woods in the rear of his house, and it is
none of our gunners will molest then
as great interest is taken whether
they will
survive in ibis climate.

hoped

Barkent’.ue Mabel I Meyers arrived in
Portland May lst,li. from Buenos Ayres.
She has chartered To load lumber at Bridgewater, Nova S'oTia, for South America.
Kaiph Meye!s ieft by train Tuesday to go
second officer for t!ie voyage.

daughter f C.
escape Saturday.

a’M .e,
narn
'■oi,

a

M:.,i.t:ng hawks

Treat, had a
Her father hail
The house and

near

injury.

All persous interested in the village cemetery are respectfully requested to meet at
the office of B. <) & L. M. Sargent
Saturday
afternoon to devise means for restoring
monuments and stones which are fast
going
''
ruin and that belong to people who have
no representatives
to
living. Also,
provide
means for repairing the
bridge leading to the

cemetery.
Frank E,

Whitcomb caught seventeen
trout at Swan Lake one
day last week. It
was the largest catch ever taken there at
or.e time with hook and line.
The weight

of the catch was
twenty-eight pounds. They
made a beautiful sight
suspended on a line
m front of his store, and were viewed
by
many of our citizens. They were photographed by Mrs R P. Smith and Harry
Gross, and Mr. Smith made a
of

painting

three of the largest.
Mr. Ed ward Lufkin of Monroe, agent of
the Bridgeport Monumental Bronze
Co., recently placed m Elmwood Cemetery one of
tlm company’s monuments on Capt. I). S.
Goodell’s lot. It, is of a very beautiful design, having on four sides a large cut of ship
Bn wn Brothers, the name being plainly
on

the

flag

at the

casion.
A Union

Memorial Service will be held at
Methodist Church Sunday forenoon,
May Jo. Sermon by Rev. Dr. Fernald.
Comrades will report atU.30 Sunday morning at G. A. R. Hall, wearing memorial
badge. The Searsport Cadets are invited to
join with us in attending the service.
the

peak

NORTH SEAR SPORT

New

Vork

for

infringement

of

a

pat* nt for five tire engines, the sum of £818,<*74 •'J
The letters patent were for a relief
valve in steam lire engine pumps, and were
granted to James Knibhs, who assigned
them to Campbell. The use of this patent
enabled the engines to be operated so as to
extinguish tires with a minimum loss to the
destruction of property, and avoid needless
waste of water. The letters patent were
granted in I8<i4, and the suit brought in 1887.
Tins is the celebrated case in which oar
to wnsman Capt. D. S. Goodell is interested.

ITEMS.

Miss Lula Black went to Boston last
to visit friends.

week

Mrs. G. C. Seavey and daughter visited
here last week.
Mrs. Waldo Mathews is quite sick.
has been failing for some time.

She

There will be a social dance at the Grange
May 20th.
Hall, North Searsport,
•
Robert Mayo and wife of Monroe visited
Miss Mary E. Pin miner last week.
Mrs. Rose Green and family visited her
brother, Edwin Trundy of Frankfort, last
week.

Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Ginn and Mr. and
Mrs. B. M. Eames visited Granite Grange
at their last meeting.
Stinson and daughter
Branch Grange at their last
partook of a harvest feast.
A.

South
meeting and

visited

Zenie Hartson, who is teaching school in
Dist. No. 9, at this place, reports it one of
the pleasautest schools he ever taught.

Much credit is due Mrs. Eliza Mathews
for the manner in which she conducted the
mock town meeting at the Grange hall at
our

last

meeting.
CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

of the main-

These monuments arc made of zinc,
or spelter, which is
cheaper than granite,
and said to be more lasting in this climate.
Nkw \ork, May ill .Judge Wheeler in
the Lnited States Circuit Court to-day,
bunded down a decision allowing Christopher C. Campbell, in his action against the
of

J. C. Dutch, Commander.

J. A. Colson, Adjutant.

Centre Lin<

mast.

:i\

command of

By

F.

*-U rhe gun loaded with a
heavy charge in a
v vei "I tin
stable.
In passing it her dress
the
‘■might
hammer, throwing the gun to the
floor and discharging it, the shot passing
u* ar her,
though providential!* she escaped

read

|

maker, Mrs

leading dressHall, left Friday for

olnvillk.

Carrie

Our

Maiden, Mass., where she will work at her
trade during the summer. She was accompanied by her daughter, Georgia Etta, who
will attend school while there.... Miss Estelle

Moody,

Waterville

who

on

a

has

been

will

remain

over

at heme from

vacation, returned Thurs-

day_Mr. Clias. Ross, who has been in
Boston for the past four months, is stopping
town_The dance at Farmer’s Pride
Hall last Saturday evening was a success.
There will be another one Saturday evening, May 29th. Music will be furnished by

in

a

position satisfactory

to him.

loving wife. To know her was to love her.
She died of that dread disease consumption,
after a lingering illness of eight years, calm,
patient, trustful to the last. She became a
Christian under the preaching of Rev. E. F.
Hanson and with her husband connected
herself with the Church of God about eight,teen years ago. She leaves a husband and
.six sons to mourn their loss.

w ith relatives in Camden-Mr. N. D. Ross
made a short business trip to Rockland last
week_The sewing circle met with Mrs.

Frank Rankin last Saturday afternoonShetley of Washington, Me., will

Rev. Mr.

preach at the church Sunday afternoon,
May 23d. Come all.

Goods that have sold
from

Orloff.

supplies the charge of Morrill and Knox,
will preach here next Sunday. He will
board at Mrs. Deborah Thompson’s-Business has been lively thus far at Merriam's
steam mill, and they have a large amount of
lumber on hand yet, including some twenty
thousand ft. of hard wood legs, mostly yellow birch, white birch and maple, which he
saw

into lumber to

suit customers

as

they want it. ...D. O. Bowen sprained his
right hand quite badly last week.
Sandypoint.
Mrs. James Grant and
daughter of Bar Harbor are visiting at
Johnson Shaw’s.. .Silas Wardwell of Brockton. Mass., is here for a vacation-Charles
French has gone to Birchville, where he has
employment... .Hiram Grant, who went the
Avres in sell. Sallie I’On,
arrived home Saturday.... Miss Ethel Maxfield has gone to Patten to teach schoolMiss Inez Maxtield, who is attending the
Normal schoot at Castine, has been at home
for a short visit_Miss Addie Partridge of
the Narrows District is in Brewer for a few
to Buenos

trip

weeks_Mrs. Fred Perkins of Birchville
is here for a few weeks, while Mr. Perkins
has a crew of men at work on his buildings
here_Herbert Morrin left Monday for
Boston to work for French Bro's. & Co., as

superintendent.

family

His

will

remain

here for the summer_Addison Sliute of
steamer Mount Desert is at home for a few
.As it was stormy Thursday evening
sociable was held Friday evening. Ice
cream and cake were served-The fishermen are taking more shad this season than
for several years past.

days...
the

Winterport. The E|)worth League celebrated their eighth auuiversray with appropriate exercises last Sunday evening.... Mrs.
R. F. Moody and son Fred returned from
New York last week, accompanied by Mrs.
Sewall Moody and child....Miss Daisy Lowe
lias returned from New York, where she
spent most of the winter-Mr. Ziba Williams is at home on a brief visit.... Miss
Priscilla Parker, who has been very ill, is

improving slowly....

Mrs.

Dreyer

has arriv-

York to open the Blaisdell
the family, who will soon follow.
....Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Emerson left Monday for Livermore, Colorado, where they
will
spend the summer-Mrs. T. J.
Thompson and her little ones have arrived
ed

from

New

house for

from Hay Springs, Neb., to spend the sumat
the old home... .The Winter-port
mer
Free

Library

Assn, is in

receipt

of

anotlit

r

valuable gift of books from Mr. Holbrook,
who has already done so much in that line.
He also sends 10 of the leading magazines
for the year, which

are

highly appreciated.

Mr. Arthur Clifford Woodman of Winterport and Miss Julietta E. Brown of Hampwere married at the Methodist parsonMay 11th hy Rev. J. P. Simouton. They
immediately on the boat for Thomastou, where they will make their home....
Mr. Lamb of Camden is visiting his daughter, Mrs. P. C. George.... Percy Hall returned from Washington last week and has
moved his family hack to their former home
at Forest City-Frank Hardy lias caught
den
age
left

two nice salmon this season. One weighed
23 lbs., the other 21 1-2 lbs-Rev. J. P.
Simouton organized an Epworth League at
Ellingwood’s Friday evening-Mr. Geo.
Dorrity of Brooklyn is visiting his daughter,
Mrs. George Grant-Edward Lowe lias
gone to New York in the employ of Moody
Bros_Capt. Edwin Wentworth ami Capt.
John Philbrook have bought the sch. Humboldt....Mr. J. K. Lougee of Haverhill is
visiting his brother and sister here-Mrs
W. H. Mason has returned from Boston,
where she has been spending the winter
with„her daughter, Miss Lyda.

Charlotte Thorndike
Sibley delivered her lecture “Over Palestine
hills on horseback,” in the Town Hall on
Tuesday evening, May 11th. Her easy and
charming delivery, combined w'ith her elegance of diction and clearness and conciseness of style, added much to her vivid pictures of Bible lands.
She described Palestine as it is to-day; its inhabitants and their
social condition; its cities and towns with
their ancient ruins; its rugged hills, mounIslesboro.

Miss

tains, rivers, brooks, lakes, fiuits, trees and
flowers—and then she compared the country as it now appears with the Palestine of
the times of David and Solomon, and of the
Great Teacher himself. The lecture held
the undivided attention of the audience for
over an hour and received the highest commendation_Mr. Harry Brown, proprietor
of the Islesborough Inn, came from Massachusetts a few days ago to make preparations for the comiug of the summer tourists.
Mr. Frank Sherman superintends the Golf
grounds and is now putting them in order.
The game is a popular one and is engaged in
by large numbers of the visitors at Dark Harbor.
It gives employment also to quite a
number of boys, as each player must have
an attendant to carry his apparatus and to
locate the balls when landed and then to
The
stand by them until struck again.
A few of
“season” bids fair to begin early.
the cottages, including that of Mr. Brackett,
will be occupied by the middle of June. The
owners of some others are travelling in
Europe and will not arrive until the middle
of July. The celebration of the sixtieth anniversary of the Queen on June 20, detains
many tourists in London until that date.... J.
Murray Howe of Boston, a large real estate
his
rented
owner
at
Islesboro, has
cottage for the season to a prominent
D.
Guilford
occulist of New York-Capt.
Pendleton returned a few days ago from
Boston, where he paid a visit to his sonCapt. Fields C. Pendleton has been in New
YTork for some days on business-Mr.
Heidelberg Boardman of Connecticut (formerly of Islesboro) moved here with his family a few days ago and will occupy his new

Porter, who has not had a vacation for seven
years, has secured the services of another
captain for a short time to enable him to
visit his home and friends.Rev. James
Boyd, pastor of the Free Baptist Church, is
visiting his former home in Georgetown, Me.
His pulpit will be supplied next Suuday
afternoon at two o’clock, by Rev. Geo. E.
Tufts.

;

Orange Pekoe. ! Koh-i-noor.

Formosa

Liberty.

I

....

The

They

One Pound makes

at them.

following

from this

place

I

tern:

of years, and will
it and open as a summer

extensive

possessions

of

summer

resort

property in the vicinity of Camdeu.
South Montville.
a
bay window

\V. Ripley is buildhis house.... Mrs.
David Gilman, who was thrown from a carriage and quite badly injured this spring, has
so far recovered as to return home.... Hattie
Gilman and Alice Proctor have gone to Belfast to work-C. S. Adams attended the

ing

O.

on

Congressional

Republican

convention

in

Waterville last week.Elder and Mrs.
Lincoln will hold services in the church next
Saturday evening. All are cordially invited.
Palermo.

There

children’s concert
the Baptist church.
The children did well. A large number was
present from the adjoining towns and the
house was well filled-John Black had a
bee last week to haul lumber from the mill
for his new barn and began on the framing
last Monday.
He expects to go to Boston
soon to work at his trade-Mrs.
Susan
Walker is very sick and expec ted to live but
last

a

was a

Sunday evening

few

at

clays.

Prospect

perry.

Capt.

t.

E.

Harding

and wife arrived home from Hath last Saturday. Capt. H. will spend a few days with
his family-George C. Pierce of Peabody,
Mass., arrived on Saturday’s boat and wnl
spend the summer with his uncle, Capt. W.
D. Harriman-Mrs. M. C. Proctor of Dorchester, Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
George Avery. While here she will have
her cottage repaired for her summer occupancy-Mr. James Deeriug and Miss
Mitchell of Belfast visited Miss Martha E.
Harriman last Saturday and Sunday... Mr.
and Mrs. F. T. Haley of Prospect called on
Mrs. W. D. Harriman last Sun lav.

200

Cups.

Sabine Pass, May 15. Sld. sch. Edward H. Blake,
Blake. V* ra Cruz.
Perth A in hoy. May 16.
Sld, hark Carrie L.
Tyler. New York.
Rockland, Me., May 15. Ar, sch. A. \V. Ellis,
Ryder, New York.
Portsmouth, N. H., May 17. Sld, sch. Young;

North Searsport was in town Satselling Larkin’s soap.... Harrison

Ward of

urday
Cunningham

lost

a

sheep

in

the recent eo’d

and came near losing another_C.
R. Nickerson has a new Bostonian bicycle.
_Mrs. Susan Miller arrived from Chelsea,

storm

Mass., last Saturday.
SHIP
FORT Oh

NEWS.
BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

May 10. Sch. Mentora, Cushing, Boston.
May 17. Sch. Miantonomah, Ryan, Boston.
May 18. Sch. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Bos-

ton.

May 19.

Sch.

Young Tell, Phinuey, Isle

au

Haut.

Deer Isle.
May 18.

Sch.

Mentora, Cushing, Bucksport.
A M fclvK

rums.

New York, May 12. Ar, sells. Hattie C. Luce,
Heal, Port Spain, Trin.; Menawa, Pendleton, Norfolk; 14. sell. Levi Hart, Hodge, Brunswick, (la.:
15, cld, sclis. Eliza J. Pendleton, Fletcher. Port
Spain; Lucia Porter, Randell, Tampico: 16, ar,
sell. .Etna, Cliipnian, Brunswick, (la.
Boston, May 11. Ar, sch. Sarah 1). J. Rawson,
Turner, Apalachicola ; 12, ar, sch. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Rondout; 13, ar. schs. Henry
Clausen,,Jr., Darien ; W. Wallace Ward and Daylight, Baltimore; 15. ar. sch. Flora Rogers, Fran
os, Apalachicola; 17, cld, sclis. Yale, Kennebec
and Washington; Daylight, Dainariscotia and
Norfolk.

Philadelphia, May 11. Chi, sell. Star of the Sea,
Hopkins, Matanzas; 14, ar, sch. Grace Andrews,
Andrews, Turks Island; 15, ar, brig Jennie Halbert, Darien.

Baltimore, May 10. Ar, sch. Isaiah Hart. WilAshepoo, S. C.; 14, ar, ship Shenandoah,
Murphy, Liverpool.
Portland, May 12. Ar, bark Mabel 1. Meyers,
Buenos Ayres via Barbadoes for orders; 13, ar,
sch. Sarah E. Palmer, Whittier, Louisburg, C. B.
Bangor, May 13. Ar, sch. R. F. Hart. Dodge,
Belfast; Hattie H. Barbour, Erskine, New York;
Mark Pendleton, Collins, do; 14, stmr. Magda,
Genoa; 15, ar, sell. Edward Stewart, Kent, New
York ; 16, ar, sclis. Flora Condon, Sellers, Belfast;
Lizzie Lane, Closson, Searsport; Lunet, Simpson,
New York; Josie Hook, Eaton; 17, sld, schs.
Isaac Oberton, Trim, New York ; Sea Flower, Robinson, Boston; Post Boy, Smith, New York; 18,
ar, sell. Paul Seavey, Pattersliall, New York.
Iceboro, Me., May 8. Sld, sch. Humarock, Veazie. Richmond, Va.
Brunswick, Ga., May 11. Sld, sch. Henry R
Tilton, Ranlett, Sat ilia; 14, ar, sch. Thos. W.
Hyde, Carver, Providence.
New Bedford, May ‘J. Sld, sch. Puritan, Sargent, Beaufort, S. C.; 16, sld, sch. Joel F. Shepliams.

pare, Carter, Westward.
Satilla, May 10. Sld, sch. Celia F., West, New
York; 15, sld, sch. Florence Leland, SpolTord,
New York.
Jacksonville, May 12. Sld, sch. Canie E. Look,
Haskell.
Gloucester, Mass., May 14. Sld, schs. Paul
Seavev, Pattersliall, New York for Bangor; J. A.
Parsons, Booker, New York for Hallowell.

in

our

windows this week, lot

Certainly exceptional

valu

FOR LADIES’ SUMMER
WEAR. PRICE,

FOREIGN FORTS.

Barbadoes, April 22.

Sld, schs. Isaiah K. Stet-

j

|A

|yC,

CAN YOU BEAT THEM?

Baltimore: sld, hark Josephine, McClean, Baltifor Rio.
Port Natal, May 10. In port,bark Doris, Thompson. for Santos, to sail 12th.
St. Croix. May 5.
In port, sch. S. G. Haskell
Richardson, from Philadelphia < was about ready,
to sail for Turk’s Island to load fora
port north of
Hatteras).
Melbourne, April 12. In port, ship Louis Walsh,
for San Francisco via Newcastle.
Buenos Ayres, April lo. In port, harks John S.
Emery. Wooster, for New York or Boston; J. H.
Bowers, Magune. for do. or do., via Rosario; Anburmlale, Dow, from New York.
Louisburg, c. It., May 13. Sld, sch. Win. B.
Palmer, Dyer, Boston; 14, sld, sch. Augustus
more

Fine Line of Ladies’ Hose
c

19c.

Palmer, Haskell, Bangor.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Sch. Penobscot, Dodge, from Mobile
for Ponce. May 6, off Key West bar. April 2D,
at. 17.07 N.. S'., Ion. 57 W., bark Addie Morrell,
Andrews, from Rosado March 16 via Buenos
Ayres March 18. for Delawaie Breakwater.
Baltimore, May 14. Ship Shenandoah, which
arrived here to day from Liverpool, is one of the
three largest sailing ships under the Stars and
Stripes, and comes here To load about 4,800 tons
of coal for San Francisco.
She is a four-master,
3oo feet in length and registers 3,258 tons. It is
expected that she will take out the largest cargo
of coal which ever left here.
Portland, Me., May 14. Sch. Louisa Polleys was
run into
Wednesday morning, 15 miles off Matinicus, in a fog. by British steamer Magda, losing
mainhoom and gaff, and mainsail. Planking on
port side near stem was stove in and other damage received. She arrived to-day; damage about
sl.ooo. The steamer stood by her until it was
found no assistance was needed; she sustained no
file Magda was from Genoa
apparent damage.
for Bangor, at which port she arrived May 14th.
The oflieers of the steamer say that the schooner
was entirely at fault in the collision. They say
’hat on account of a very thick fog the steamer
"as going slowly, sounding her whistle
regularly,
hut that the schooner showed no lights and gave
no signals of any kind.
Charters. Bark Maunie Swan. New York to.
Cape Town, under and on deck, 18s. Bark Rose j
Itniis. New York to Santos, general carg". p. t.
Sch. olive Pecker, Boston "i R utland to Buenos
Ayres, lumber, .<7.5(). Sch. Georgia Gilkey, Port
Spain to Delaware Breakwater, f. o., sugar. 11
cents, less 1 cent if direct.
Seh. Man A
Hall,
Galveston to New York, ash lumber, 85.25, 30 M.
feet per day. Sch. D. D. Haskell. Hoboken to Belfast. coal, 5o cents. Sen. Emma S. Brigg-. Hoboken r«» Beltast. coal, 5o cents. Sch. Electa Bailev,
Philadelphia to Bangor, coal, So cents. Bark j.
H. Bowers, Rosario or Bueno- Ayres to New York
or Boston, hides, p. t.
Sell. I. K. Stetson. Port"
Ric" to North of Hatteras, molasses, >2. Ship A.
.). Puller from Honolmu to N. Y..
sugar. 84.75. if
Del. Breakwater for orders, $5.
Belfast

Price

'.'OKKEUTED WEEKLY

Proihui Market.
2(0/30
Apples, p hu,
4 n
dried, p it.,
5,
0( > a 1 < ><»
Beans, pea,
85 a 0 00
medium,
yel'w eyes ,00u. 1 oo
15a 18
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p it.,
5 a C, 1-2
40 a45
Barley, p hu,
lo a 12
Cheese, p it.,
Chicken, p lt>.
10/712
5(0/75
Calfskins,
Duck, p ih.
14//Id
1((
Eggs, p doz,
8a 10
Fowl, p it.,
a
15
13
Geese, p it.,

PetitiI Price.
Beef, corned, p it., 7 aX
Butter salt, 14 lb hag, 18
Corn. p lm.
41
Cracked Corn, p hu, 41
Corn Meal, p hu,
41
Cheese, p lt>.
15a Id
Cotton Seed, p cwt, ! 25
5//0
Codfish, dry. p it.
Cranberries, p qt, 5 a»
Clover Seed, p it., 1 1 //72
Flour, p lil*1, 4 50,g» 50
H .G.Seed, hu. I 00 a 2 00
8//.0
Lard, p it.

40

in

Styles

Main St.,

Belt

Over

Current.

200 dozen

FOK THE JOl-KNAL.

CURTAIN RINGS,
CURTAIN POLES.

price Pni.i Pen,I,err

tor sale
CIIEAI

10.000 Rolls of Paper, 5c
CABLE & JONE
• •*• «

:

>

90a 1 00
Lime, {d bid,
3a4
L)at Meal, {d lb,
7 a «S
biions, fc> lli,
[)il,kerosene, gal. 11 a 12
Pollock. Id lb. 3 1-2 -/ 4 1 -2
7«8
lb,
Pork,
1.12
Plaster,
bid,
lb
3
Rye Meal,
75 a Su
Shorts. fc> cwt,
5 a* 5 1-2
Sugar, {d lb.
35
Salt, T. I.,
2//3
Sweet Potatoes,
Wheat Meal,
343 12

•

Four Points ,7 ;
For All Who Use Flour.

?

Bicycle
j
Repairing

:

BEST

The following are toBoston. May 17, 181*7
day's quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 15 1-2aide;
dairy, North, best, 14c.
Cheese—Northern choice, 12 a 12 l-2e.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, KC/14c; Eastern, 11c.
Beans—North, small pea, $1.00«1.15; yellow
eyes, $1 .00 a. 1 .15 ; red kidneys, $1.40/i 1.70.
Hay—Fancy, $17.507/$17 ;good, $10.00a 17.00
lower grades, $11 a$l;T.
Straw— Rye straw, $17 ; oat straw, $8 o $8.50.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, p
bush, 48,« 5oc; choice rose, 48,//e5o.
Ap]des—Baldwins, p bbl, $1.75^$2.00.

Your Wheels
AM

and

IJieycIc rej
repairing neatly

kinds of

Relating
Quality.

to

I

About
Substitution.

1

In all markets ami at all
times the best flour will,
bring the best price. That
meat s PlllshuryN Rest
a» k m iwle* Igeil e very win* re
the tines, ‘in the
to be
world. Its leadership is undisputed and indisputable.
A few interested retail
grocers in the State of
Maine are substituting
an do so
wherever the\
with safety other and in
ferior brands lor the wellknown and always j*o|»uiar Plllsburj’s Best.

ft
Wheels or orders left
office, 1»8 Alain St will
eeive prompt attend »n.
STATE Of
VV A 1.1)0 SS.

POINT N

'.

3,

Retail
Grocers’
Profits.

MARRIED

Retail groi-ers purchase
said brands at a prire
to oil rents a barrel loss
titan they have to pay I r
Plllsburj’s Best. Thon
when a customer orders
Plllsburj’s Best the\ .ire
•■all out of that. and send
what thr\
liappen" to
ha\e on hand, ehaming
Plllsburj’s Best prire.
••

Billings. In Brewer, April 24, David F. Billings <>t Brooksville, aged 02 years and 17 days.
Benner. In Pleasantville, Warren, May 3. Elizabeth N., wife of Alden M. Benner, aged 58 years.
11 months and 1 day.
Dow. In Skowhegan, May 12, Evelyn I*. Dow,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Dow, aged 28
years, 8 months and 27 days.
Wears. In Morrill, May ID, Sarah Mears, aged
78 years and 1<> months.
Mero. In Camden, May 9, Harry S. Mero, aged
22 years. The remains were taken to Union for
burial.
White. At Staten Island, May 10, suddenly,
Augustus Starrett White, aged 03 years and 8
months.
Young. In Jackson, May 14, Miss Betsey Young,
aged 78 years.

POINT No, 4,
Caution to
Consumers.

Consumers who are led
pay as much or more
any other tiour ,i>- they
do bn IMIlsbury’s Best tail
to consult their own inter« Hd\ the best. that is
est
to say Pillsburj’s Best, is
entitled to the best price.

to
tor

MAIN
>|

COl KM

>1 a >
<;<x >1 >AA

■

Akkv Tut li.. Iii Belfast. May 15, at the Metlmdist Episcopal parsonage, l►> Rev. C. c. Winslow, I
Walter E. Arey and Miss Edna M, Trull, both of
Belfast.
Dakiim.-Cray. In l'enobseot, April 30, \\ infield Darling of Sedgwick and Miss Alice E. Cray
of Penobscot.
McLoip-McIntyrk. In Rockland, Max 8, Harry
L. McIntyre of Bucksport and Etta E. Me Loud of
Rockland.
Pkrkins-Cott. In Brooksville, May 3, Chester
A. Perkins and Miss Alice B. Gott, botii of Brooksville.
Woodman-Brown. In Winterport, May 11, at
the M. E. parsonage, by Rev. ,1. P. Simonton, Arthur Clilford Woodman of Winterport and Miss
Juliette F. Brown of Hampden.

I

111.

POINT No. 1,

POINT No. 2.
Black. In Surry, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Black, a daughter.
Dyer. In Eastbrook. April 2(5, to Mr. and Mrs.
William H. Dyer, a daughter.
(ikay. In Penobscot, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs. I
Widard (5ray. a daughter.
Dorr. In Doit’s Island, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs. !
William E. * ott. a son.
Dannoy.
In Belfast, May i», to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis F. Dannon. a son.
Bobbins, in I'nion. May 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Deo. K. Bobbins, a sou.

in

Bring

!

Boston Produce Market.

DIED.

M

Curtains

CHEAP !

[lav.
toii,l 0 00 u 12 no
Hides. \ lb,
3 1-2//4
5 a 7
Lamb, jd lb,
Laini> Skins.
25a4n
45/ 5
Mutton, |d !t>.
>ats. {d bu. 32 lb. 25 a 30
Potatoes.
30//35
Pound Hog,
4 a 4 1-2
Straw, 4> ton. »> OO « 7 on
10a IS
Turkey, fc> lb.
1 1-2 a 3
Fallow,
< a 7
Veal. t> lb,
W ool, unwashed, 12 a 13
W ood, hard, 3 5oa 5 00
Wood, sof t. 3 0(».a3 50
Retail Market.

Ginghams

worth 8c., for onlv

SAILED.

May 12. Sch R. F. Hart, Dodge, Bangor.
May 14. Sells. Flora Condon, Sellers, Bangor;
Nonpariel, Carver, Green’s Landing.
May 10. Schs. Helena E. Russell, Smith, RockBoston; S. L. Davis,
port; .James Holmes, Rya
Pattersliall, Somes' Sound ; sloop Passport, Eaton,

are

Our Lisle Thread Undervests

son. Trask. Mayaguez, P. R.. and St. John, N. B ;
1) H. Rivers. Port Spain, Trinidad; 2D, sld, bark
Grace Lynwood, Gilkey. Trinidad.
Bahia, May 8. Ar, hark Glad Tidings, Rio for

••

Swanvilee. Mrs. 1). W. Billings has returned from a visit to Boston_Le Boy
Bachelderis at home for a few weeks.... The
“Bachelor’s Ball’’ at Cunningham’s Hall
last Monday evening was a success and
much enjoyed by everyone present... .Swanvilie Centre Sunday school was organized
last Sunday with the following ollicers:
Supt., E. C. Marden ; Vice Supt., Mrs. Albert
Damm; Sec., Louise Cuuniugliam; Treas.,
Mrs. Joseph Marden; Librarian, Herman O.
Baehelder; Organist, Alice N. Damm. The
school will begin at 3 o’clock p. m-Mr. D.
N. Royal of Gossville, N. H., has been visiting his brother, John Royal-Mrs. Mark

our

Rrothtrs, Philadelphia.

repair

and refurnish
hotel.
W. D. Lewis has had experience in the hotel
business, having at one time been proprietor of the Fort Point House at Stockton
Springs. The Messrs. Lewis have at present

over

up

ChaIIiesat

Japan.

Most Economical, because Purest and Best.

Camden. W. D. Lewis & Co. of Boston
have leased the Oc ean House of the Decrow
a

Seal Brand.
|

Breakfast.

attended the Republican Congressional Convention in Waterville, May 12th:
S. T.
Young,G. H. Cargill, Dr. C. C. Whitcomb, A.
A. Brown, John Ayer, W. H. Moody, Arthur
Ritchie, J. O. Johnson... .Miss Sadie Murray
is teaching in South Liberty_Harry A.
Brown is at home from Pittsfield, sick with
the measles.

heirs for

Have You Seen

English

and India.

Look for the Tea
Box on Grocer's

Counter.

1

Ceylon

j
Ooloong. |

we

prices ranging

at

lo clean them
l>c.
shall sell them at

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

TEAS

PACKAGE

6cto

quickly

chase & San born S'

school at Bucksport last Saturday and began
school at Belmont this week... .Mrs. Eunice
Higgins of Belfast visited her mother, Mrs.
Margaret Wood, last week....Dr. J. W.
Pearson of Camden was in town one day
last week....Rev. A. D. Thibodeau, who

will

choice patterns in

Cotton floods for Summer Dresses,

Morrill. Sarah, widow of the late James
Mears, died last Sunday morning at the residence of her son Robie.Miss Winnie Simmons is at home from Camden for a two weeks
Miss Gracie Simmons returned from
visit.

Young’s Orchestra-Mr. Orren Dean, wrbo
was called home from Boston by the illness
of his mother, returned Saturday... .Rev.
Obituary.
Mrs.
Lucy Ann Staples, W. W.
Ogier of Thomaston preached a very
daughter of Iianiel and Jennie Crockett,
late of Prospect, was born in that town
interesting sermon at the church last Sunnow
nearing completion-The
Mare!^9, 1828, and died in Searsport, May day_Miss Gussie Mathews began teach- cottage,
Dark Harbor sidewalk club held a May bas11, 1897, aged 09 yrs., 2 months and 2 days.
ing school in the Lamb district Monday- ket sociable in Union hall on the evening of
She was united ir. marriage to Nelson P.
Staples ami became the happy mother of Mr. Frank Grey visited friends in Prospect May 8. Ice cream and other refreshments
eleven sous; and in addition, she raised'five aud Frankfort last wTeek-Mrs. A. S. Heal were served. The attendance was large and
a good sum towards building the sidewalk
other motherless children. She was indusand daughter of Belfast are visiting in town. was realized.Capt. Hermon Farrow,
trious, energetic, frugal, prosperous; a good
wife
Mullin
and
master of the three-masted schoouer, Lucia
_J.
S.
a
Sunday
wise
spent
a
m
neighbor,
counsellor, gentle
tlier,
a

Many

the railroad business and it is said that he
will be kept on the Maine Central pay-roll

horse

line

crews

night in Bangor, instead of Bucksport, as at
present. Col. O. G. Putnam,for many years
the chief conductor on this branch, has, as a
result of this change in the schedule, resigned. Col. Putuam has been 50 years in

Absolutely Pure.

short visit

a

and train

trains

returned to

son

Saturday evening

Bucksport. The Maine Ceutral managedecided upon a complete change
in the train arrangements on the Bucksport
branch, which have been practically in force
ever since the road was built, more than a
generation ago. Under the new plan the

at

Cant. Alauson Ford returned to New York
last Thursday.

Tuesday.
Capt. Clifton Curtis and
Boston Saturday.

entertainment

an

the Grange Hall. Much credit is due the
committee, Clarence Johnson, Mrs Chester
Whitten and Miss Carrie L. Boulter for the
line program. The proceeds were very satisfactory_Miss May Mason of Moutville is
teaching the summer school.
at

In tin* matter of K s.
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It is lierehy ordered that m-ii
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BELFAST

LIVERY

CO.

I). B. SOUTH WORTH & SON,

Proprietors.

"

Fkl.K

ALSO PIGS FOR SALE.
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